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utterance
that the
correspondence would not be made public
until tomorrow morning. A copy of the
reply was sent to other governments represented in China.
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The American reply is chiefly characterized by its firm tone and its brevity.
Its keynote is the President’s attitude as
laid down in the American note of July
3 and there is the strictest adherence to
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that time.
to the construction of being a rejection of Li Hung
Chang's proposition for immediate negotiat ions, yet it is stated by those who have
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too strong a term to apply to it.
The United States places Itself in the potime
sitlon of being ready at the proper
to take up peace negotiations but in the
present unsettled condition of affairs in
lack of knowledge as to
the empire, the
who are the responsible rulers and what

prohabiv

constitutes the actual
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a

to the news in
thj
following despatch
from Major Scrlven, chief signal officer
of the expedition, dated Pekin, August
17:
‘City occupied. All well.

added to Its official

THE WOMAN’S OXFORD TIES

uoxt

Tsung

to indicate a sudden
and total
The text of Admiral Kemey s despatch is as follows:
“Che Foo, August 31,Taku, August 20
“Dickens command Is landing
today.
Pekin,16. All except imperial city cleared
of Chinese troops
American troops first
to enter imperial city, have penetrated to
the gates of the palace.
Captain Keilly,
Fifth artillery, killed on 16th.
Morning
10th, Sixth cavalry and about 400 English and Japanese are dispersed.
Aoout
1000 Boxers eight miles outside of Tien
Tsln. About 100 Chinese
killed, five
Americans wounded.
Chaffee’s losses,
six killed and thirty wounded; two days

ed and a copy of the reply sent
to the
Chinese minister,Mr. Wu-, to be forwarded to Knri Li.
The State Department
made definite announcement that the reply bad been conveyed to Mr. Wu, but

33!) toui;r«'ss St.

Tan

Flag Flying Over the
Imperial Granary.

rout.

Washington, August 23.—After a long
conference at the White House today, the
reply of the United States to the application of LI Hung Chang, for the appointment of pence commissioners was complet-
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Chinese

govern-

ment, it is made clear that the time has
not arrived for pursuing the negotiation
dipproposed. The formal courtesy of
lomatic procedure is preserved but a j the
same time the entire tenor of the doo uThe
ment is one of force and firmness.
government of the United States takes

the position that negotiations are imposwlrch cannot
sible with a government
prevent hostilities against the foroes of
the powers, which were sent to the Chinese capital to save their envoys.
made on the
As long as attacks are
and other governments
troops of this
such as have followed the occupation of
Pekin and the attacks in the vicinity ot
Tien Tsin, it is deemed that the Chinese
government is either unwilling or unable
to prevent these hostilities and for this
It
reason negotiations must bo deferred.
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m.—“Today doubt,

a.

may imply that thoy were in
Pekin and that Dr. Wherry supposed
that
this
was known in Now York, or it
palace," says a despatch
“Scrlven.”
is possible that it may refer to Pekin
(Signed)
Post from Pekin, dated August 16, “and
and be in reply to tlie cable sent from
The signal ollloe says that while
this
The Amercaptured four of the oourts.
New York ou August 13, asking for
in coming
despatch was several
days
Is
ican
flying over the imperial names of Pao Ting Fu missionaries in
Hag
through to Washington there is reason to
has been
Pekin and whether they are safe.
Dr.
granary. The imperial bank
believe that the military telegruph line
looted."
Describing events prior to the Wherry, assuming that the board would
Is now working in to the Chinese capital.
relief, the Morning Post correspondent know what missionaries of the regular
force in Pekin were there, would need
It Is thought there soon will be a direct
cables:
to be informed only of the presence of
“On August 13 the Tsung Li Yamen Dr, Maud
Mackoy and of Mr. and Mrs.
rrom the
War
Department to General requested a conference with a view to Simcox. At
any rate it is clear that all
Chaffee's head quarters at Pekin.
armistice
was
howthe
No
missionaries of the Presbygranted,
peace.
regular
The most Important despatch of the day
terian church at Pekin and Dr. Mackey
the
ever, and that night we endured
was not made publio by the War Departare safe and that the property either in
longest f usllade of the whole siege. It
Pekin or Pao Ting Fu is destroyed.”
It was from General
Chaffee
ment
lasted 13 hours.
The Rev, Dr. A. B. Leonard of the
and was dated the 18th and therefore was
“On August 13 the Tsung Li Yamen Methodist
missionary society also renot a reply to the messagt*#f Inquiry sent
begged to be excused from'any conference ceived a cablegram from Pekin.
It was
to General Chaffee by the War Departsaying that the members were too busy. as follows:
ment on Monday night. Still It answered
‘‘Pekin relieved.
All members mission
Later they wroteHhat they had forbidden
a
number of the inquiries containei In
well.”
tiring on us and would court martial safe,
This was signed by the Rev. George
that message. It dealt entirely with millany who disobayeJ. During the evening Davis and the Rev. F. D. Gameweil.
tary operations and conditions. While It
shells fell in the legation com- There were
many
eighteen members of the
cannot be said to have contained any bad
Methodist mission in Pekin during the
pound."
j
news,and recorded the brilliant successes |
The Daily Chronicle
publishes an in- j siege.
of the American troops who have borne
terview with the Japanese minister in
EMPEROR REMAINED.
themselves so gallantly in the assault on
London, Kato Takaakl, which represents
Pekin, It contained enough as to the un- ! him as having said:
Report That Only the Empress Pled
settled conditions In China and the prosProm
Pekin.
“The Empress is the heart and soul of
pect of .ong and arduous work in restor-, China.
So long as she lives so long as
Washington, August 22.—The Japanese
ing peace,to form the jury for a consults- j she remains in China, whether the su- legation has received a telegram dated
tion of some hours between the President 1
preme power is taken from her or not,she August 21,from the foreign office at Tokio
and his advisers. It was hoped in official
will
received
always be the greatest force, the giving the following despatch
circles that when General Chaffee should
only one above all others to be reckoned yesterday from the Japanese actin g conbe heard from, he would report that the
with. The difficulty will be to get any sul general at Shanghai:
work of the American expeditionary force
I fear that
“A despatch received here from a Chione who can speak for her.
had been
accomplished by the rescue the Influence of Li Hung Chang is now nese official atj Pao Ting Fu says that
the
the blow
and that
of the ministers
Empress Dowager’ s orders, Hsui
of extremely little weight,
Yung Yi, Li Shan and Lien Yuen were
struck at the Boxer Insurgents by the for“The powers must come to a final un- executed on the 11th, and Yung Lu, who
eign column had dissipated the ^re!VOlu‘ derstanding quickly.
Riots, anarchy, was to have shared the same fate, is now
of the judicial department, and
tionlsts and left China with hands Tree to bloodshed and
misery throughout China in a jail
that the Emperor and the Empress Dowamake her peace with the civilized world.
will be the Inevitable result of a policy
left Pekin on the 13th escorted by
Instead of this, however,General Chaffee that does not
immediately disclose It- 'ung Fu Shiang troops, for Wu Taishan,
had to report an utterly chaotic condition self.
Chuchow
and Tse Ching Kwan.
The government must be re-estab- via
Kang Ye, it is further stated, ha s been
of affair s, and the capture of a capital lished."
commander
in ihlef of the Wu
aopointed
whence all the heads of government had
The Japanse envoy expressed his ap- Wei
while Princes Tuan and
army,
fled.
proval of the reported American sugges- Chwang and Tsong Chi, Kang Yi and
There was nothing for the victors to do tion
Hsui Tung have been ordered to remain
regarding a conference of the powbut to prevent anarchy by administering ers and said he believed that satisfactory at Pekin,
‘‘Another telegram dated the 16th has
on this derelict of empire,which had fallen
pecuniary compensation could be secured been received here from Pao Ting Fu,
into their hands, Therefore the prospect
that though the Empress
if the resources of China were properly to the effect
Dowager has left Pekin the Emperor has
definite the fact that
her
opened up by General Chaffee's despatch flotrol/vno.!
decided
to
remain
behind.”
neIs that the American contingent of
are
Americans

attacked

the imperial
to the Morning

j

j

j

|

5er

cessity will be detained in China for
some time to come,
probably for the
This will necessitate the
whole winter.
hurried completion of preparations that
already have been begun comfortably to
subsist our army through the severe winclose In on
ter weather which will soon
northern China.

etep In the direction of opening negotiaNo question is raised as to the autions
Fire Insurance
thority of Li Hung Chang to represent his
credenSI Exchange Street.
government it is said that his
others who oome
Firs' Class American and Foreign Companies tials, like those of all
Chas. C. Auams.
Houacb AUPKitsoic.
together for the purpose of negotiating
decl»
lp codti
lues. J. I.ittlb.
terms of peace, will be examined by the
TIIE POLICE AT SEA.
respective representatives and the validiof each
the
of
representative
powers
ty
THE WEATHER.
United
determined by that body. The
No Evidence in Scharn Murder
States,
however, In communicating with
22.—Forecast—ThursBoston, August
M lnlster Wu recognizes him as the officCase.
day fair weather; Friday fair except posial representative of the Chinese govern*ibly local showers in the afternoon, ment.
Z~Murdered
About
•lowly rising temperature.
Minister Wu reoeived the
reply early All Goitlp Centers
Girl’s Brother,
Washington, August 22.—Forecast for this afternoon and work was immediately
on the
New begun on its translation, ilrBt
For
Thursday and Friday:
England, generally fair Thursday and American text to the Chinese and thon New York,August 23.—The police seem
from Chinese into the cipher. This took to be ns much at sea as ever, concerning
Friday; light southwesterly winds.
some time and it was not until late in the
A
bchurn.
the murder of Katharine
LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.
disday that the reply was actually
or more of detectives [are busy on
score
local
Portland, Aug. 22, 1900. —The
patohed. The most important develop- the case but do not report having made
Weather bureau records the following:
in the after8 a. m.—Barometer. 29 887; thermome- ment of the day came “late
much progress in the unravelling of the
*®i W; dewpoint, 58; rel. humidity, 89; noon when the State Department made mystery,
direction of the wind, NW; velocity of public a despatch from Minister Conger,
All the gossip of the case continues to
tno wind, f>; state of weather, clear.
It
dated at Pekin only three days ago,
centre about Frederick Scharn. the mur8 p. m.—Barometer. 29.890; thermomeout with the foltew ing statedered girl’s young brother, who is still
b'1’. 84; dew point, 50; rel. humidity, 72; was given
direction of the wind, 8W; velocit y of the ment:
locked up but is to appear before Judge
the
wind, 6; state of weather, p. cloudy.
The State Department authorizes
Fitzgerald tomorrow on a writ of habeas
an
at
early
Maximum temperature, 77; minimum announcement of the receipt
On Incorpus secured by his attorney.
temperature, 66; mean temperature. 66; hour this afternoon through the consul
Harley’s orders a small hall bedspector
rwvxinnim wind velocity, 10 S; precipiat Che Foo of a telegram from Mr. Con- room window which has
bloody finger
tation—24 hours, .4.
to the folfrom the
ger In the department cipher
marks on it, was today taken
LEGION OF HONOR.
lowing effect:
Scharn rooms to the police station as ev19,
Pekin, August
Atlantic City, N. J., August 22.-The
idence in the murder case.
of Stai-e, Washington:
__
Supreme Council American Logion of “Secretary
the exception of
with
entire
“The
city
WIFE IS IN PORTLAND.
donor, began a two day’s session here the imperial palace is occupied by JapanAmericans and
this
British,
morning. The annual report of tho ese, JUus3ia,n,
is being apportioned Into disFrdnoh.
it
treasurer showed receipts, $70,015; districts for police supervision, lhe Chinese So Says an Would Be Brooklyn Bridge
bursements, $51,822; benefit fund total army lied. The imperial family and the
Jumper.
reosipts amount, $1,791,704, of which courtlhave gone westward, probably to bi
funeral claims amounting to $1,600,500 An Fu in the province of Shen; no repregovernment are
New York, August 28.—William Ryan,
have been paid. Death benefit drafts not sentatives of the Chinese
in sight in Pekin and the conditions are
be who says he was at one time head proyet presented for
to
to
is
amount
The
expected
ohaotlo.
palace
payment
Many missionaries perty man at Keith’s theatre, in Boston,
8178,000 which leaves a net available bal- taken immediately
have started for home, while others re- today tried to jump from the Brooklyn
ance on hand of
$9,204.
main in charge of the Christian refugees
bridge, in an effort to commit suloide. A
ANARCHIST MEETING DISPERSED, numbering about 1,000,
policeman prevented the leap in the nick
“Conger.”
(Signed)
of time. Ryan was out of work and deBerlin, August 22 —An anarchist meetleft him and
Mr. Conger's message was particularly spondent and says his wife
ing held in Beriin today was dispersed by
went baok to her parents injPortland.Me.
how
in
showing
officiate
the
Polioo who arrested the speaker.
welcome to

Agency

London, August 23.—4

1603

present

pledged.

revenues

Field Marshal Count Von Waliersee, NO COURIER SERVICE FROM SIAN
FU.
according to the Daily Mail's corresponNew York, August 22.—The cable comdent, expresses the opinion that his labors
nosent out the following
in China will he of long duration, “as panies today

pacification
ing.”

will be a difficult

undertak-

Three hundred and seventy-five thousand Russian troops are already in the far
or on the way there by land and
east,
sea, or under orders to embark. This

statemsnt is made by the Moscow correspondent of the Daily Graphic who adds
mobilization

that

European

over
are

now

at

is

in

progress

all

Russia, and that there

Odessa 14 steamers chartered

to take troops.
According to a St. Petersburg special
at the Rusa telegram has been reoelved
sian capital from Shanghai announcing
for
Hung Chang
the departure of Li
Pekin.

_

FROM MISSIONARIES.
Some

Important

But

Rather

Mixed

Cablegrams From Pekin.

New York, Aug. 22—Tho first cable-

“We are advised that the
Great
tloe:
Northern Telegraph company announces
the Chinese admlnistrtion gives notice
that the courier service between Sian Fu
and Pekin is suspended, the couriers having been unable to pass.”
CONGER TO BE RELIEVED.

From

Despatches
Press

already

MANF D. BY

—

Belated

Admiral Kemey reported early

prin ted of the death of gallant Captain
liellly in the final assault on the outer
walls of Pekin.
Almost as Important as the Pekin news
in today s despatch
was the statement
that the Boxers are again
concentrating
around Tien Tsln and that last Sunday
morning the sixth cavalry with about 400
English and Japanese troops had a lively
brush with the Boxers, eight miles out
side of Tien Tsln, where about 100 of the
Chinese were killed and five Americans
wounded. The casualty list In this fight
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BUY THE GENUINE
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foe seen in Pe-

Has

Family

Virtually

to

in the morning, bringing the
story of the
Pekin operation s up to the l(5th In Pekin
and confirming the press report

Replies to
Hung’s Appeal.

Presents in the most acceptablefo/m
the isLca/it e principA s ofpiajits
known to act most besieucjuipy:

is

PRICE THREE CENTS.

troops needed, effectively to protect
Shanghai. Urge government immediate;
ly increase quota.'

Minister Conger makes no mention of
his desire to como home and It Is stated
officially that this government has made
the suggestion that he return to this

Cabinet

System

iKJTIUVSSX}

kin.

Pekin.

and Effectually
bilious or costive.

Gently

1900.

“the

Chinese government

Immediately.
ktsl | wntly ajjdfwmpt/y.

MORNING, AUGUST 23,

statement
conditions are chaotic” was
taken as another strong justification for
the firm reply given to China
today. He
emphasizes thsfaot that the Chinose army
has fied, the Imperial family and court
have gone and no representative of
the
that

Fled to Si An.

The Palace is

THURSDAY

PRESS.

by the allies.

country.

Imperial

the entire city is
Mr.
Conger’s

DAILY

Associated

Correspondent.

(Copyright, 1900, the Associated Press.)
In Camp,
Outside Pekin, August 14.
—(Presumably) via Che Foo, August 81.
—Morning of the 14th, regiments of Japanese, American, British and Russians
reconnoiterlng along the four roads towards Pekin yesterday were un-opposed,
They established lines flvo miles from
Pekin before the Fast wall whose towers
are visible.
The remainder of the army is arriving.
There are no signs of the Chinese in
front of Pekin, but there was heavy
tiring there all night
Probably the
Chinese are attacking the legations in
a desperate effort to crush them before
the city falls.
The
heat is intense and marching
soldiers suffer greatly.

FOXCROFT ACADEMY.
Reunion of Alumni of One of Matuc’l
Oldest Schools.

Foxcroft, Me., August 22.—The first re*
union ever held by tho graduates of thg
Foxcroft academy took place this evet:«
ing. One hundred and eighty of tho
alumni enjoyed an elaborate banquet and
listened to speeches by prominent former
students. Prinolnal Sampson of Thornton academy acted as toastmaster and the
following responded :to toasts: SenatcE
Stanley Plummer of Dexter, John F.
liobinson of Bangor, Clarenoe Chase of
Auburn, Principal Knowlton of Monson
academy, Willard C. Averill of Texas,
Hon. S. F. Humphrey of Bangor, Dr. M.
C. Fernald of tho University of Maine
and Calvin Chamberlain of Foxcroft, the
oldest alumnus.
NEW UBDEANS AT WOO SUNG.

Washington, August

22,—The oruiser
navy
Woo

New Orleans

was reported at the
department as having arrived at
the port of
today.

Sung,

Shanghai,

The

foregoing despatch from the correspondent of the Associated Press at
Pekin was evidently written and sent
off several hours earlier than the despatch
dated August 14, and received In
New
York, Thursday night, giving the story
of the rescue
and the joyful reception
of th

e

Waltt and Band’s

relief column.

BLACKSTONE

COMPLIMENT TO FOWLER.
New York, Agusut 22 —The Rev. Dr.
A. B. Leonard
of the Methodist Missionary sooiety, has received a letter from
the
Rev.
Frederio Brown from Che
Foo, in whioh a high compliment is paid
to Consul Flower, as follows:
“Che Foo is unsafe and we shall have
to move soon. The place is full
of refugees and there Is only one consul worth
anything—Consul Fowler of the United
States. But for him SOU missionaries in
this and
other
provinces would have
bean left to fate. On~the arrival of 95
refugees today, three cheers were given
for Fowler and groans for the
British
Both English and Canadians
upstart.
are disgusted with him.
I wrote thus
that you may bring this to the notice
ofr
Fowler’s superiors.'
CONGRATULATIONS TO CHAFFEE

Washington, August

22.—The war department has made public the following:
“War Department, August 22.
“Major General Chaffee, Pekin, via
'iatju:
“The President joins me In congratulations to you and to
officers and men
of your
command
on
the
brilliant
achievement in which the courage, fortitude and skill of the American forces in
China have played so honorable a part.
While mourning for your fallen comrades,
the whole country Is proud
and grateful
for your great success.
“Elihu Boot, Secretary of War.”
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Should you want a fall hat before
returning to your distant home, the
newest correct

Andover, Mans.,

Resulted In Murder.

styles tor autumn
Derbys and Soft Hats have
just been opened for selection.
Reliable always in quality and
price.
wear

in

Andover, Mass., August 22.—At a colored picnic at Shawsheen grove this afterTHE MATTEK’
Davennoon, a quarrel between George
107 Middle St.
port of Boston and Edward E. Janifer of
Cambridge, culminated in a duel with
Gbo.
A. Coffin M’a’n.
revolvers, the result of which was the
death of Davenport from a bxillet in the
heart, the arrest of Janifer on the charge
of murder, while William Norris, also of
Boston received a stray bullet in the leg.
As both Davenport and Janifer fired five
shots at each otner there was something
approaching a panic among the three or
four hundred people in the grove and it
Wanted at once, mill to saw a
is surprising that others were not
hit. hardwood lot of 750,000 ft.
Both men had been drinking heavily but
CSive particulars as
to
what
it is believed that the quarrel was an time
reatty iosaw, size of eugiue
old one. Friends tried in vain to part the
nud condition of mill.
Address
men, fearing serious results, but the pasaug20dtflp
sions of the two raged too high and after MILL, Box 1 557.
calling each other vile names, both pulled
revolvers and began
shooting. At, the
fourth shot Davenport was hit in the nose
and in the next
he fell to the ground
with a bullet in his heart, expiring soon
after.
Janifer was at once secured and
taken before Judge Poor.
He was arraigned on the charge of murder, pleaded
not guilty and was held without bail tor
the September grand jury
Norris, who
caught the bullet in the leg, had the missile extracted by a local physician and

COF

PORTABLE

MILL,

JSAW

was not seriously injured.
Janifer, after
being taken to the Lawrence jail, claimed
that the shooting was in self-defense,
Very little is known here of Davenport
except thi-t he was of a roving
disposi-

tion.

JANIFEB’S

GOOD

"REPUTATION.

_

xjosion, August

—auwuru

oumier,

who shot George Davenport at Andover
is well known In
Cambridge, He is
married and has two children.
The police of Cambridge say that Janifer is a quiet, unassuming, industrious
fellow.
It is understood that the colored Odd
Fellows will do everything in their power
to aid him and tonight engaged counsel
to look after Janifer's interests..
SECOND REGIMENT SHOOT.

Augusta, Me., August 22.—The Second
New York, August 22.—A despatch to regiment, which has now been encamp ?d
the World from Washington, sava: The
live days at Camp Powers, August a, held
War Department sent General Chaffee a
cablegram of four words this afternoon, but one ritle match today, the regimental
which practically takes
things out of championship match, which was won by
Minister Conger's hands and puts Gener- Lieut. W. H. Matthews of Co.
B, with a
real Chaffee In the position ot utmost
of the
The winning score
score of 89,
The
said:
message
sponsibility.
“Report operations, situation, require- first regiment in this match was ninety.
ments.’'
In today s match Sergoa'nt F. Hussey of
There Is no Intention of
deprecating Co, L, was second, score SS.
has
the
Minister Conger; the government
Governor Powers will visit the camp
liveliest sense of gratitude for him; but
It Is not deemed expedient to act on his tomorrow forenoon. His visit will not be
despatches heoause, alter his terrible ex- in an official capaoity. A sham battle
perience, he is naturally biased and befor the Governor's bencause he needs and deserves a rest. It is planned especially
proposed to have Mr. Conger come home efit, will take place soon after his arrival
at the first opportunity ami enjoy a long in camp.
period of rest and recuperation.
PAPER TRUST DIRECTORS.
MORE FIGHTING INEVITABLE.

a keen
edgo to carvo a
gracefully and smoothly. The
right shaped knives and forks are
quite as necessary also to properly
handle a roast turkey or small bird.
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Washington, August 22 —The War DeAugust 22.—The InSaratoga, N. Y
(TALK No. 277.)
partment announced early in the day that ternational Paper company at Corinth toit wa6 in receipt of a casualty list from day, elected the following directors:
D.
THE CHILDREN.
WATCH
was made
and this
General Chaffee,
O. Mills, Warren"* Curtis and A. M. BurIt
was
hownoon.
about
and
A
of
York
T.
S.
New
learned,
study of the world will show that
Coolidge
bank,all
One of them was publio
ago, arrived today.
ever, that the Chaffee despatch contained of Glens Falls, N. Y. The board of diall countries are troubled with imof
board
the
Presbyterian
receivod by
amount ot' matter beside rectors then elected the following officers;
a considerable
This is attributed to
perfect eyes.
and
the list of killed
wounded, and President, H. J. Chisholm, New
York;
foreign missions. It came from the Rev. was
many causes. One ot the greatest
the
subject of an extended White vice president and treasurer, A. M. BurDr.
Wherry of Pokin, and Was dated
conference between the President,
bank, New York; second vice president,
dangers is incurred by children who
from Che Foo, where it is supnosed to House
S eoretary of
W. B. Dillon, New York.
It was as Secretary Root, and Acting
study tco hard. If the eyes arejweak,
have been sent via Tien Tsiu.
State Adee. It was hoped by the officfollows:
they should be fitted with glasses at
ials that the receipt of detailed news from
ROCKEFELLER SUMMONED.
“Mackey some converts marvelously General Chaffee Would simplify the situonce.
Not
the “guess work-’ or
New York, August 22.—The Journal
saved. Property mission private totally ation considerably, and onable
its govwhich
made kind, but those
ready
friends.”
C.
ernment to map out, in a large degree,Its and Advertiser will say tomorrow:
destroyed. Wire
correct all tho defects of the eyes and
one
of
the
secretaries
This
in
China,
Robert E. Spear,
future line of action
wae J. Smyth, attorney of the state of Neput them under normal conditions
commented ou this as not the ease, however. General Chaffee’s
of the board,
braska, who is now in this city,has sumbe
there
Indicated
that
Such glasses will protect and preserve
may
yet
telegram
follows:
to
beKookefeiler
J).
John
m<wied
appear
the eyes. I make a specialty of thatj
“Several words are mispelled. ‘Were’ considerable heavy fighting around Pebetween that city and the ooast. fore him and give testimony regarding
for wire, ‘Wherry’ for wherry and ‘In- kin, and
kind.
culcate’ for inculcate, and the board’s TROOPS WANTED AT SHANGHAI, the Standard Oil trust.
There is much doubt as
cable address.
A. IV!. WENTWORTH,
New York, August 22.—The executive
OSCAR WILL ARBITRATE.
The
to the meaning of the message.
Asiatic
American
of the
committee
most hopeful interpretation is that it association have received the
Stockholm, Sweden, August 22.—King Practical
following
refers to Pao Ting Fu and that ‘some
cablegram from the American association Oscar has formally agreed to act as arbiconverts’ may be a mistake for ‘Sim- of China at
for
and
have
546 1-3 Congrell St.
Shanghai,
trator of tho claims for compensation for
coxes’.
Perhaps the omission of the warded it to the Secretary of State:
losses sustained by British and German ;
m. to lp.m,
mention of Dr. and Mrs. Ilodgos, about
“Situation Yang Tse valley increasingm, to 6 p. m«
Military estimate 16,000 subjects and American citizens in Samoa. I
whose location there has been some ly critical.
como to the mission
grams which have
boards in this city from Pekin siuce communication was cut, over two months

Optician,

the above state ticket and ratifying the
list of Presidential electors. The platform endorses the Kansas City platform,
denounces trusts and demands
various
state reforms.

FIRED BEILDISGS.

Little

Two

Shot

Fast

Racing

Children.

Grand Circuit

Other Persons Injured, One
So-

One

Fatally

of

An Ohio Mob.

Made (o

Attempt

Lyneli

a

Negro

Meeting.

Boston, August 22.—The feature of the
grand circuit meet at the Rsadville track
this afternoon was the big Massachusetts
stake §10,000, the fifth renewal for 2 12

Ohio,
August 22.—A deteris being
made
tonight to

lynch Louis Peck, a negro, accused of an
the
six year-old
attempt to assault
daughter of Thao lore Maas, and as a result a mini her of neople have already been
killed and injured. So far as known the
dead and injured are: (ilen Wade, aged
10, shot through the heart; John M.
Davidson, four-year-old child, shot dead
ip a baby cab. Fred Y. Orwick, aged 25
years, is badly wounded with buckshot
at the hospital.
A
and is now dying
named Mull was shot in the head
also in one of his legs. Another man
whose name could not be learned, but
who is a driver for the
American Express company, was shot in the leg. It is
also said that several police officers are
wounded.
Shortly after midnight the mob broke
into a hardware store and stole all the
fire arms and ammunitio n they could
ffnd, and proceeded to the City building
a nd
opened Are on th e defenders and
set Are to the Columbia hall,
Anally
which adjoins the City building. They
will no doubt set Are to the City build
before morning as the Aames are
ing

spreading rapidly.
PECK IN CLEVELAND.

Cleveland, Ohio, August 22.—This afternoon Sheriff Kelley and Prosecutor
Wannamaker of Summit county, arrived
in Cleveland from Akron with two colored prisoners, one of them Louis Peck,
accused of assaulting the little Maas girl.
Peek tells conflicting stories but admits
that he took the little Maas girl out riding with him la3t Monday.

BRYAN’S BUSY DAY.
Occupied In IJaruiiglng Nebraska

Falls City, Neb., August 22.—This was
busy day for Mr. Bryan, it was after
1 o'clock this morning when he reached
Auburn, his first stopping place, after
At 8 o’clock he made
leaving Lincoln.
an
hour’s address.
At Tecumseh, the
next stopping place,
he spoke briefly,
and after
a hasty dinner,
started upon
a 31 mile drive across country to Pawnee.
At Pawnee, as at Auburn and Tecumseh,
there was a good attendance as there
was also at the night meeting, held at
this point.
The towns visited are all
in Mr. Bryan's old district.
Mr. Bryan had the largest and most
enthusiastic audience of the day at the
He paid
evening meeting at Falls City.
his respects to Senator Hanna in the following extract:
“This morning’s papers tell us that
Mr. Hanna yesterday went down into
New Jersey,
the home of the trusts,
to make a speech.
Did he tell
those
Kepubiicaus down thor3 that the Kepablicau party was going to win and not to
He said to
them:
worry? Oh, no.
‘Yon want to watch out. Don’t be overconfident, /we have got"a great fight on
hand. We have got to fight hard.’
“And then I can imagine I can see him
behind him and say:
put nis hand
‘Come down.’
“Isn’t that a good place for a man to
go to scare the corporations into contributions.”
Mr. Bryan is to leave at 3.30 tomorrow morning for Topeka,
reaching that
city at 1 03.

HORStTsHOW.

Finest

Ever

Seen

in

Maime.
Bar Harbor,
August 22,—The horse
show continued today with even a larger
crowd present than yesterday. Fully 4000
persons visited the show and saw the best
exhibition of fancy horses that has ever
been brought together in the State of
Maine.
Those taking first prizes
were
as follows:
Misses Helen and Louise
of
Bowen
Boston, in pony class; Gen.
Edward Morrill of Philadelphia, single
horse in harness; Mrs, O. B
NewboJd,
Philadelphia,
pair horses in harness;
Gen. Morrill,
pair horses in harness;
Miss Dorothy
Edwards, Now York,
ladies’ saddle horse; Joseph Pulitzer, Jr
Hew
York, gentleman s saddle horse;
Miss Van Hess, New York, gentleman's
saddle horse; Miss Van Ness, New York,
best high stepper; Gen, Morrill, four-inhand
The hose reel race
was Avon by the
Eagles of Orono; time, .41 1-2,
The bicycle race went to Arthur Pray
of Bar Harbor.
liain prevented the finish of the trotting after two heats had been run off in
the 2.27 class.
Filamont, owned by William Kerr, Avon tne mile
running race

{Summary:

2.27 Class,

Trotting.

(Unfinished,)

Annio

Wilkes, b in by
Sahegan,
(Lewis Byaer,),
1 i
Vinal Haven, b g, (L. B Wiswell), 2 2
Artist, b s, (H 0 McKusiok,)
3 3
Cruso, blk g, (G. M. Dyer),
4
4
Time 2 22 1-4, 2.32 1-2.
Mile dash—Filamont, b g, by Galore,
W. M. Kerr won; Marslan, W M. Kerr,
second; Talebearer, Edward M. Morrill,
third.

WISCONSIN DEMOCRATS.

Milwaukee,

#

Says The Oilier Senator Jones to

Teller is Also With the

Carnegie

without any founla tlon. Senator J. P.
Jones has bean entirely consistent in his
views and actions for 25 years and he
Successful is
heartily enlisted in the light for the

KEEPING NEELY A THOME.
His

Lawyers

Are

Pretty

So Far.

New York, August 22.—Now that the
attorneys for Charles F. W.
Neely,

formerly Cuban agent for the post office
department, have filed an appeal to the
United States supreme court and that
their client cannot be taken to Cuba
pending the appeal, it is learned from

Neely’s petition for a writ of habeas
corpus, that his counsel has sworn that
he believed the United States government had made arrangements for
the
placing of the petitioner on board an
army transport for immediate tr ansportation to Cuba as soon as the necessary
order for extradition had been signed
ar.d the accused man secured and placed
aboard ship. This plan, counsel averted,
was to
prevent the petitioners from
applying for a writ of habeas corpus.
U. S. District Attorney Burnett is
absent but assistant district attorney
Platt when asked if it was true, said the
United States supreme court would* convene in October and that the
Neely case
was at a standstill until that time.
He
would neither confirm nor deny the reported government plan to rush Neely
outside the three mile limit.

Wis., August

22 —For
governor, Louis G. Bohm
Kich, Kenlieutenant
osha;
governor, Thomas Patterson, Waushara; secretary of state,
Joseph H Woodnorth, Milwaukee.
The Democratic state convention completed its labors tonight by

nominating

It Will Be

Difficult

to

Keep It From

Spreading Among Natives,

Washington,August. 22.—Captain Shoemaker, chief of the revenue cutter service, has received a report from Captain
Cushing, commanding the Ku3h, dated
Dutch Harbor, Alaska.
July 19. H e
states that a'sehooner from Nome to Seattle had just put into that port with a case
of small pox on board. The 54 passengers
and a crew of seven were promptly vaccinated and the patient isolated on
Hog
island, Captains Harbor, with a nurse
and a surgeon, together with medicines
and a supply of food. At about the same

Fielded

Lost

Poorly and

Democratic party and for Mr. Bryan this
year. We rely upon him implicitly.
As
for Senator Teller, we are in
constant

correspondence with him and I can say
there is not a man at national headquarters or in the Democratic
party who man-

Boston, August 22—The Bostona fielded
like a lot of raw recruits today and the
Brooklyns won easily The score:
21003100 1—8
Boston,
60103230 1—16
Brooklyn,
Base hits—Boston, 13; Brooklyn, 17,
Errors—Boston, 4; Brooklyn, 1. Batteries—Dineen and Ciarke; Weyhing, Kennedy and McGuire.
N. Y. TURNED TABLES.
New York,August 22 —The New Yorks
turned the tables on the Philadelphias
this afternoon and won the first game ot
the present series with ease.
The score:
Philadelphia, 0010 1 000 0—2
New York,
10003130 x—8
Base hits—Philadelphia, 7; New York,
11,
Errors—Philadelphia, 5; New York,
1. Batteries—Piatt and McFarland; Carrick and Grady.

Head,

a

68
64
48
48
47
45
43
38

Philadelphia,
Chicago,
Boston,

Cincinnati,

St. Louis.
New York,

PORTLAND

36
44

47
48
49
52
51
55

DEFEATED

.624
.660
.605
.600
.490
.464
.457
.409

POLAND

SPRINGS.
The Portland Golf club team defeated
the Poland Springs team yesterday on
the Portland grounds, 7 up.
The visiting team arrived in the city at 8.30 and
alter playing over the course in the foretaken to the West End hotel
for lunch, The feature of the match was
the brilliant playing of F. H. Hoyt. In
the ilrst round playing against Mr, Nassein Mallouf, the best player of the visitnoon were

ing team, he made 39, which is three betthan
the amateur record and one
better than any professional, except Yar-

ter

Hrm

hflfi

mrnu

THI 11TT -SECOND
Reunion at

MAIN E.

W aterboro

Well

Attended.
[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
Waterboro August 22 —The annual reunion of the 32d Maine Regiment Association was held here today and was well
attended. Some of the members arrived
last night and a camp fire
and smoke
talk was he'd in the Odd Fellows’
hall.
The meeting for business occurred
thi s
morning at 1) 30 and wag called to order
by President Forrest E. Bisbeej'of Auburn. The address of welcome was given
by Hon. B, F. Chadbourne.
The election of officers resulted as follows: President, Augustus
Smith of

Bridgeport, Ct., August 22.—In the 25
paced race between Jolmny
Nelson and
Jimmy Michael at the
mile motor

Pleasure Beach track this afternoon,
Michael dropped out in the 7tli mile, boine seized with cramps, according to his
trainers.
Nelson covered the 25 miles in
42 minutes 11 2-5 seconds.

i,i

—

August 22.—George II. Hosof the best known and most famous professional oarsmen in the world
is dead.
He died of consumption this
afternoon at the Carney hospital,
South
Boston, where his last days were made
as comfortable
as possible by the good
sisters,"
Hosmer
has not enjoyed good health
for the last couple of years. He leaves a
son. George Butler
Hosmer, who is 17,
and a daughter still younger.
CARNEGIE STORY A KUMQR ONLY
Boston, August 22 —Erving Winslow,
secretary of the anti-imperialist league,
when asked
today regarding the report
that Andrew Carnegie would
take the
stump for Bi’yan, said that lie regarded
the matter as rumor
ouly. The league at
least knew nothing about it.

Have President

Would

Impeached.

Cong. Fitzgerald

Gives Talk

on

Prohibition.

The
Democrats of Portland opened
their campaign last evening by a rally at
Ci^y hall. There was a good attendance,
although many vacant seats were on
both
the floor
and in the galleries.
Chandler’s
Previous
to the meeting
band played a few selections in fr out of
the hail, and at a few minutes before 8
o’clock the band went into the hall where
it continued to discourse music until
8.30 o’clock.
Just before
George L.
Swett called the meeting to order a number of well-known local Democrats took
seats on the platform with the speakers
of the eveninsz.
Mr. Swett Introduced
Gen. John J. Lynch, who spoke as follows :
General Lynch went on to say a great
deal about imperialism and said that the
must
time had now arrived when we
stand-by the declaration of independence

ing to make a few eloquent and spread
eagle remarks about love of home and
country and the nres of liberty which
must glow forever. It was good to hear,
for General Lynch can be eloquent when
he tries, and his words were uttered as
though he believed what he was talking

about
Then he got down to the “hydra headed
trusts.
He said the Republican p arty
and the trust are political and industrial
Siamese twins. This was a new one to
the crowd and they applauded this utterance
a
Of course Gen.
good deal,
Lynch said that the only remedy for the
trust evil was to elect Bryan,
but he
didn t say how Bryan would eliminate it
if he had the chance.
wou by Rex Wilkes, blk.
s., by Johnnie
Now General Lynch got
down to a
Wilkes; Lancey second, Maceo third.
point in his remarks which every DemoBest time 2.25 1-4.
cratic orator must reach, that of
the
Second event, 2.19 class, purse $200,
It sounded funny to hear
was won by Gloria, b.
m. by Nathan standing army.
Wilkes; Alice Drake second, Maud C. General Lynch, above ail other men, talkWilkes third.
Best time 2,18 1-4.
ing about the dangers of standing armies
Third event, 2,29 class, purse $200. and the fear that the
Republican party
Three heats trotted and race postponed
intended to force a “large
standing
on account of darkness.
Yulcan took
on the country.
General Lynch
first heat,
Grace Lake the next two. army!!
went on to talk about entangling alliancBest time 2.24.
es, and this brought him to the expansion
MICHAEL DROPPED OUT.
of our commerce, which he said
would

TO-BOERS.

one

Imperialism.

_17^_

whaling bark,

Boston,

of

Oon. Gamaliel Bradford Talks

rick

election and who has worked harder to links. A return match will be
played
accomplish it than has Senator Teller. at Poland Springs next jveek.
The
The stories undoubtedly originated from score:
Republican sources. But I am at loss to Portland.
Poland Springs.
know why the Republicans should at one
Holes up.
Holes up.
and the same time, declare that the one
H.
P.
7
N. MallouL
0
Hoyt,
great issue in this campaign is the silver
C. Eaton,
1 J. W. Chick,
0
question, and also give out that all the W.
7
H. E. Richards,
0
old silver leaders are coming over to the G. S. Ellis,
2 W. C. Chick,
0
Republican party ‘because there is no sil- Dean Sills,
P.
C.
0
Harris Penn,
Payson,
9
ver issue.'
A S. Woodman, 0
H.
1
Roome,
Senator Jones also said: ‘‘I notice a reMr.
that
is
port
Carnegie
going to return
10
from Scotland and make some speeches
for Bryan and Stevenson.
This informPITTSFIELD
RACES.
ation was given out by the anti-imperialist league at Boston. I have no personal
Pittsfield, Me., Aug. 22—The Union
knowledge of the matter whatever. It Trotting Park score card
today called
may,or may not be true. There has been
for three races.
The attendance was
no communication with Mr.
Carnegie on
this subject on the part of the Democrat- much
larger than on Tuesday.
ic national committee.”
First event 3.26 stake, purse $200, was

half her crew ill, the secand
two others dying.
Captain Cushing says that a3 the s3ason
advances and the crowds
flock out to
Nome, there are sure to be many infected
stopping at Dutch Harbor and it will require constant vigilance to keep the small
A
pox from getting among the natives.
marine hospital surgeon has taken charse
cf the quarantine station at
island
Hog
and the quarantined schooner.

mer,

Opening of Democratic
Campaign Last Night.

NATIONAL LEAGUE STANDING.
Club,
Lost. Per.Ct.
Won.

Brooklyn,
Pittsburg,

COLLISION

ON RUMFQRD
ROAD.

FALLS

Lewiston,

August 22.—The morning
Portland & Rumford Fails
delayed about an h our by
At 7 o'clock a special train
Humford
Falls with a party of
*,r
oresters, bound for the gathering at
cram on the
railroad was
» collision.

PERUNAI

!S CATARRH !
OF 8
STOMACH.BOWELS,KIDNEYS 1
AND FEMALE ORGANS.

i

Washington. August

22.—The war de-

the rich, richer and
the poor,
Then he struck Cuba,
said
for
the
Doers, and ended
for
five
minutes
by
talking
about thWlemocratic candidate for the
presidency. This tribute to Bryan was a
good thing to bring out the applanse,
which was as much a tribute to General
make

poorer.
a
word

Lynch’s eloquence

as

it was to

Bryan.

Gen.
L^rnch^closed by introducing Hon.
Gamaliel Bradford of Boston, one of the
head men in the list of anti -imperialists, Mr. Bradford is a gentleman well
along in years. He is not a very interesting talker, and while he was delivering his speech many people left the hall.
As they went out they made considerable
noise which
disturbed
the
plainly
speaker. Mr. Bradford frequently referred
to his notes.
remarks by saying that
rather reticent about coming to Maine to speak in the state campaign ; but in this year the national
oampaign has been 6uch as to overshad-

began

lie

he hatl

his

been

ow state issues so that the state
must
take a back 89at.
The whole Union
is
bending its eyes towards Maine in this

campaign.
“The issue is a plain one,’’ said Mr,
Bradford.
“It is whether this republic
shall remain as such or shall have its
institutions
thrown
great
to the
winds.
The Republicans this year are
to
talk of everything except
willing
But they can’t get rid ol
imperialism.
it in this campaign.”
The
famous
then
anti-imperialist
devoted considerable
time to taking up
several
statements made
Senator
by

Frye at Westbrook

on Monday night, and
conclusion of this part of his
speech that he would be willing at any
time to meet
Senator Frye in joint debate on the issues of the campaign.
“Lincoln said,” continued Mr. Brad-

said

in

ford,

as he
branched oil to another line,
“that no country could exist half slave
and half free.
Neither can any country
exist one half republic and one half e'tn-

When Congress says it can govern
outlying territories
without the

pire.
the

Constitution,

it
can also govern the
without the
Constitution. The
President at "Washington
wanted wai
and everythingfthey did was to
bring on
the war.
The President had no
states

righi
partment received notice today from the
to
declare war and he could
great northern company that the com- Whatever
have
been
mercial cablo between Che Foo andTaku
Impeached.
Those
natives
is open for business and that
with Aguinaldo gave us aid
and he lpec
messages
bo
now
may
accepted for Tien Tsin io Admiral Dowey on the assurance that
which point there is a
could
military line.
have their in dependence.
they

BRIEFLY

TOLD.

Three bodies have been recovered from
the wreck at Kensico and
it is thought
that no more were killed.
At Maxwell, Va., a
light engine collided with a freight and an
engineer and
liremen were killed ai d several others In-

jured.
The

May
oOL,

r

re ward
os

burg

for the murderer of Miss
has been increased to §4,

time for many
is the
first
he said, “that I have had occasion to address the Democri>jS of Portland, 1 was in Congress for two terms
as the only Democratic
representative
the New England States, and in
from
that time received many requests from
Democrats all over these states.
So, in
a "sense, you see that I represented you.
In this last session of Congress I had
a tilt with
Jongressman Uittlefield of

“This

A MOTHER’S

STORY.

years,”

to

Boston; lirst vice president, G. H. Benson; second vice president,
George W.
RAINBOW WON.
Richards; secretary and treasurer, E.
R. I., August 22—In today’s
Newport,
C. Milliken;
C.
H.
historian,
Huston;
executive committee, Kay P. Eaton, H. ! race for the 70-footers, Cornelius VanderR. Sargent John M. Jackson. The mat- bilt's crack
Rainbow won by one minute,
ter of publishing a history of the regi41 seconds with the Yankee
second and
ment was discussed at some
length.
Dinner was served at one o’clock,
the the Virginia third, the latter being beaten
one
comrades marching from the
minute, 25 seconds by the Yankee
grove to the
ball, lead by Waterboro fife and drum and three minutes, six seconds by the
Rainbow. The points for the $1,000 cup
A fine dinner was served by the
corps
good ladies of the town In their excellent now stand Yankee 10, Mineola an 1 Rainmanner.
Too much credit cannot be giv- bow each 8, Virginia 1.
KRUGER
en to them.
After dinner the
comrades
CUSTOM HOUSE MEN ACQUITTED.
the
again assembled in
grove where
Tlrat
Surrender
Says
Means
St.
speech making was the order of the day.
Havana, August 22.—All persons acAddresses were made by J. L. Small
Helena.
H. cused of
complicity In the Havana cusC. Huston. J. F. Jones,
J. A. Hobbs, toms house frauds
were acquitted today.
H’
1
iji
u
nr
The President of the court has
inserted
London, August 2-3.—President Kruger, Biaisdeil. Hon. B. F. Chad bourne, J. F.
in the decision a clause to the effect that
a ccording to a despatch from Lourenco Cbadbourne H. R
Sargent, and others.
he thinks four of the accused are
guilty
One of our oldest citizens,
Mr.
John and these
Marques to the Daily Express has issued
may be take before the suT. Scribner hale and hearty at 93 years of
a proclamation counter to the latest
court.
preme
procage, was present and presented
to
the
lamation issued by
l^rd Roberts. The comrades who gave him three hearty
Transvaal President says:
ALABAMA IN QUARANTINE.
“It will help cheers.
you nothing to lay down your arms or t o
Hon. B. F. Chadbourne was made an i
^ew
York, August 22.—The United
leave the commandoes. Every step homehonorary member of the association.
Alabama
I States battleship
passed In
ward means a step nearer St. Helena.”
quarantine this evening at 7.10 and came
to
an
oil
FORESTERS
AT
anchorage
MARANACOOK.
Tompkinsvllle. The
YOUTSEY CASE CONTINUED.
Alabama will be docked at the navy yard
Winthrop, August 22.—The big picnic tomorrow and after being cleaned
Georgetown, Ivy., Aug, 22
and
Judge or the Foresters
of Maine
was held at
will proceed to Boston
Cantril! today,
on her
being satisfied that Lake Maranacook today and it brought painted,
official
trial
trip.
Henry Tioutsey is not in proper physi- together about
people from a broad
cal condition to stand trial for alleged stretch of state. 2,000
The great feature was
RUNAWAYROCKLAND GIRL.
complicity in the Goebel murder, con- the batfceaux race for the championship
tinued the case until the next term of of the state and this was
won
Boston, August 22.—The police arrested
by the
ward two crew of Bangor
court.
by five lengths, May Wallace, 14 years old, of Rockland,
Owing to illness in the family of one The members of the crew were Cornelius Me
upon the arrival of the boat from
of the attorneys for Combs, Whittaker Daly, Michael Keefe,
Timothy Leary, that port here today.
The police had
and Davis, these cases also were post- Bartley Cavannaugh and James Griffin.
been requested to detain the
girl by her
The 100
poned to the October term. The accused Captain yards dash professional went to relatives It, developed after her arrival
of
Flynn
in
hei’e
seconds
that
Bangor
she had been enticed from
will be admitted to bail in the sum of
10%
and the amateur
event, same distance, to home by an unknown woman who prom83,000 each.
Chapman of Wayne who also took the ised the girl a good
position,
boy s race.
MANY DUELS IN ITALY.
DEATH
THE
BI
PENALTY.
DDF.F
Q RD
GIRL
ATTEMPTS
Loudon, August 23.—The Rome correspondent of the Daily Mail says:
“Dur21.—Col.
Pretoria,
August
SUICIDE,
Godfrey,
ing the last few wseks duels have caused
the judge in
up the Cordua
a
Boston, August 22.—Mollie Davis. 20 case caused a summing
perfect slaughter in Italy. As many
sensation
that
by
declaring
as
four duelists were killed in different years of age, who claims to live in Bida violation of
parole was punishable with
towns last Saturday.
deford, hie,, attempted to commit suicide
death.
His
which dilated on the
“During the last year 2,4C0 duels have by
drowning in the Charles river this vagueness ofspeech,
the prisoner’s defense was
been fougnt in Italy, and 480 deaths have noon
Pedestrians
saw the
woman
listened
to
with
resulted.
Most of the combats were be- jump into the river and rescued her. S he
profound interest by the
tween army officers and based on the broke away a second time
and jumped audience which was mostly composed of
into the
men
most trivial pretexts,
of
Dutch
birth.
but
was again rescued.
water,
She was found to be demented and the
OARSMAN HOSMER DEAD,
police have taken charge of her.
CABLE LINE OPENED.
time the Gay
came in with
ond mate dead

according lilm the most liberal applause.

SOT VIslU LIVELY.

Brooklyn.

SMALL POX AT CAPE NOME.

a

tlie

LIKE RAW KECKUITS.
Boston

Annual

Neighbors.

Exhibition

Bryan.

trotters and Thomas W. Lawson’s Boralma won in straight heats.
Despite the
fact that the gelding was noticeably lame
in his off hind leg he made a new mark
for himself as well as for the event,
In none of the heats did he ex2 09%
tend himself so that his performance is
looked upon as one of the greatest feats
of the year and places the son of Boreal
well up among the fastest trotters
on
the tuff. Boralma was barred.
In a trial
The Abbot made the mile
against time.
in 2.05%, bettering his own record half a
second. The summary:
2.12 Class—Trotting—The Massachusetts
.Stake §10,000—Best 3 in 5.
Boralma, ch g, Boreal—Eralima
As to Mr.
He Knows
by Ear (T. W. Lawson, Boston,
111
owner) Uatcomb)
About Him.
Lord Derby, b g (Geers)
2 2 2
3 3 4
Big Timber, b h (Perrin)
4 8 3
Kllert, b g (Van Bikkelin)
7 4 5
Minuet, ch m (Pease)
5 5 6
Foster, cb g (Carpenter)
Edna Cook, b m Collins)
6 6 7
Chicago, August 23.—At Democratic
Maggie Anderson,Km (Dellinger) 9 7 8
Miss Whitney, b m (Porter)
8
dis
national
headquarters today, Senator
Lady Geraldine, b m (Rennich)
dis
J ones said:
“I see a story
printed in
D
b
dis
Paddy
g (McDonald)
the newspapers
today to the effect that
Woodford C., b g (Stevens)
dis
►Senator John 1J. Jon s
has followed
Time—2.11, 2 09%, 2 09%.
2 08 Pace—Courier Journal,
Free Senator Stewart in the liepublican camp
1;
and that Senator Teller of Colorado is
Bond, 2; Chora], 3. Best time, 2,06%.
2 10 Pace—Dumont, 1; Mazette, 2; Joe
showing the greatest indifference to the
Pilot, 3. Best time, 2-06%
2.17 Trot—Joe Watts, 1; Genevieve, 2; Bryan cause. I happen to have some defLaveran, 8, Best time, by Genevieve, inite information concerning this matter
and I pronounce both reports absolutely
2.13%.

man

and

BAB HARBOR

listed for

Nothing

mined effort

He Is

at

Bryan Hosts.

Ravisher.

Akron,

Track

Senator John P. is En-

Press.

Work

Night's

Readville

on

Near Canton station the
Maranocook.
ran into a work train
standing on
the track.
There was no injury to passengers, and
the damage to rolling stock was slight.
The Foresters came on to Lewiston and
to the lake by the regular afterwent
noon Maine Central train. How the work
train happened to be in the way has not
yet been determined.
train

WON EASILY.

BORALMA

And

RELY (h\ JOSES.

Take the
government of Porto Rico
It is a complete
crowned government
I didn't vote for Bryan in
as I wai

’W5,
then a firm believer in the gold standard
But I believe Byran is sincere, There

will not be any fear

of

disorder if

he h

elected.:’
After a selection by the
band, Congresi
John F. Fitzgerald of Boston was called
upoi.
the

The young congressman received
of the evening, the crowd

ova^pn

t

Telle About Her
and

How

Daughter’s Hine£j8
was
Relieved-

Two Letters to Mrs.

PinkhanJ"

“Mrs. Pinkham :—I write to
tell you
about my daughter. She is
nineteen
old
and
is
years
flowing all the tiffie
and has been for

about

three months. The
doctor does her but
verv

this state on the question o f prohibition
from
The representative
Hawaii,
in
the Rockland district
pointed to the
prohibitory law in the state of Maine,
declared that no liquor was sold
and
openly in this state. 1 stood on the floor
and challenged the statement and named
some of the places, among others a hotel
Mr. Uittlefield had to adin this city.
mit that I was right. When liquor is sold
openly in this state, when the sheriffs
how much
and police officers are bribed,
confidence can be placed in the represenwhich are sent to Washington
tatives
Maine?
The Republican party,
from
judged from the scenes that 1 have witnessed at Washington, is a party of hypocrisy as it is i n the state of Maine. In
the year 1899, in the state of New Jersey,
which amounted
trusts were organized
to five billions of dollars, about one and
of
which
were paid in.
one-naif billions
and legislaW hen the war was started
to carry on the war, the
tion
asked
an income ta x in
Democrats proposed
order to tax the wealth of the
country
and the nuge corporations.
They asked
the
Republicans to join, but we were
told that the Constitution had no right
to do this.”
The speaker then drifted off in o the
recent Spanish war,
saying that the sons
of the wealthy senators got the commisattached to the
that
scandals
lons;
buying of the vessels, and that Egan had
been retired on a salary which was more
The action
than he had been receiving,
of the Republican party on the Porto_
Rican question was disgusting. They’ve
the uniforms of the United States
got
soldiers on the Pori Ricans, but what
rights are those people to get?
“Sugar has been increased to one-half
a
cent a
since
Congress ad
pound
“That means a miljourned,” he said.
Trust.
lion dollars’ profit to the Sugar
The other night a newspaper of Boston
said that the Standard Oi 1 Trust would
control the money of the United States
the same as Cecil Rhodes does in South
Afri ca.”
The young Congressman concluded by
asserting that every piece of
calmly
legislation tha t had ever been secured
to
the
favorable
workingman had
resulted solely through the efforts of the
Democratic party.

She

little

good, if any j
thought I would
try Lydia E. Pink-

ham's
Vegetable
Compound, but I
want your

before
use.

advice

beginning

I have become

very much alarmed
about her, as
she is

getting
Mas.

so

weak."—

Matilda

a

Camp,
Manchester
Mill, Macon, Qa
May 21, 1899.
“Dear Mrs. 1>Rk.
at pleasure to
tell
you of the benefit

my

daughter has received from theuseof
Lydia E. Pinkhaufs Vegetable Compound. After beginning the use of
your medicine she began to mend
rapidly and is now able to be at her
work.
Her menses are regular
and
almost painless.
I feel very
thankful
to you and expect to always
keep your
Vegetable Compound in my house. It

is the best medicine I ever knew.
You
have my permission to publish this
letter if you wish, it maybe the means
of doing others good.”—Mrs. Matilda
A. Camp, Manchester Mill, Macon, Ga.

September IS,

1S99.

policy ol the party with regard to the
Philippines but it also declares in favor
of certain fundamental principles not at
all consistent with this policy. It deto Impose upon any
clares that
people
a government of force is to substitute the
methods of imperialism for those of a republic.'’ It is obvious that it the us of
force is to be forbidden in the establishmenfc of a government, no government
whatever can be
established there by us
in the face of any opposition. Since there
is opposition, alt hough It is the
opposition of ouly a
minority* application of
this
means
the
immediate
principle
withRALLY AT GRAY.
drawal of the American forces and the
entire abandonment of the islands. This
Mr. Ciiosvraor ftiul lion. Ricliard Wrltb is the precise course of action desired
by
and is the policy advocated
Aguinaldo,
the Speakers.
Democratic stump speakers.
by many
But the platform instead of declaring in
[SPECIAIj to the press.]
favor of abandonment declares It to be
our first duty to give to the Filipinos a
enthusiastic
Gray, August 22 —An
stable form of government.
Now, this
Kepubiican rally was held here this even- is exactly what President McKinley ha
Hon.
Klchard
the
been
do
to
from
the
ing
speaker^ being
trying
beginning
Webb of Portland, and Hon. 0. H. Gros-. and although evex-y act of the administration having this end in view, they have
The hall was well filled
venor of Ohio.
denounced and in their platform declares
when the meeting was called to order
to be imperialistic, it turns out to be the
Mr. John M. Kibbv presided. Mr. Webb very thing that they themselves are in
was the first to address the audience, he favor of.
“The fact Is there is no such issue as
spoke, in part, as follows:
The
imperialism
Kepublican party
One might reasonably
conclude that never intended nor desiivd to found an
the paramount issue of the campaign is empire, nor does any party or
any indithe free coinage of silver, if he based hi3 vidual have
any such intention or desire.
opinion upon the proceedings of the Kan- To suggest such a thing is a perfect ?i>
sas City convention, or upon the
history sxirdlty, and is but dust thrown intis
of the Democratic party for the last four
peopled eyes to blind them t-o real
or
the
record
of
its
candidate
years,
upon
and to make people forget that the
i.aVj
since he iirst emerged from obscurity.
mocracy is still tne party of the revoluThe principal question upon which the
tionary Chicago platform, that it is still
delegates to the convention were divided the party of lltty cent dollars and of list
was not whether the party was in favor
monov. and the party who assails the inof free coinage, but whether it was wise
iissaulte the
tegrity of the courts and
and expedient to say so.
Belief in free financial credit and honor of the nation.1’
has
been
and
is
still
the sole
coinage
He was followed by Gen. Grosvenw,
standard of party membership, and whatthe currency
ever else a man may believe, if ho be not who discussed
question
sound on their unsound money theory it and the tariff
and showed h ow the
him
for
he
is
but a
proilteth
nothing,
country had prospered under Kepublican
gold oug The action of the party speaks
louder than its
and declares that administration.
words,

j

paramount of paramount issues is •
free coinage. Never was a man and an
ISO ARRKST YET.
idea more firmly wedded than Bryan and
free coinage, ills advocaoy of this idea
Police Hunting for the Asaallnutof
has been for years his principal means of
livelihood, and it is the one thing that
Young Clancey Who Will Probably
has made him famous and toe leader of a
I.ofcc Ills Left Eye.
great party. Nevertheless, the convention
has the effrontery to declare that the paraThe physicians at the Maine Eye and
mount issue is not free coinage, but imEar Inlirmary fear that Patrick Clancey,
perialism.
ft is of course true that the manner in
the young man who was assaulted at the
which the Kepubiican party Uas met the
new questions which have arisen during lower end of Exchange street Tuesday
the last four years is properly submitted night, will lose his left eye. An operattat
to the people tor their approval.
Ijet us was pegTormed on Clancey
yesterday but
compare the policy oi the administration it cannot
yet be determined what the rewith the one which the Democratic platform offers in its place. After referring sult will be.
facts
in the
The assailant of Clancey has not yet
briefly to the principal
Spanish war and to the negotiations for been found. The polioe have been InvesMr.
Webb
“we
could
not
said,
ptaoe,
abandon the people ot the Philippines to tigating the case and stated early this
the vengeance of Spain, or to the evils of morning that they had strong susplcloni
anarchy and disorder. Wo had over- against a certain party.
thrown
an
existing government. A
re-established
government
Dy
Spain
KUO NEWS.
would have contained all the misrule
The Walter Corey Company have some /,
characteristic of that nation. It would
have been just like the government of seasonable
rug news In today’s Issue f
Cuba, the sins of which had caused the that will Le ot interest to people ia
war.
Spanish rule there had been so bad
They have pur- |
that we took up arms to
overthrow it, want of these' goods
and when our arms had heen successful chased
from K. L. Whitcomb &Co,
V> O
1JUO
UUilMDWUUJJ WiiM'lJb blKll il their entire stock of goods contained in
similar rule should be re-established over
’’The Rug Store,” and are now enabled
auy territory then under our military to
supply their patrons with an assertcontrol.
A responsibility had
become
:
at reaanfixed upon us ny the law of nations re- ment that will surely please
able prices.
Mr. Whitcomb will bare |
garding successful belligerents, and howof this department.
ever much we may have wished to
shirk charge
it and however hard we may have tried to
BERNARD
BOUND OVER.
avoid it, we could not honorably refuse
to assume it.r’
Yesterday morning Rossa Uernado the
Assumption of this responsibility re- Italian who stabbed
Fndao Arcelift, anthe
of
both
branches of
quired
approval
week,
A two-thirds vote
of
the other Italian,at North Gorham last
Congress.
Senate was neoessary for the ratification oi was before Judge Hill, charged with asthe treaty. Without Democratic assis
sault with a dangerous weapon, He was
tanee the treaty would have been beaten,
jar j
and largely owing to
Mr. Bryan’s per- bound over to the September grand com
sonal activity seventeen Democratic Sena in tne sum of $1,000, an! was again
tors vote in favor of it. This settled the miited to jail to await trial.
queston of expansion. The war was end- W1BBISTON
CHURCH DURGLARIZEC
ed and new
assumed

the

>

j
>

responsibilities
through the deliberate action of men of
both parties.
The
insurrection in ttu
!
Philippines was not a general uprising 01
the people, the large majority of whom
are perfectly content to accept our
rule
It was the Tagals ouly who revolted, anc
they comprise less than one-lifth of the
population. Their leader never sought t< t
give constitutional liberty to the people,
but to establish a dictatorship In which

he should be supreme.
There were bul
of actions open to the Presl
dent
One was ignominious retreat, anc
the other was to meet force with force
Can you conceive of any American hesl
fating between the two? Moreover, th<
Philippines had become American territory and the the President was chargej
by law with the di\ty of there uphold
American authority. To have assumei
to himself the right to surrender till g
territory to any power, rebellious o c
otherwise, would have subjected him t- >
Impeachment., The insurrection is not v
substantially over, and the small an 1
scattered bands who are able to
oarry 01
only a guerrilla warfare have only on n
of
hope
success, and that is in Bryan s
election. What there Is now loft, of t? e
Tagalog rebellion confronts us here at t? e
Will you
vote
polls
for
Bryan an !
Agulnaldo or for McKinley and Koosevel it
The Democratic platform outlines
tl ie
t wo courses

inj

Burglars

broke Into the

Willlston Con-

gregatiotml church Tuesday night, msk*
ing their entrance through a rear window. The thieves searched the church
for valuables but did not find much to reto
ward them for their trouble. No due
the guilty parties lias yet been found,
HOUSE

STRUCK

BY

LIGHTNING-

In the rain storm yesterday aft®11®*?
the house at 23J Franklin
by Henry 11. Hunt, was struck by
nlng. A part of the chimney wasknoc®®
tor
off and several
clapboards were
damage, 1
away. This was t,ho only
person was injured.

street,occupy

BYE GETS FOUR

YEARS.

August S3.—In the roprwj®
today Robert Pye of Prince
Island, who was charged wl,n
of

Bangor,
court,
ward

glary in breaking Into the house n *
the

Wenn Dolan on Carroll street In
aetime, and committing a fol°nous
not g
upon her, retracted Ida plea ot
and entered
that of nolo
A
short hearing was held on the
and I’ve was sentenced to four yc®
hard labor in the state prison at

co*venf«u

aston,

;

flISCEbLASiKOUS.
!>e
toby’s coming should
f ear

|

iI

time of joy
should be fora

rlCAli COltiMSIl FAIR.

Ifc

cool and well managed bit of
and the young man was
liberally
tppiauded for his effort,
Tlid
was

hojpse

»mi happiness,
and pain a stranger.
gotten
1
How often is it so?
As the time approaches how often the

icaroeiy
w

■';

k;

>uperb

Weather

and

ami pain-ridden
tearing and

ally

Four Thousand

People

the

suiky

was

Sorrel Jim came up when he
1 darter.
got around the hunoh- It was nip and
tuck with Janet until she
draw away
from the chestnut, who was a little on
edge because of his run. K
W. raced
her home and was second, Benny, who
had paced a pretty heat, third; Lucky

Saw the

Sport Yesterday.

—

but

tnd the pace was a killer from tke Wire.
Eva was
off at the foot of the back
and Lucky Boy set the pace a
stretch,

int
;

scratched,

recked.

U isn’t right.

Koy.iWoven Wire

and Sorrel Jim.

Time,

2.28 1-2,

j1

r

I

isd well in A
womanly way, as she ought to be, there
would be no danger and little pain.

is made comuse of
Dr.
It is a
Pierce’s Favorite Prescription.
medicine designed by a skilled physician
specialist in the disorders and diseases of women—for the express and
only purpose of putting the whole womanly system into perfect, vigorous health,
It works directly on the organs involved
ia baby’s advent and makes them strong,
healthful and flexible. Taken during
the whole period of gestation it insures
the perfect health of both mother and
Child.
The time of

Regular

Janet

Old- Home

'the

In

to the con traot
second heat, and

Wire was

fifth over Sorrel Jim by about
2.24.
Benny was faster than before in the
third
heat
ami was in_the game from
the word and came along in second place
with the bay maro to the stretch. It was

Jeanette Winners

a nose.

of the Horse Race;
i
i

a

Cornish, August &2.—It was a typical
t 'ornish fair today,
superb weather until j
i o’clock,
and lully 40U01
good races
? pectatora
being present.
Tuesday Is never a big day here, but |
\ Wednesday and Thursday raroly fail to i
1 lako up a big average.
In fact, this fair

Motlk E. Grime*, of Elomaton, Escambia

equal

the
was sternly as a Pullman car from wire to
wire, with the roan maro second over
Lucky Roy, in a drive on the stretch
with
Benny fourth, after making a
break
and losing six lengths. Woven

Week Festival.

} Jfretta and

proved

cut out for her

parturition

fortable and safe bv

Un.

^air

school, 139 West 15th street, New York
city. This was the programme:
Beethoven
gpnata—Op, 10, No. 2,
Waltz,
Prelude,

Concert Sonata,
They were badly
delayed, about an Moment Musical,
hour, but got away at 2.45, and it was Hunting Song,
i
It was a good start Hondo Oapricols,
spanking heat.

Good Races.
poor exp.-'-i
pAher is

was a

work

a

Time,

thrilling drive,

but the local horse

had

length to the good and the applause

and

cheering
exciting. Just at
minute the rain oame
down in
rents and the horses were raced to
barn and didn't come out again.
After hair an hour's wait the race
were

this
torthe

our

..

.—

The Knack

I:

Refuse the weak, watery Witch Hazel
preparations represented to he “the same as” POND’S
EXTRACT, which easily sour and generally contain
“woodalcohol,” adeadly poison. POND’S EXTRACT
is sold ONLY in SEALED bottles, enclosed in buff

The greatest feature ever seen at River
ton park Is the dancing act of Solaret,
of

j

CAUTION!

jjjjl RgiKjjjH

ftk+IOfrwu'

j

Insurance

w

$

A

desirable, but sometimes
has lurking doubts about the

thinks

<ft

wisdom

•E

money

may be

^I'S^XTRAj#

o!£igM'j|

it

|/ft

tion of the electrician’s skill,
and the
triumph of the artist’s masterly handling of colors, the dancer s seemingly almost inspired realization of what may be
termed the sentiment
of the dance and
her grasp of its possibilities. How
dramatic is the picture as the dancer stand3
there in the center of the stage, while

I

CLARION
RANGES AND HEATERS
ARE MADE RSGHT

curling

wreaths of smoke arise like incense about her, and with uplifted
hand

T3 GIVE RIGHT RESULTS.

seems

■

The material used is the best obtainable.
The great care taken in construction insures good working
qualities and long life.
The special features and improvements give greatest con-

H

Ask the opinion of any user—there are thousands.
dealer does not have the CLARIONS, write to us.

If your

[
f

Demonstrates the reliability and
value of old-line Life Insurance.
Union Mutual Policies represent
the acme of insurance progress,
fully in line with the most
advanced ideas, purchased by
the yearly deposit of a small
percentage of their face value.
Easily acquired while in good
health, impossible to buy if not;

Jj/fty
%
/ft.

<ft

^y/ft
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z|/fty

easily kept, requiring

S

an~d~dAma.
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w

f
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W

sj

yu
®
w

vW

$
m
w

$
ty

Full particulars free.

vl)

1

I

I

Union mutual

1

V

Eife Insurance Co*

$

Portland, Hie.

|

&

DID YOU EVER
to compare the present
double benefit liberal accident

?stop

policios

of

old-time

today, with the
limited
benefit
forms
boforo the

technical
PREFERRED

I

j

j

no

care,
no attention other than the regular payment of premiums.

W

l^r^OOD^d^lSHO^DOjjJanioOleJ

entered the field.
It Is Hotter

WE DID IT.

nut

now

Nearly all the other companies have
boon forced by the Pbfferred competition to followltlie leader—The PREFERRED
—but it stands the Insuring public in hand to
patronize the company— The PREFERRED—
the
that made the other
companies give
public double benefits and liberal contracts,

vnw
is U >Y

place

THE THURSTON PRINT

(u

spent.

Experiences

{

j

posses-

jft.----M

four dances are marvellous oreations it is
in the fire dance that we see the culmina-

H

$
®

for it,

sion a man can have, knows
that money paid for it is saved.

/ft

I

CO.,

yK

w

|

H

much

Cbe lUidow* |
I—-1
Knows to be the best
>|\
not

POND’S EXTRACT
j6 path Ave., N. Y.

of “spending"

$

j

CITY

(h
$

|Go |p I

|

Light, appearing

with the Columbia Vaudeville company and the Matus Royal
Hungarian orohestra, this
week. Although every vaudeville act on
the bill is above the average the act of
Solaret is superior to all. Although all

1

I-1
Life
Usually

and

Pond's Extract

Cbe OJife«««

j

I

Printing
insight
preservative
priming

Sunburn, Chafing, Insect Bites, Bums, Itching,
Scratches, Sprains, Stillness of Joints, Fatigue
Inflamed Eyes are cured by the use of

boy

music-loving people.
lilVERTON PARK.

Queen

hiscellameous.

1

is about 14 years old and has
studied 15 months only, yet his repertoire
includes 40 pieces.
Hy ftas played in
over
J00 concert? from Georgia and
South Carolina to Maine, having accomplished more in the time he has studied
than any pupil in the
school.
His
techique is phenomenal and his numbers
were listened to last evening with appreciative interest by a goodly number of
The

MISCEULAIVEOUS.

Mendelssohn

to appeal for salvation from the dewas
vouring flames chat beglu to ris9 about
postponed until 1 o’clock Thursday when her feet. It is almost too intensely realpounds
it is expected by the local
people that istic, and is a sight never to be forgotten.
c oustitutes one of the liveliest* 'Old Home"
j Benny will win.
There are two line Then'the weird and
t reeks of any
in Maine,
and
has been
uncanny swiftly reevents for Thursday also, with
large place the dramatic, as with movements
f or years. There jure hundreds of former
fields of fast horses.
that might seam to depict torture were
t Issipee Valley residents In
Portland, i
The boys from Wildmere, very genial
your food medicines
they not so graceful, the dancer waves
New Hampshire
and
ilassacbusetts,
For obsriaitte constipation Dr. Pierce’s
and
gentlemanly young fellows and
it her states and cities
Many of th&se, j students in Friends school, Providence, her Ueecy garments toward which tongues
Pleasant Pellets are the most ]>erfect
of flame leap up from the stage until she
Fith
their
to
Cornish
friends,come
during beat the Cornish boys at base bail, 7 to
medicine ever devised.
They give
£ air week. It is the nearest to excitement 5, and also ran sack raoes, a hundred seems to be enveloped in thair devouring
relief
comfortable,
permanent
prompt,
The sum- embrace. Then thev annear to die out
yards dash and halt mile.
---1 t r
III.
any event of their vacations and they I luarv :
as the smoke of the devouring smoulderre very welcome; they enjoy this feature :
3 38 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse $100.
ing fire again rises and partly conceals
i country life in tne State of Malnu.
m
J.
Alfreds, g
by Action, (H.
the figure of Its victim. Again and with
and today
Tuesday was cattle day
111
j Holland),
7 2 2 inoreasad violence, while all the colors of
lorso day.
Scores of good bloo 1 mares,
Major, ch g, (Jordan),
2 4 4 fire .seem to be battling with each other
took horses, and colts, were shown, and Pike’s Peak, b g, (Kunuells,)
3 3 3 in an unearthly contest for supremacy,
Snip D., b g, (Durgtu),
he sweep.,takes, draught oxen, were also
chase
6 5 ds the flames burst forth and wildly
Deacon, blk g. (Jack),
Ftar Boone, blk g, (Thayer),
4
[added.
6 ds each other in every direction, seemingly
is
as
Of Good
If
himself
Pluto
wero
them
feeding
Lillian M
b in, (Johnson),
5 ds
It was an animated enclosure
os re*
with the alchemist’s
mysterious powTime. 2.31 1-2, 2 31 1-2, 2.31 1-4
into the
the Artistic
rlwed from the grand stand and judges’
ders
There still stands beautiful SolarTrot
and
Pace.
(Unfin- et, apparently resistless to the consuming
■ land,
at 1 50, when the first horse event j 2.23 Class,
of all arts.”
“art
ished. ) Purse $200.
power, and yet like a fairy goddess or
started.
There was a grand stand full of
is not
elfin enchantress withstanding unscathed
With us
Janet, b m, bv Brown
Kolfe,
the
side
of
track
west
the
densely
People,
112 its raging force, until at last, as if sud(Thayer)),
mechanical —we treat it as an
there
was a
string of Benny, b g, by Prescott, (Foss), 3 4 1 denly struck down by a witherl ug blast,
kronged and
their greedy
wrath
2
2 3 while the flames,
all around the Inside of the Eva .W, r in, (Ramsey),
art should be treated.
carriages
3 4 appeased os suddenly die out and Solaret
4
b g, (Woodbury),
tenco.
Music
was confined to the limited I Lucky Kov,
But the memory will long
Wouldn’t it be wise for you to
Woven Wire, blk g, (Davidson),
5 5 0 has gone
the
of
merry-go-round’s Sorrel Jim, ch g, (Rowe).
repertoire
605 remain.
a trial order with us ?
"VERY LITTLE FAUST.”
spirited strains. Fakirs abound, but not
Time, 2 23 1-2,, 2.24, 2 24.
i questionable
is on the
attraction
Starter
Isaiah R, Morrill of BrunsOne of the biggest productions on the
grounds. The association has steadily wick; judges, Charles A. Ayer ot Port- road this season is the operatic travesty
M. R. Knight of Lynn, Fred
preferred its state stipend and unsullied land,
Little Faust” which is going to
of Fryeburg;
with Dr. F. B. “Very
Knight
all sorts
the
of
to
permission
reputation
97 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET
open at the Jefferson tonight for the balGage of Portland as timer,
of unsavory schemes, gambling devices
ance of the week,
including Saturday
■Phone 30
PORTLAND. MAINE
and frauds which some managements
MUSIC
matinee. It will be given by the same
consider essential to a successful fair.
—
immense cast that has been playing it
The strongest beverages obtainable are
PORTLAND THEATRE.
at the Columbia theatre, Boston, for six
ginger ale and spruce beer.
Manager T. W. Dinkins of “The Utop- weeks, including the ever popular Otis
OF
The seven starters of the 2.38 class got
ians,” whlcn will be seen at the Portland Harlan, who has made us laugh on occaThe drivers theatre for one week, commencing on sions by his ludicrous, though
away on the first score.
always
know
starter
Isaiah K.
Morrill
or
has been singularly clean work tn Hoyt's “A Black Sheep'*
To tlie Elccloiti of said city:
Friday evening,
and “A Stranger in New York.” Miss
and realize what- he means fortunate in securing artists for the olio
Brunswick,
Mamie Gilroy, the charming little comeIK ot ice s hereby given that tlie board ot Res; when
he says, “Get down together.” who are far above the average
witnessed dienne is also with this splendid organiJrtratlon «i Voters will too In srsston p,t room
heat
was over at 2 o’clock with the
ittmbrri'd eleven (11), City Building, nine days The first
ordinary burlesque companies. zation, together with Miss Kate Condon,
i« the purpose of receiving evidence of the
the beautiful contralto singer, who is a
45 minutes
later the 2 22 horses
Of the burlesque much has been said
Vt&IRcitiou of 10 ers. beginning Monday. Au- amj
protege of Jessie Bartlett Davis and on
mstnb. and dosing Wednesday, September had been a heat and were under blan- and written, but it must be seen to be of the
great operatic finds of many sealh 1901. Hours—a sessions daily:
kets ana headed for their stalls.
Good music, comedy of sons. Miss Condon will remain with the
9 o'clock a. rn. to 1 o'clock p. rn.
appreciated.
only until the first of Ootober,
Jocl*cit p. in. 10 5 o'clock p. m.
Pike's Peak went away at the pole; the genuine sort, fun, wit, beauty
gor- company
the evening, J
as she is under contract with Maurice
T o'c ock until 9 o'clock in
then Lillian M., Deacon, (Star Boone,
dresses
and
magnificent scenery Grau for the Grand Opera Company at
geous
needing on the last dar of said session
The gray are the main features which have earned the
.Wednesday, the tiftb) when it will not be in Major, Alfred and Snip D.
Metropolitan Opera house, New York
»**Jon after Do'clock in ihe aft-moon.
far
too
fast
for
the
and away
mare was
critics city.
the higest praise from theatrical
During salt! line, said Board wit* revise and
UNDERWOOD SPRING
•meet tue N oiing Lists; and the Wardens of 1 field and went up from sixth place to the all over the country.
tiki city si.all be governed by said revised an t
The Fadettes yesterday gave their new
She drew
of
a mile.
front
in
a third
“In
Grand
The
burlesque
opening
tr-iteeted Lists. and to name shall bn added to
and
was not
orstrlck-n Irmn said Lists, on said day of elec- fully
eight
lengths
Utopia.” calls for 16 handsome ladles programme and interested large audit-on sa>1 no person shall \ o*e at any electl n
bothered
for
the mile. The rest were in the character of “Pierrettes,” whose ences. Of selections the “Two American
shosensine It not on said Lists; but the
The new
Baudot Registration will be i:i session -Sep- j unsteady and broke repeatedly.
will surely Dances'* was played for the first time In
songs, medleys, dances
tea>b r th> ltitii. the uav of election, for the cor-1
Pike’s be a revelation to the amusement loving this vicinity, being entirely new. The
mars walked home In 2.81 1-2,
rectio* of errors that may have occurred dur-;
Sousa march, “The National Fencibles”
Peak
and Snip D., fighting for second
Ing said revision.
public.
AUGUSTUS F. GERJRI3H, ) B>ardof
has not been played before this season,
McCULLUM’S THEATRE.
Star Boone
the former wlnn ing.
place,
JAMES N HEAD.
[ Registration
was fourth, then Lillian M,, Deacon and
ROBERT E. AlIERN,
) of Voters.
The performances yesterday at McCul- -as also the Pizzicato and “Echoes of the
Ford ml, Ati§u»t'it, 19o0.
for both afternoon
Mnini*
lum’s theatra were witnessed by splendid Ball.” The music
■nltttsepo
and evening today will be the same
Alfreds had thing? all her own way In houses.
The approbation of all present Th8 vaudeville
a hit this week,
made
has
1
the second heat and there was a race for was
The as it ought to, for It is the best yet proemphatically demonstrated.
best premiums.
the next
Major was ringing applause that follows the fall of vided at this resort. Fox and Ward, those
of the minstrel stage,
the second at the finish by a good mar- the curtain after each act and continues old-time favorites
give a most laughable sketch, that earns
gin, then Snip D., Pike’s Peak, Deacon until after the re-call, and the rapt at- a recall at each performance. The dog
Lillian M. rabitted tention that represents the intense inter- Chicago has become a general favorite,
and Star Boone.
to and got the Vermillion banner. Time, est in the
unusual intelligence.
Heir® and others
on account of his
story as the diabolical plots
These are fine days and evenings tor a
borrow money on REAL ES- 2.32 1-2.
of Iago are consummated, and the love visit to Underwood, and they should be
Alfreda was never in company the last yi UuilOJlU lUi B/OOUOUUIVJUMI|
uwugivimoa
household furniimproved while they last, for the season
etc. Business strict- heat and Major was a good second, also to a sorrowful loathing, culminating In is drawing to a close, and there w ill not
Peak next. Tne her tragic death, denotes supreme enjoy- be many more opportunities.
Snip D. and Pike’s
confidential.
NOTES,
other two were shut out. Time, 2 31 1-4.
over the splendid
and pleasure
ment
A rattling field came to the wire to dramatic treat.
The letter M seems to be a charm In
Nothing can b9 said exA larger number of
fight for the $200 for the four best ones cept in praise of Stephen Wright’s pro- the dramatic world. under
It than under
our stars are In ‘exed
Maud Edna llall as
in the 2 22 class. Benny, a local horse, trayai of Othello.
are:
letter.
other
Among them
any
and
the
with
a favorite
was
crowd,
JJesdemona, and Genevieve Reynolds as Klchard Mansfield. Julia Marlowe, Helena Modjeska, Tim Murphy, Mary ManDriver Foss
got a warm hand when Amelia, present artistic portrayals.
tf
Maggie Mitchell and Henry Milis
he drove down as did Eva W., driven by The production
notably elegant in nering,
ler, lii the company of the great ones of
llrst
won
who
a
many
W. Ramsey,
O.
the past: Macklin, Maoready, Mossop,
appointment and cannot fail to prove
HARBOR NOTES.
monies with Blacksmith some years ago
delightful treat to everybody at least Matthews, Munorlell, Munden, John McSorrel inclined toward the artistic drama.
were Lucky Boy,
Cullough Frank Mayo and James E.
others
The
Murdock.
Eva
with
and
Wire
Woven
Janet,
W«m» af Intmit Plck«(l Up Aloug ih<‘ Jim,
AT THE GEM.
who
Lottie Wllllams-Salter,
gained
the pole, Janet second and Benny
at
quite a reputation last season through
Water Front.
a theatrical phrase, the TreTo use
the fact that she played every female role
third.
theatre company have caught on In Broadhurst's “Why
inont
Smith
Left
Woven Wire several
After scoring for
and
of
Portland
the
The steunor Hurricane arrived from
with
theatre-goers
Home,” has refused, through her agent,
a
colliwas
Jim
by
upset
times, Sorrel
summer Jennie Jacobs, an offer to create the part
This
oharmlng
Hojklaud yesterday with fifty barrels of
vicinity.
of Innocent Kidd in the forthcoming
sion, turning to ooine down. He ran the
has been doing a fine business London
bush mackerel.
theatre
There were no other arof
“A
Parlor
opposite way, having spilled Driver I. since the advent of the new company. Match,” asproduction
she is under contract to aprlvals of flsh during the day.
in
his
hopples
and
tangled
W. Rowe,
got
Howard's de- pear In a big Now York production early
Bronson
i The schooner E. D.
arrived
Warren
Dr. F. B. “Aristocracy,”
so he could not run very fast.
November.
when presented by such In
with a cargo of cement and the schooner
comedy,
lightful
ran
through
Andrew Mack, tho^ singing comedian,
otj Portland,
Gage,
at Messrs. Gllmour
a comnany of
kldora anno in light,
players
opened the theatrical season at the New
the judges’ Btand across the oval, leaped
have
selected, could York Academy of Music in “The HebThe government oil steamer Armeria
and Roderlquiz
the
animal,
alongside
on the traok, sped
a new play of the Irish rebellion of
Mr. Gllmour will be ei,
not do otherwise.
arrived from a cruise but left for the easthim.
1708, and Mr. Mack's admirers gave him
grabbed his bridle and stopped
as the support of Julia
ward in the afternoon.
remembered
a royal welcome.
Marlowe when “Barbara Frltohie” was
The Horatio Hall arrived from New
Marguerite Urquhart, recently ConHe stance in “The Musketeers,” with Paul
York early in the afternoon
and the
played in New York and Boston.
has been specially engaged to
Sowing (Jllmore,
was also the principal in the
Cumberland got in from Boston at four
appear with the Tremont theatre Stock
0 dock.
the Wind” company.
Both had many
passengers
company in place of Kitty Wilson
The first production of Hugh P. Mcundoubtedly
week's play will
This
Aboard.
“Hobinson Crusoe,” by George
The bark Empire is loading with lumpack the house to the doors judging by Nally’s
W. Wilson and company will be at Banorders come in
ber for Porto Blco and the bark John S.
the way the telephone
gor, Me., Sept. 3,
Della Fox will
for seats,
It is predicted that
fcmery is also getting ready a cargo for
Bast night there was a brilliant thea- make one of her old time hits in the song
Muenos Ayres,
Grain-O is not a stimuThat
He Knows,”
Half
Told
“ff Cabby
tre party from the Ottawa house and
It is a
in “The
like coffee.
Kogers Brothers in Central
CILLS AGAINST POKTDAND UO.
a
large party Park.” In this specialty she will be cosCushing’s Island, and also
its effects are
In the United States Circuit court yestonic
tumed as a swell cabman and will be asfrom the Peaks Island house.
twelve very handsome girls,
terday four bills in equity were Hied by
At the matinee there was a party of sisted by
Osborne, who was engaged to
George
Ellas E, Jiieg of New York, et als,
were
who
the
the
from
city
h as
been
young ladles
Simonies in Ben Hur,
substitute
play
Otis Elevator company of East Orange,
forced to retire from the cast through
chaperoned by some club ladles.
has
M« J aud the Automatic Switch comillness, Emmett Corrigan,
seats as temporary
because it
for
will be well to secure
It
later, Ben
who played llderim, and,
pany of Baltimore, against the Portland
quickly as possible, not only for this Hur, last season, has been engaged to
the coffee flavor that almatinee
or
week but for any evening
company to recover damages and profits
play Simonides,
likes.
most
Frank McKee has made another wise
alleged to have accrued to the def endant
during the engagement.
selection for the cast that will support
Lots oi coffee
company from infringements on petitionPIANO RECITAL,
Mary Mannering in “Janloe Meredith,”
ers’ patents for a
but
safety elevator device,
lie has engaged Vivian Bernard for the
warerooms of Cressey,
tutes in the
At thejpiano
automatic electric motor switch, a cirof “Sufcey.” Miss Ber& Allen, Baxter block, a piano negro character
Jones
one
cuit closing device for eleotrio
nard has made several hits In negro roles
L>rakes
recital was given last evening by Mas- and has originated many such parts in
and other devices. Dickerson & Brown of
Grain-O.
Walden
Miner
Gallup, a pupil of j New York production* during the past
ter
Mew York are solicitors for the
petiFrederic Mariner of the Virgil piano ten year*.
Mr.
All grocers ; 16c. and 25o»
tioners.
and one bottie
of you-little Pellet®1 at><1 oh. what an appetite
lteydi<i give mr. My baby is now three months
and a half. When
eiH aw! weighs aftccn
ifetwsi born she wnsthe fattest little haby tcirl
She
the
wa*
miwtn*.
largest one of alt
ajr tabic* sad at the birth I had an easier amt
I am stouter ami
worm time than I ever had.
j never will be withhealthier than I ever was.
net jfuur medicine.
May God hies* you and

dya#r ‘Pnvttritf Prescription’

MISCEJL.I.AWKOUS.
__

The Kind You Have Always Bought, and which has been
use for over 30 years, has borne the signatnre of

Min

and has been made under his personal supervision since its infancy.
Allow no one to deceive you in this.
All Counterfeits, Imitations and ii Just-as-good” are but.
Experiments that trifle with and endanger the health of
a«

Infants and Children—Experience against Experiment#

PORTLAND.

What is CASTORIA

State

Feverishness. It cures Diarrhoea and Wind
Colic. It relieves Teething Troubles, cures Constipation
It assimilates the Food, regulates the
and Flatulency.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep#
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

Portland,

CASTORIA

ALWAYS

The Kind You Have

MONEY LOANED.

Always Bought

eodtf

Original

B

^

Always

for

pills

and Only Genuine.
reliable. Entiles* ask Druggist

CHI Oh ESTER’S ENGLISH

in RED

u hi Gold metallic boxen, sealed
with blue ribbon. Take no other. Ilcfuso

bangorous ftubfttltiitiona and Imita-

tions. Buy of your Druggist, or send 4c. in
stamps for Particulars, Tcfltlmonfnlft
and “Relief forLadles/’in Utter, by return Mail. 10,000 Testimonials. Sold by

Mention

all Druggists.
Chichester
tnis paper.
Madison Square,

Chemical Oo.#
PIIXLA., PA.

mon.thuAsat-tl
Aduiiiiisirator’s Notice
rrillE subscriber hereby give) uotice that he
1
iias been duly appointed administrator of
the estate of
LIZZIE J. FRANCES, late of Milford,
Commonweallh of Massachusetts, deceased,
leavingestate to be administered in the County
; of Cumberland, and given bonds as the law
direct), and I have appointed Marry M. Verrlll, Portland. Mo., agent or attorney within the
State. All persons having demands against
the estate of said

1

Me.

Pennyroyal

allays

GENUINE

Ajyent,

86 EXCHANGE STREET
dec2l

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil, Paregoric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It is Pleasant. Ifc
contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other Narcotie
substance. Its age is its guarantee. It destroys Worms
and

C. F. DUNLAP,

deceased

are

desired

to

present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are reciuasted to make payment immediately.
ANDREW D.. FRANCIS, Milford, Mass.,
or

to

IIARRY M. VERRILL, Portland, Me.,
Agent or Attorney.
aug9dlaw3wTIi*
Portland, Aug. 4. 1)00.

In Use For Over 30 Years.

desiring

THE

CENTAUR COMPANY. TT MURRAY STREET. NEW YORK CITY.

TATE, NOTES,

m

ture, pianos,
ly

Shawmut Loan Go.,
G8
MARKET ST., PORTLAND, ME

GRAiN-0

Thinking
People

falling out, write

always find in our storo meats good enough to merit considorat'on
People have to eat whothei they think about it or not. If you are
too busy to think, you may safoly

coffee,

everybody

only

food

drink—

because

our

dled by

us

trade is

so

extensive that

meats

and

vegetables han-

liavo little time to waste on the route to your table.

ERCIER

CO.

fcVdEMY-1900

Coeducational,
quiet, healthful locations
special lilting school ior Colby College: right oc
certification at Brown, Wellesley and smith;
splendid academy building and gymnasium
bath, steam heated and up to date in every re
spect; Sturtevant Homo the finest girls’ dormi
tory In New England, steam heat, baths on
every floor, electric lights, etc.: board, rooms,
hem ana lights in this dormitory $3.50 per
week, catalogue free. Address
W. K. SARGENT, Prln.
Hebron, file.
Pall Term Opens Tuesday, September
jlyl4d2m
11, 1900.

For Women.

aug22c!2t
-------

Riverton Views.
Marine Views.
City Views.

Naples and Songo River
Views.
White Mountain Views.
Original Portraits of Longfellow and Bishop Healy.
SOo to $1.00.

substi-

market,

REMEDY

328 Masonic Temple, Chicago, 111., for proofs
of cures. Capital *500,000. We solicit the mosl
We 8have cured the worst
obstinate cases.
cases in 15 to 35 days,
100-page book free.

1804 HEBRON

Buy Here

and

A successful

COOK

noY27dtt

lant,

permanent.

Primary, Secondary and Tertiary Blood Poison
You can be treated a(
Permanently Cured.
homo under same guarantee. If you have taken
mercury, iodide potash, and still have ache*
and pains, Mucus Patches in Mouth, Sorg
Throat, Pimples, Copper Colored Spots, Ulcers
Hair or Eyebrow*
on any part of the body,

THE ZANTE HAIR DESTROYER
A Harmless

Liquid for the Removal of
Superfluous Hair.

It not only removes the hair perfectly clear
In live minutes, but will. If applied every third
day, remove the hair permanently, The length
of time it takes to entirely destroy it, depends
upon the strength of the liair.
This liquid eon talus no caustic, acid, or poisonous substance, there is no danger of its
leaving a scar, or causing injury in anv way.
The Zanto H air Destroyer is sold under a written
guaiantee to accomplish all that is claimed of it,
181.50

Kjpiesu Paid

LAiiSDU STUDIO, Lovering's Paris Hair Store,
Temple St, Opp. Falmouth Hotel

5

jly___eod2m

1909
my 19

Washington St., lloaton.
#odti

Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no other remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single

failure. The longestand most obstinate cases
No other
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence and the most complete satisfaction
guaranteediu every instance. Irelievehunureds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
All letters
further particulars.
Free confidential advice in all
answered.
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
is absolutely safe under
in mind this
every possible condition and will positively
ill
effects
leave no after
upon tho health. By
mail securely Sealed, *2.00. Dr. E. M. TOLMAN CO., i70 Fremont St., Boston, Mass.

truthfully

remedy

Notice.
A LL persons are hereby cautioned against
■A- harboring or trusting any of the crew of
Italian bark “Unlone S.” from Italy as no bllif
of their contracting will be paid by Master ot
CHASE, LEAVITT & CO-, Consignees.

aug21d3t*

THE
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28,
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TEIUUSi
DAILY PRESS—

By the year, $6 in advance
the year.
By the

or

$7 at the end

o

month, 50 cents.

DAILY PRESS is delivered at these rates
every morning to subscribers in all parts o:
Portland, and in Westbrook and SoutU Port
The

land.

MAINE STATE PRESS (Weekly)
By the year, $1 ;u advance, or $1.25 at the
end of the year.
For six momh3, 50
25 cents

cents;

for tnree

months,

papers are not delivered
promptly
requested to notify the office ol
the DAILY PRESS, No. 07 Exchange street
Portland Me.
Subscribers whose
are

Patrons of the PRESS who are leaving town
temporarily may have the addresses of tlieii
papers changed as often as they may desire by
notifying the office

State Election, Monday, Sept. 10.
Presidential Election, Tues., Nov. 6.
REPUBLICAN
For

NOMINATIONS.

McKinley
Of Ohio.

For Vice

Fresicieut,

Theodore

Roosevelt

Of New

JOHN
For

York,

Governor,

F.

IIIFF.

Rejj»fsentative to Congress,

A ill OS

The Hon. Gamaliel
Bradford declarec
last night that he was perfectly certain
that Bryan was to be elected President in
November, and the Hon. John F. Fitz
gerald, not to be outdone, affirmed that
he believed that Mr.
Lynch was to be
elected to Congress. Later on
both ol
them will probably have occasion to ex-

plain how their predictions didn't

hap-

pen to be verified.
That panther story which comes from
Rome in this State looks as if it might
have been invented to keep people out ol
a blueberry pasture,
Think of a panther
getting so wound up in a woman's
skirts that he could with difficulty extricate himself.
Imagine him also considwhile a man
standing still
whacked him over the head. We are inclined to think that this story will pro ve
too thin to protect the blueberries,

erately

Bryan's stand in his Indianapolis
speech has
practically destroyed all
chance of his carrying any of the Pacific
coast states. There expansion is exceedingly popular, the people believing that
it is going to result ultimately in great
commercial benefit to their section. Four
years ago ha got one elector in California
and those of the state of Oregon.
This
year it is safe to predict that he will get
none in either state

Prtsidint,

William

For

son believing that it is good medicine
does the belief on his part help
the pa
tient any ?

F. AFFFN.

FOR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS.
At Large—Jos®ph 0. Smith of Skowhegan;
George P. Weseoi of Portland.
First List. —Charles F. Libby of Portland.
Second Dist.—.lames W. Wakefield of Bath.
Third Dist.—Fred Atwood, Winterport.
Fourth Dist.—Almou H. Fogg, lloulton.

Mr. Bryan is discovering early in the
campaign that it is exceedingly difficult tc
serve two masters.
When he pleased the
Democrats by assenting to the
paramountcy of the anti-imperialism issue he
displeased the Populists because
the
paramount issue in their opinion was
free silver.
The result has been that already several of the Populist leaders like
Peffer and Senator Stewart have abandoned him and announced their intention to vote for McKinley. Today Mr.
Bryan makes his formal reply to the
nl rint.itinnfJA'n r\F fhn

i;nfn

he is their nominee for President. What
he is going to say is conjectural, but it
is rumored that he will press upon them
the importance of anti-imperialism, and
give free sliver a subordinate place. I i
he

actually does this

we may look for
secessions.
Of course he would
Ilka to exalt free silver for the purpose
of holding the Populist vote, but he cannot do that without great danger of driving off a good many Democrats in the
East who have consented to support him
because he seemed to subordinate free silver in his Indianapolis speech. As he has
more

COUNTY.
Senators—Harry R. Virgin, Portland,
Thurston S. Burns. Westbrook,
Joseph Y. Hodsdon. Yarmouth,
got to jump into a bramble bush anyWinburn S. Staples, Bridgton.
the one
way he proposes to choose
Attorney—Robert T. Wliitehouse, Portland.
which he thinks will scratch him the
Sheriff—tlren T. De-peaux. Portland.
Judge of Probate—Henry C. Peabody. Port- least.
land.
Register of Probate—Joseph B. Reed, Portland.
No European nation has declared in
commissioner—George P. Plaisted. Gorham.
Treasurer—James M. Thomosou, New Glou- any very definite way what its future polcester.
icy is to be in China, but it is clear
enough from their operations that none
of them expects to withdraw from the
REPUBLICAN MEETINGS.
CUMBERLAND

AUGUST 23.
«.

H. Clay Evans at Portland.
Chas. H. Grosvenor at Portland,
Adam E. King at Sanford.
Lee Fairchild at Sanford.
Walter C, Emerson at So. Freeport.
AUGUST 24.
Adam E. King at Biddeford.
Lee Fairchild at Biddeford.
AUGUST 25.
Adam E. King at Ogunquit.
Lee Fairchild at Ogunquit.
AUGUST 28.

Eugene Hale at So.

Berwick.
Amos L. Allen at So. Berwick.
AUGUST 29.

Edward C. Swett at Bridgton.
Eugene Hale at Bridgton.
Geo, Edmund Foss at Sebago Lake.
Chas, E. Fairbanks at Sebago Lake,
Edward Payson Brown at Sebago Lake.
Walter C. Emerson at Sebago Lake in

if ter noon.

AUGUST 30.
Adam E. King at Merrymeeting Park.
Chas. II. Litchman at So. Water boro.
Julius C. Burrows at Portland.
Chas. E. Littlefield at Portland.
AUGUST 31.

Eugene Hale

at -Brunswick.
Curtis Guild at York,
Amos Li, Allen at York,
Chas. H. Litchman at Biddeford.
Andrew J. Colburn at Otisiield.
Frederick Hale at Otisiield.

SEPTEMBER 1.
Curtis Guild at Kennebunk.
Chas. H, Litchman at Kennebunk.
Andrew J. Colburn at Casco
Frederick Hale at Casco.
SEPTEMBER 3.
Curtis Guild at No. Berwick.
Amos L. Allen at No. Berwick.
John Barrett at Harrison.
Richard Webb at Harrison.
Cushman K. Davis at Saco.
G. W. Atkinson at Springvale,
SEPTEMBER 4.
John Barrett at Raymond.
Robert T. Whitehouse at Raymond.
G W. Atkinson at Lebanon Centre.
Amos L, Allen at Lebanon Centre.

liussia has already
country very soon,
in her fighting with the Chinese conquered the right bank of the Ameer river,
and no longer admits that river as the
boundary of her possessions. Certainly
Kussia will never give up the territory
that if] has already wrested from the
Chinese
unless
compelled to by force.
Where she is she will stay. England has
landed troops at Shanghai, and France is
said to be preparing to do the same. The
speech of the German emperor at the departure of Count Waldersee clearly foreshadowed operations outside of Pekin.
These are all signs that the European
powers have designs upon the territory of
China, though the exact nature and extent of them may not be quite clearly defined in their own minds. Doubtless
would
England, and perhaps France,
much prefer that there should be no dismemberment or partition of the Empire,
but if liussia and Germany go to grabbing England will not hesitate to follow.
As for the United States,
though we
have repeatedly declared that we seek
no territory in China, the chances are
that if the European powersjbegin to ap-

propriate territory

of influsoon grow un here a
demanil from powerful interests that we
shall not permit ourselves to get left,
ence

We
from

or

spheres

there will

fffbilsh
a

elsewhere

a

communication

prominent llepublican protesting

against the re-election of the present sheriff
because he has uot enforced the liquor law
and has declared that he did not intend
to enforce it. We believe that there Is no
room for controversy in regard to these
allegations. We do not suppose that it
is claimed anywhere
that the sheriff
has enforced the law according to lt9
spirit, and the authority for the statement that he never intended to is an
interview with the sheriff' himself in which
h9 so declared. The only questions are
whether an executive officer ought to be

punished for not enforcing the laws
for declaring that he never intended

or

CURRENT COMMENT.
MCKINLEY

(Chicago

DIPLOMACY.

Times-Herald.)

We offer,

the

place.
CAMPAIGN RUBBISH.

(From

the New Bedford Standard.)
Both the great parties are running literary bureaus, and we suspect that in
some cases the stuff that they
prepare
finds favor with editors who are either
over-worked or over-easy. But most of it
is sad rot, and whichever side wins will
have no occasion to thank its
literary
staff for the result. The newspaper men
who are in the practical business of newspaper making are in a far better position
to know what the reading public needs in
the way of political reading matter and
advice than these men who are saturated

strong

the

element have nominated this
same man for continuance in office, does
it not become all citizens, regardless of
party, who believe that obedience to law
is one of the hrst principles of good citizenship, to unite upon a candidate of
different convictions. In the selection of a
Citizens’ candidate, it is important that
he should be one who has strong convictions of duty and ot what he owes the
party which places him in his offioe, Tn
the selection of Samuel F. Pearson as the
of

rum

augl8dtf

—

COMPANY,

Amusing Specialties.

LIGHT

:«■—

MATUS’S

Royal Hungarian

II—The Firinanent.

III—Fire.

IV—The'Esly.

Rendering

4 Grand

Orchestra

CoucerU D..1

A11 Att™ctlons Frpe t0 Matrons of tlie
Can.
Reserved Seats 10 Cents.- Cars leave
Head 0f
Treble Street every S3 minutes.

of

by

MANAGEMENT

MR.

McCULLUM.

BARTLEY

EVERY EVENING THIS WEEK,
Matinees

tSiPSltSxs.

*V.*“

Daily Except Monday.
Mr. Hartley McCullum Presents Ills Famous Stock Company in a Grand
Produtlonof

O-T-H-E-L-L-O.

SI.,

Slinkespeurc’s Sublime Tragedy.
The first Shakespearian Production ever given under the Supervision of Mr.
McCullum
Gorgeous nnd Appropriate Costumes and Scenic Effects.
Cars leave In front of the United States Hotel every 10 minutes.
Round Trip ticket!
the c >rs admitting to theatre only 20 cents.
Reserved Soats 10 and 20 cents extra. Print,
boxes, seating six persons, 60 cents each scat. Tickets on sale in advance at Sawyer's «tn,.

=

Monument square.
Secure Seats

Csseo National Bank

No. 535-2.
Telephone
in Advance.

Early

CiEM:

.OF.

rS|

Tlie Dnnnud is

Very Large.

THEATRE,

The Haiul^ftiiic^t Summer Tiicnire in America.

PORTLAND,

MAINE.
First

will be

Aii».

20-26,

Rrouioii

Howard’s

DEPOSITS.

A Beautify! Paik on the Shore of
THE

LETTERS OF CREDIT AND INTERNATIONAL CHEQUES
FOR SALE.

tit Is Bau\

G.

J.

and

INVESTMENT SECURITIES,
to

new

banking

rooms,

194 MIDDLE ST.,
au«^_Portland.eoJtf

POLITE

VAUDEVILLES

^THEATRE.

Saturday,

Aut. 24-25. with iMadnee
ATTRACTION OP THE SEASON,
The Realization of Artistic Perfection, X. W. DICK INS’
OPENING

“UTOPIANS.”

E29BSH3Q3

Charles F. Flagg,

Bay,

WEEK.

FADETTES,

GORMAN’S

PORTLAND
Friday

REMOVED.

THIS

give their refined Entertainment it; connection with the Concert! at 3 and 8 p. m.
Superb Electric Fountain will play during Ute eiHertainmer..
Admission free to patrons of the eiectrtc road. Reserved seats for the eniertalumeri
10 cents each. Cars leavo head ot Elm street
every fifteen minutes, afternoon and evening
Excellent shore dinners at the Casino.

will

|

STEPHEN & SMALL. Preside.
MARSHALL R. GODINS. Cashier.
f hT„„
feb7atl

Breezy

FOR

CAROLINE II. NICHOLS, Conductor.
“The Woman’s Orchestra, Par Excellence.”—N. Y. Sun.
America’s Greatest Organization of Women players.
Will Give Concerts in the Auditorium at 3 aud 8 p. in., and in the CmIbo at
0.15 [>. m. Sundays at 0 p. m.

Correspondence solicited from IndiBanks
and
viduals,
Corporations,
others desiring to open accounts as well
os from those
to
transact
Bankwishing
ing business of any description through

removed

Society Play

SPRINcT
Casco

UNDERWOOD

on

ENTIRELY NEW PROGRAMME

lias

Greatest

presented with the following well Known artists in tlio cast: J. G. Gtlmour, \vu,
Ilaseltiiie, tins C. Weinberg, Frank Andrews, Frederick Truesdell, lllrnm
ter, llalpk Lewis, Klotcncr itaekwrll. Cordelia 1*1 ncDonald, Katherine Kent, Ln'
ceiie Spinney. Evenings at8.<0.
Every afternoon except Mon lay at 2.45. Beats l'ur any11m
formance during this engagement can be secured now.
No Advance ln Prices.
Telephone 615—53.
Reserved Beats for sale at Casco Bay Steamship Co. ticket office. Scale of
prices as usin'
Adults when buying seats for any matinee will upon request be given a tree
adjoining ««
for a child between the ages of four ami twelve with each 3e.1t purchased. Casco Hut
Steim
eri will leave Custom House Wharf at 7.39 for eveuiugs aud at 2.15 for matinee
performances.

ONE MILLION
DOLLARS.
TIME

Week,

ARISTOCRACY,

CAPITAL, AND SURPLUS

Interest Paid

"f

TREMONT THEATRE STOCK COMPANY,

1824.

Incorporated

people's candidate, you have a man who
for the past twenty years has devoted his
life to the effort of helping the unfortunate classes, that the rum traffic has
kept under its influence. If you elect
him to the office of sheriff, you will place
in power one who has only the general
good of the community at heart, and
with the fif.mosnherA nf a mlitinol
and the
quarters. Still, the operation gives some whose whole duty will be done,
or the office ot sheriii will not
worthy and nsedy young men a good position
of
be
the
of
of
ridicule
or
subject
charges
job for the season.
bribery. That a large majority of the citizens of this county are in favor of a
THE NEGLECTED OPPORTUNITY.
change in the conditions of the administration of the affairs of the sheriff’s
to the Editor of the Press:
I most firmly believe. Of the third
Two great national parties are contend- office,
candidate, I can only leave it for those
ing for supremacy
They are so equally who read the report of the convention by
which he was nominated to judge why
balanced that the result is doubtful.
Four years ago 23 states gave their elec- he accepted the nomination,
Yours truly,
toral votes for
McKinley; 23 states for
ZEN AS THOMPSON.
Bryan. A change of fifty thousand votes
in the five states wherein the contest was PERSONAL AND
PECULIAR.
most close, would have turned the scale.
Every effort Is now being made to draw
Charlotte Bronte’s widower, the Rev.
to the respective parties all
classes of Arthur B. Nlcols, is now over 80 years of
voters. The Hollanders, Germans,
Irish, age and spends much of his time in atCanadians, are each and all appealed to tending to his land business at Banagher,
for support. Farmers, miners, merchants
Inland. Though married again he albankers, manufacturers, operatives, labor ways observes the anniversaries of his
first wife’s birth and death.
unions, are all made the subjects of imCongressman Julius Kahn of California
Hut fourteen
passioned declamation.
is the only member of the legislature who
million American citizens of the United
was ever a professional actor.
He played
States of voting age are wholly overlooked
Edwin Booth,
at different times with
because they are women.
Joseph Jefferson, Tommaso Salvini, W.
Tnese fourteen million American citiJ. Florence and Clara Morris.
zens may be made voters in
It has leaked out that ex-President Benany presidential election In every state, by legislative jamin Harrison has become enamored of
enactment, without any change of consti- the game of golf
At the links in the
tutions, state or national, by a simple vicinity of Indianapolis he is a familiar
change in state election laws. “Each figure. A recent visitor to this resort
state shall appoint in such manner as the
expressed great surprise at beholding
legislature thereof may direct” the presi- scampering and cantering over the field
dential electors. Even without
votes, after the evasive white bail the pudgy
women are so numerous, and so intimatebut still
form of th? former
ly associated with voters, that they could i President dignified
of the
United States.
It is
easily turn the scale in every community related that Gen. Harrison wears a suit
between
the
parties
struggling for on the links that is the envy of every besupremacy. Their sympathy and good- holder.
A jaunty cap,
knee breeches,
will, if enlisted, would ensure the sucgorgeously colored stockings—in brief,
cess of the Darty which should
espouse the complete paraphernalia of the
golf
their cause. They are of'.our own race
He “puts” and “drives”
and
player
educated,
enlightened, responsible per- does
all of the other things of the game
sons; graduates of our schools and
colwith the enthusiasm and vigor of a ; ou h,
leges, ‘readers of our newspapers, memwho saw him'at the
though the visitor
bers of our churches, taxpayers,
property- sport declares that in his golf
tegs he
owners;
moral,
law-abiding;
three- looks like a brownie.
fourths of our teachers; our mothers
Richard
Bllck9nderfer of Lancaster,
wives, sisters and daughters. They only
wait to be asked to vote, and would
Pa owns a stove plate that was cast at
respond witn alacrity and enthusiasm a- Baron
Stiegels’ Manhelm furnace in 1769.
is evidenced by the fact that in
the four In the
center of it is a head of George III.
states where they are
already enfranenised wreathed with oak
leaves and laurel.
they vote habitually more generally
* than
lio the men.
»
The official reports show that 207 wolves
The fatuity of party leaders in
ignoring were killed in France last year, the bounthis great body of citizens is
simply ties aggregating 18,000 francs, No wolves
-oin*
stance of arrest, of political
thought ever were killed in the French Alps or the
A
manifested. We talk of Chinese
few centuries ago wolves
stupidi- Pyrenees.
were
a winter neril
i
the street,a
of
ty; but that is far more easily explained
Never having voted
Paris.
themselves
they
know nothing of the power
of
enllarry Shatter, sixteen years old and an
lightened public opinion. They have had
orphan, tramped all the way from Indianno experience of
representative government
apolis to Princeton, X. J., in search of
But with us it is altogether
an uncle.
He found him perched, on a
different
Our politicians are fully aware of
the scaffold, painting the house of the Hon.
power of the ballot. Their trade is the Grover Cleveland.
manipulation oi votes. They stand or fall
The Negros correspondent of “Collier’s
by their success or failure in securing
Weekly introduces Hon Pedro Yulo to
majorities
the American public,
A frank, outspoken declaration of
Pedro is a Vlsapurpose to enfranchise
educated
blood. He began life in the
women yan—full
would be in direct accord with the
pro- time-honored “poor boy’’ fashion.
His
fessed principles of both the great na- income from his
plantations is now $100,tional parties
000
a
He
Eight ysars ago
is
the
year.
richest
man on the
and
again four years ago
the Republican island.
party in its platforms has in express
John
H.
of
Judge
Keagan
Texas, the
terms declared its purpose to
secure a
old postmaster-general of the Confedervote for “every citizen of the
United
States.:: Of course that includes everv acy. is visiting Sevier county, Tenn
woman, for every woman is a citizen of where he was born
eighty-two years ago.
the United States. But the inen~
He emigrated to Texas sixty-one years
who
adopted this platform probably did not ago. Sevier county was
practically solid
mean to include women.
for the Union in the trying days.
Only
The Democratic party this
year de- sixty of its voters were avowed'secessionclares anti-imperialism to be “the
domi- ists.
nant issue.7’
Now, the disfranchisement
The late Airs. Alary Jane
of women is the most flagrant
Hoopes of
form of
But
had several distinctthe despotic o-overn. Hollidays burg, Pa
imperialism.
ment which is unjust for an
uneducated ions. She saw the bombardment of Port
S ilipino, is considered
good enough for McHenry in 1814, she saw
Lafayette in
an American woman.
This absurd inconsistency is not inten- 1824, she was a passenger on the
first
tional dishonesty; it is simply preimlirn railroad train that ran into Philadelphia
J
from
and routine. One of these
Chester, Henry Clay was a cousin
days some
great party leader will have the sense and of hers, and when she died Sunday night
at the age of 94 she was her towns' oldest
to
sound
the
courage
trumpet of wom- inhabitant.
an's emancipation, and the
walls of the
political Jericho will fall forever
A1AINE PENSION CHANGES.
HENRY B. BLACKWELL.
Dorchester, Mass., Aug. 9, 1900
Washington, August 22.—The
—-

TXIE3

This Week.

M’CULLUM’S THEATRE,

PORTLAND, ME.

=

OF

QUEEN

I—Xiglat.

SWAN&8ARREIT,
180 Middle

of Refined and

Express permission.

corres-

apiilliation ;
pondence solicited.
pou

Programme

Produced under the Personal Supervision
T. J. Clarke, Electrician, for "Ea note’' and

gage 4’s due 1846.
Denver City Tramway Co. First Mortgage 5’s
due 1919.
Erie Telegraph & Telephone Co. Collateral
Trust 5’s due 1926.
Niagara Falls Power Co. First Mortgage 5’s
due 1932.
it

a

uS2t55i.ll.

Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo Ry. First Mort-

plank in favor of
temperfact that this
of the
ance, in spite
high officer chooses to ignore it, and
openly says he intends to do so, and as
the ltepubllcan politicians with the aid
a

THE

1916.

Particulars

Evening

GRAND SPECIAL EXTRA A IT It A CT1 OX S

First Mortgage
Co.) due 1915.
& Medway (Mass.) St. Ry. First
Mortgage 5’s due 1920.
Grand Rapids Ry. Co. First Mortgage 5’s due

field,

If Pres, McKinley wants to find the
best man to act in drawing up the peace
treaty with China, he should pick out
.1 W. Foster of Indiana. The successor
of Blaine as secretary of state is the best
trained diplomat in the United States.
As United States minister to St. Petersburg, he won the absolute respect and
confidence of Russia. In the Canadian
negotiations he has won a similar sentl
ment from the British government. He
made, at Shimonoseki, the peace treaty
between Japan and China, which was
highly satisfactory to all concerned. He
is one of the world’s highest living authorities on all questions of International
law, a thorough American and not a jingo. No other man is so well fitted for

Presenting

"

PERFUMES.

THE GOLUiBIA VAUDEVILLE

Medfield

found “wanting,
and recreant to
his duties and to his oath of office, and
while the party which eleoted him to
office had incorporated in their platform

FOREST

Afternoon and

Every

gage 4 1-2’s due 1925.
Portland & Cape Elizabeth Ry.
5’s (assumed by Portland R. R.

and

WITH

FRAGRANT

to sale:—

Washington County (Maine) 4’s due 1923-1928.
City of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.
City of South Portland 4’s due 1903.
Town of Cape Elizabeth 4’s due 1801 to 1904.
City of Augusta 4’s due 1919.
City of Belfast 4’s due 1918.
Town of Yarmouth 3 1-2’s due 1902 to 1906.
City of Cincinnati (Ohio) 5’s due 1910-1930.
City of IJrbana (OUio) 4 1-2’s due 1906.
Lucas County (Ohio) 4 l-2’s due 1904.
Poi tiana Water Co. 4’s due 1927.
Watertown (Mass.) Water Supply Co. First
•
Mortgage 5’s due 1905.
Framingham (Mass.) Water Co. First Mort-

QUESTION.

(Boston Advertiser.)

subject

AMUSEMENTS

rivertonTpaRkT

B ON DS.

One of the finest chapters in the
history
of diplomacy is brought to an end by the Nova Scotia coal. His opinion is chances
entry of the allied army into the city o f are slim tor finding coal in commercial
Pekin. As we look back upon the policy
quantities. While there are indications
and conduct of the United States government during the great Oriental crisis we of coal there,
the absence of slate is
can find nothing to censure, while there much
against the chance of coal in any
is abundant cause for praise—so abundant that it is difficult to deoide upon the large amount.
most important subject for commendation.
THE SHERIFF
If we consider simply our position as
world
a
power and the light in which we
are regarded by foreign nations, then we An Appeal to tfee Citizens of Cumber*
shoula say that the most remarkable
land County Regardless of Party.
phase of the whole remarkable episode
was the capacity for taking the initiative
which was demonstrated at Washington,
On the 10th day of September, voters of
and the tremendous influence which it
exerted upon the policies of other coun- Cumberland county will be called upon
tries
It was the story of the “open to
register their votes for the election of
door" over again.
sheriff of this county. Of the three canA MAN TO MAKE PEACE.
didates in the
one has been tried

/

AMUSEMENTS.

FINANCIAL

sea, "as is the case in several other mines.
Mr. Kelley has received about $1000 in
subscriptions for carrying on the work of
locating the vein and he intends to make
it $1500. Prof. Lee of Bowdoin says the
the
coal washed ashore is better’than

Saturday,

EHH

Effervescent, Sparkling and above all. New In Ideas.
A Couple ot Snappy. Spicy, Refresh
llurlcs'iues In GRAND "UTOPI A.” An up-to-da'e Travesty on the Big
Department Store Methods, entitled

W a,nna,

■

TS/Lstcy

dfe

Co.

Produced in a lavish sca'c as to Music, Costumes and Appointmontu 10 Psrsieal fontns. 20 Magnetic Girls, a Brass Band of Ten Pieces, 40 People in All. An Olio of Star Valuevnlers, O iteil & Perrv. Fioiel & Rouge, 3 Hickman Bros., Nellie Sylvester, Whiting*
Wlii;*
lug, and Raymond, West & Sunshine.
I’ltICES—Even tug 15, ^5, 35, 50c, Matinee 15. 25c.

JEFFERSON
August 23d,

THEATRE,
21 tli and

25tli, Saturday Matinee,
Theatre, Boston,
THE GRAND OPERATIC TRAVESTY,

Direct fiom

—

FOR

INVESTMENTS

Summer’s

Run

at theTolumbia

Little

Very

Faust.”

60-PEOPIjB-BO.

The

Inimitable Comedy Star,

MR.

OTIS HARLAN.

Miss Mamie Gilroy. Mis* Kate Condon, Mr. Hugli 4
hlifers, HIm
Olle Ulrich. Ml** Helen Dunbar, Mr. Edward Cut-roll.
The Dancing Marvel, MULE. PROTO. and
innny others, tosethtr
with a grand chorus of Mule and Female Voices.
Pretty Giilts, Krilliaut Costume*.
Elaborate Scenic Production. Regular prices, $1.00, 75c, 52c, 25c. Matinee, 75c.
60c, 25c. Seats now on sale.

WE OFFER
(

—-

All

Municipal Bonds,
Water Works Bonds,

MERBfiSr
55

Railroad Ronds,
Bank Stock.

50c

Wh serve Ice Cream aud Assorted Cake with our Shore Dinners.
EtTRO' KAN I’L\N' NENtli—ureen Turtle and
Terrapin Soups, Sofr Shell Crab!. Fr»l
Lobster. Tartar Satire. Broiled Live Lobster, Lobster Newburgh, Salmon.
Quail, Broiled Chicken, Steaks. Chops. Salads, etc.
Special Game or Fish <uunen saw «
short notice.
j. a. FDlLEB, Pr«|irli!K
jly2leodif

Plilladelpiii*8q«d.

AUCTION sALtSv

FINANCIAL.

H. M. Pavson & Go,
EXCHANGE

INO PARK.

Combination Shore and Turkey Dinner, 75c | Regular Shore Dinner,

ST.

BAILEY & CO.
1 act i (inters and i'oioomsioufieretiit’

F.

SECURE

O.

Salesroom 40 Kxohange Street.

C. W. ALL*'
man y
enforce the laws.
There would seem at
first blush to be but one answer to these
John Barrett at So. Portland.
Robert T. Whitehouse at So. Portland. questions. But it must be borne in mind
D. E. Moulton at So. Portland.
that for the past twenty-five years the
G. W. Atkinson at W. Buxton,
of Portland
due 1907
people of this county have been teaching
Amos L. Allen at W. Buxton.
l ine 1*110(0$ of Bishop Healf.
their
votes
Portland
that
Water Co. 4’s,
it was not only perby
1927
i
all size's, for sale by
SEPTEMBER 6.
missible for a sheriff to neglect the enWater
—AND....
John Barrett at Limerick.
forcement of the liquor law, but was
T.
G. W. Atkinson at Limerick.
Co.
1918
commendable for him to do so. No sher420 Congress §t
Amos L. Allen at Limerick.
Good agents wanted.
iff was ever defeated because he
au£f2ldlff
Water
neglect
SEPTEMBER 7.
ed the law, but one barely
escaped by the
Co.
1929
John Barrett at Biddeford,
skin of his teeth because he had enforced
To the Honorable Commissioner**’1^
G. W. Atkinson at Biddeford.
& Aroostook
llni bor, anti Title Water Couatflw
Bangor
and
ho
so
well
learned
it,
the
of
lesson
Chas. E, Smith at Biddeford.
There with of the City of PorU##«!
the result that he did not enforce it
Edward Payson Brown, at Yarmouth.
lid.
Co.
1943 f I'll K undersigned, Tlie Grand Trunk Ki^
any
*
more.
When the public rewards for negCompany of Canada, respectfully
87 and
SEPTEMBER 8.
Railroad Co
following
,
1918
that lor ho propor transaction of its r4“-,2
lect and punishes for faithful
Alalne
performpension
business it is necessary that a certain'»n*r
John Barrett at Berwick.
changes resulting from
West
Tunnel
ance, and continues this method for a HUNTING FOR SMAL.D POINT COAL the issue of August
constructed parallel with and aUjol#*!
G. W. Atkinson at Berwick.
4, are announced:
railroad bridge of said rails 1;'
Edward Payson Brown at Brunswick.
Co. 5’s,
quarter of a century, is it to be wondered
Capital Slock,
INCREASE.
1909 present
Bath, August S3.—Another attempt
$200,OOC l
pany where It crosses the waieriof B*ckT2
(Guaranteed
West
at that an officer comes to the eonclu- is to be made to linci coal at
by
Street
R’d
John B. Sprague, Cherryfield
Chicago
Co.) in said City of Portland, and that a r-h*®* ,,
Small Point.
$24; Jo- Surplus and Profits,
175,OOC (
dredged so mere may bo properappr,,a'■'
seph Poss, SKowhegan $12;
Charles C.
It was a pretty slow meeting the Dem- s’on that he can serve the public more A diver has been engaged
to be here
Total Deposits,
Circular descriptive oi' these said wharf, all as shown on the blue lirDickey, Monroe, $17.
I
ocrats had last night. The audience was satisfactorily by neglect than by observ- about the first week of September.
tached liereo and made a part heruffl.YS,
Work
and other issues mulled on
How
v<
^CRIGINAL, WIDOWS, ETC.
ap- tore your petitioner preys that yourwn°®*
fair, but the speakers fell far short of ance, and can he really be very much will be commenced out on the water and
e
hoa'd v.’i 1 grant Its permission to
accrued August 7, Alary Bailey
Special
plication.
blamed
for
the
an
former rather
adopting
ondeavor
made to find
the orection of said wharf, and aredginf01
expectation. The spectre of empire must
Specialties:—Hij?h Grade Bonds for
the reef or Alexander, $12.
eha
ind
as
aloreshln.
than
the
latter? As for the declaration ledge from which the coal
,,/vnwPAfit
be exhibited more effectively
Investment* Interest Paid on Deposits
than Mr.
WAR WITH SPAIN ORIGINAL.
comes that
is
TIi E GK VN1) TItCNK UA1 bW A Y
that he did not intend to enforce the law washed ashore
Bradford exhibited it
Samuel S Peters, South
before
UK CANADA By C, A. HiwHT, IB***
anybody
occasionally after heavy
$15.
Warren,
according to its spirit—but only to put storms.
Will be seriously frightened.
On the foregoing petition It Is ordered
Something over 3000 acres of
WM. G. DAVIS. Prott.
.m
money in the treasury—Isn't the sheriff land adjacent to the shore
hearing hr. appointed for Tuesday,
a AS. P.
To Save Her Chil d
Vice Prest.
BAXTER,
have
been
i
til four o’clock p. in., at the f®®* ,L.t
Mr, Bradford disagrees with Bryan on who made it rather
HARRY BUTLER, Treus.
to be commended for bonded
4 Kxetiun<*J" H
Messrs. Geo. W. Hunt and
by
Cortland.
Harbor
Maine.
Prom
Commissioners,'No.
frightful
JOSHU A C. LIBBY, Asst. Trcas
Airs.
free sliver and disagrees with him on the his frankness?
disfigurement
w hen all persons interested may pu Witr
Ought wo not really to James W. Kelley. If thay are successful Nannie Gal lager, of LaGrange, Ga
apTRUSTEE*.
is tin thcr ordered that a notlcouf **lfl Ciwit
management of trusts, nevertheless
he be thankful that we have a sheriff who in
Bucklen
s
plied
Arnica
Salve
to
coal
Wm
(J.
finding
great
l>e given liv publication In the
enough for operating sores on her head
Franklin H. Barrett
I)avt,,
thinks Mr. Bryan is laboring for what he is no
and face, and writes
Press, fail ru Argus, Portland
hypocrite, one who frankly declares mines, they have the privilege of
Sl.laey \V. Tl.arter
NOTICE.
its
wf;,
W
nX‘er’
tun F1
cure
Win
quick
exceeded
all her hopes
W. Brown,
believes to bo tte interests of the people. chat he does not intend
buying
press and Porlland Advertiser of
Chas, F. Libby,
to enforce the this land
A. Godfrey of Cortland, Me,, together with this our order thereon, w ^
My
VV alter L. Davis,
In case rcoal is It works wonders in Sores,
outright.
wSf<N
u«lf
A.
II.
Bruises, Skin Chas. O.
Walker,
iiavlug left my bed and board without just days previous to said hearing.
Suppose he does, how does that help the law and then scrupulously lives up to his found a shaft will
Bancroft, Leo. F. Kraus,
have to be sunk on Eruptions, Cuts, Burns, Scalds and Piles. U
cause, I hereby forbid all persons trusting her
re.lerlck
matterf If a physician administers pol)
(, lf.KAUl.KY,
25o.
Harbor
Cure guaranteed by H.
on my account, I shall
purpose?
shore and in a tunnel run out
P.
s Oavltl W Usihie, Clinton L. Baxter,
p;iv no bills contracted
SA MCI L B. K KLSEY. commission^
uncer the Goold, 577
Snow,
Harry
Butler.
Congress street, druggist.
ky her.
OHARLKS M. GnDFHEV
C. w. T. CODING,
)
Jlyiadtf
For Hand, Me. Auguet ;g, iuoo.
aug22dl w*
angSid.t
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Interests of tha American people in

ih

Inwall
ur

anil sent

out to

representative,

ther

distinguished

condition and order of these
islands, but
we will have no
power over them. He
would assume all the
rejionslbillty, but
take away our power to
these

islands as

John L>. Stevens,

an-

TT^Th

son of Maine,
revolt of those islands. The
fell and soon after a treaty

the

1111:0

those

icnarchy

police

islands In order to keeji order. The
policy
of Bryan falls to pieces In the statement
that he would give them a
stable government, These people must first be
pacified and as fast as they advance
along
the path way of self-government
they
wllljbe given that government, This is
the policy of the llepubllcan
It

made
tor the annexation of those
glands to the United States, and it was
aid before the Senate and Gen.
.'as

Harrison,

hen the President.
At this time
and came Into power.

Cleve-

Gresham,

who
not like

tecamo

Secretary or State, did
larrison, and he had the treuty

drawn from the

party.

with-

will deal with the conditions as
they are
and meet the conditions as
they arise.
§ It has been jirophesized that the republic will fall If the rejmblie is
expanded.
This was prophesied when
Ijoulsiana

donate

and then
the
hauled
down the
^meiican Hag which
had been Heated
c ver those islands
by the Republican ad-

Jemocrntio

ninirtration.

__

✓

and

Lodge’s Eloquent
Scholarly Address.

Bogus

a

Issue He

the fact

was

Democrats

Says.

<

IfStrs. McCall, King, Fairchild

predicted when

Philippines

at

Kansas City and enleavored to establish an issue which they
term the paramount issue of this cammet

one

___________

word

The Republicans of York and Cumberkxui held an old-fashioned political rally
m Okt Orchard camp grounds yesterday
It was a success In every
afternoon.
particular. Four of the most eloquent
who ure camand distinguished men
heard in
half, and the en-

state were

the two hours and a
thusiasm from the beginning was unbCEadtd. The meeting waB held in the
ram pg round which was relinquished for
afternoon
by the Salvation Army.
iSvsrr seat in this ground was occupied,
anti in this natural amphitheatre were
crowded thousands of men and women,
there was a band present, but it wasn’t
given much of a chance to distinguish
IW

itself. The Lincoln club was there to the
namber of several hundred, and its memfears did have a chance to distinguish
themsilves. They marched from the hotel

as

adjective

that

campaign
down that flag somewhere else.
They put forward this paramount Issue as they term It, called “imperialism”
by them. If they know what this word
iney

toroe

into

in is

to haul

mean what
they say, they
that the Philippine
policy of
expansion will result in the creation of an

believe

never

existed.
that

people is

United

States government or some
strong power like ours may take them
give them that freedom an^ self governthe

My distinguished frland, Ueorge
Fred Williams, made a speech a while
platform,
ago, and as ho stepped on the
he said:
“The empire is here.” (laughter.)

which

they

have known,
To whom should
the
a question as this
be given?
To McKinley and-the Republican party with its advisers or to Bryan
and the men whom' you know will become his advisers?
Senator Bodge charg?d that_the Demoment

and

It Is difficult to deal with this question. It is hard to analyze rubbish. It
is almost impossible to grasp the facts
which are as effervescent as the visions
aro

one

about something which
The only hope for these

j

empire.

of

or

but that
When Bryan
many are not.
talks about the Filipino nation he talks

and

means

man

United States we would call our loans in
Europe and this would cause a general
panio the world over.”
Senator Lodge closed very
eloquently
and made a strong appeal for Maine voters to do their duty.
After Senator Lodge, Lee Falrchilld
His was a witty speech
spoke briefly.
and he made a great hit wl th the audience.
Among other bright things he
said was that under Cleveland's adminthin and
Cleveland grew fat. It was found that
the phantom free trade meant no trade.
“Before we give the Filipinos self government,” said Mr. Fairchild, “we want
to see more evidences of the spindle and
the loom upon them and we want them
istration the

country

grew

to know how to write, The Democrats
compare these Filipinos with the men
who signed the Declaration of Independence. The signers of the Declaration of

opium dream. They say that we
in danger of becoming an empire be-

an

flTsiLVER

|

on

tne

Kepreseutatives,

noor

and

ox

will surely
campaign is ended.
This was the quartette
ments

tne

no use ox

whose logical argubear fruit before the

Pacific

never

make them men.
solution of such

I the

J
a

X
m

0

of

speakers.
Es.-Oov.Cteaves opened the ball in his
and his opening
characteristic style,
spotch, though brief, was sufficient to

The United States says to the world so
far as our power and inlluence goes no

or tne

break down.

the Kansas City convention Is going to turn his strength
In
my
shortly against other issues.
judgment, within a fortnight only, will
The

candidate

of

nation snail

destroy tne oniuBse government or attempt *o divide that country.
The United States will endeavor to keep
the ports of this nation open to the whole

CIoso by where I am speaking,
paramount issue or the Democratic world.
platform "disappear as completely as has some of the mills have found it necessary
commissioner whom to partially close because of the trouble
the
paramount
the in China, which has put an end to the
to
sent
Cleveland
President
for
the goods which they are
to haul down the demand
Islands
Wilbur C. Whelden, JSsq., who performed Hawaiian
The best argument we
To prove the falsity of manufacturing.
his task very gracefully.
At the conclu- American flag.
of
that party is the have got towards Keeping the ports
sion of his address Gov. Cleaves intro- the Democratic olalm
that bay which
of the people's rights; just China la Manila, and
duced Senator Lodge,; who was given a projector
Southern States where they will shelter the entire fleet of the United
warm reception
by the Lincoln club glance at the

ian the embers

enthusiasm into a
to his speech
Previous
glowing blaze.
Bov. Cleaves was presented with a handsome bouquet from the Lincoln
club by
of

and the big crowd.

Senator Lodge began by saying that

13

years ago he stood on this same platform
with James U. Blaine.
Here he heard
that great statesman speak In the interests of

his country' and of the
people.
Soon after that Blaine was made SecreThen
tory of Htate for the second time.
we were
just beginning to turn our eyes
beyond our own borders and having
settled problems at home
were looking
around to settle those problems abroad

which

had

this

been

for so

in

power.

the

which

voters, will

P

food is used.

J

USold

FACT ! !

by

all grocers.

5

is a
and perhaps, not for fifty years. It
he has taken to kindle
which
method
Ilis next step in the Philinsurrection,

ippines will be to establish a protector
ate over these islands and protect them
He
against the nations of the world.
for the
take all the responsibility
will

have

In

which

“The paramount tsssue of imperialism
is but a mask,” said Senator Lodge. “It
is a mere cloak. It is not what the DemWhat they really mean is
ocrats mean.

^

have not space to mention.

prices

are
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these orders.

high.

not
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the Chicago platform.”
Senator Lodge sail that Immediately
Dryan is elected the free silver coinage
plank will clrae to the front and it will
the Democratic
be found that 16 to 1 Is
policy above off others/ This will be
the people will then have givenacted
en the party the right to it, for the Democratic platform must all stand and fall
together. No part of It can be separated from the rest and no part of it can be
as

!

the free coinage
eliminated now. With
of silver will come the withdrawal of the
national bank notes and the destruction
of the national bank system.
“Now do you think the
country h»s
been prosperous in the last four years,”
“Business
Senator Lodge continued.
depends upon confidence. The

bring

can

your entire order here and leave

it with our Linens Man and have the assurance that
it will be executed to your entire satisfaction.
Our stock of Linens for these purposes is
very
complete now and we are prepared to fill an order
of any size at short notice.

Ready

made

bleached

Sheets, full size with
wide hem top and bottom, 42c and up.
Pillow
to
match
with
three
inch hem, 10c up to 39c
Slips
White Crocheted Bed Quilts, full sized and
each.
fringed all round, specially desirable for summer

sea of words in which there are plenty
of oysters of fancy but not one pearl of
truth.” He compared Bryan to a quack
was
doctor who
constantly procuring
of all the ills of
remedies for the cure
a

hotels,

at 60c and up.

Bleached Table Damask,
in
width,
many choice beautiful designs, from
50c up to $2.50 a yard.
Napkins to match at
to
with
the quality of the damask.
prices
correspond
All sorts of Towels for every possible use. from the

mankind but whose cures never did mankind any good.
Speaking of the campaign of ’96 and the death of the free sil“What happened? Inver issue he said:
stead of the silver mule there was found

full

plainest

linen crash

10c to one of fine damask
huck at $1.88.
far
the
best and largest assortBy
ment of Crashes and Glass Linens in the town from
one at

or

7c

There was a sudden
Heed on deck.
commotion down among the steerage passengers who wan tea to get on aecx ana
fight, lie said to them, ‘You keep quiet
until we get the decks cleared for action
But when
and then you can go ahead.’
the decks were cleared and the light bs-

a

yard up

as

high

as

you

to go.

care

er

Here

much applause.
General Adam E. King of Maryland
who has stumped this country from one
end to the other and who was on Hancock’s stall during the oi\ 11 war and who
will be heard in this vicinity again be-

are

a

All these

$9.89?
dium

~

fancy.
buy trashy stuff

suit your

SHOE

in

LINCOLN CLUB.
club are
All members of the Lincoln
requested to meet at Reception jhall,
City building, this evening, promptly
at 7.45, with the club badges, to attend
the Republican rally at City hall. Seats
have been reserved for the members of
the club.
MARRIAGES.
In Waterville. August 20, Virley V. Hill
Brunswick and Stella L. .Jones of Waterville.

of

Iu Lisbon. August 19. Wilfred IV. Sprague of
Webster and Miss Nettie Hpofford of Lisbon.
In West Gardiner, August 14, Win, H. Glldden
of Augusta and Miss Mary E. Wakefield.
In Exeter, August IQ. Elwin f. White and
Miss Lillian A. Campbell of Dexter.
In liter Lsle, August 12, Clarence Richards
and Miss Sadie Eaton.
In Dedham, August 11, Moses C. Trundy and
Mrs. Carrie A. McGinnis, botn of Brooklin.

at a

good

ri)any stores, but not here.

leather and the

Everybody is learr)ir)g to
say ”Moi)ey back”; few
have leari)ed how to give

less of
a

never
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extremes

of

fashions.
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more

this

you

right shape

shoe for

shoe for the

can

last.

in any kind

shoe

Remcmbe r, you

money, but you

cannot
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can
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o

buy
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same.

it back.

Ralston Health

FRANK M. LOW & GO.,
MOJfUMEJUT

Shoes, only

Other Shoes for $

Men’s Outfitters,

Boys*

SQUARE.

one

price, $4.00.

1.69, 2.00, 2.50,

and Youths’ Shoes

a

2.83.

specialty.
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Sail.

Sunday

IRA F. CLARK & CO.,

The steamer Aucocisco of the fiarpswell Steamboat Co. will leave Portland
Pier next Snuday at 2.15 p. m. call-

ing at the old lauding at Falmouth Foreside on the trip out of Portland, thence

sailing trip to the head of the bay;
returning by way of Cliff island, arrive
for a

Portland at 5.30 p.

26 m 28 MONUMENT SQUARE.

m.

An Orchestra Aboard for Music.
Fare for round trip t!5c.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Gen'L Manager.
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LOOK

EVERYWHERE.——m
When you take out an insurance pot
look everywhere and get the best

M. C- R- R.

icy,

Don’t be persuaded by plausible argu-

EXCURSION
_TO..

..

for

friendship’s

sake.

also

Mountains

a

than to

Through the Crawford Notch of
White

buy

little time in finding the best
spend years of regret after your
property is destroyed, and you can’t col-

spend

FABYANS
the

Don’t

ments.

Don’t pay out a penny until you aro
It’s a thousand times better to
sure.

lect your insurance.
While you are looking,

to

companies represented by
conflagration proof.

NAPLES.

investigate
us.
They

NEXT SUNDAY.
Leave Portland 9.30 a. m.
Arrive Naples, 11.15 a. m.
An ive Fabyans, 12.50 u. m.
Leave Fabyans, 2.30 p. m.
Leave Naples, 2.15 p. in.
Arrive Portland. 6.36 p. m.

DOW

f£g Kf)
Ilonnd

The
Trio

to

either

FABYANS

or

j SAPLKS.
OBSERVATION CARS

FOll THE NOTCH HIDE
GEO. F. EVANS

F. E.

BOOTI1BY,
Gen’l Pass. & Ticket Agt.

V. P. & Gen’l Man.

.

♦

♦
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♦

Install dish, August
7
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We have the
the Jewelry line.
most complete stock in the city,
Come to our store'we can show
in
you everything usually found
a
first class jewelry establish-

^

♦

I

merit.

•

I

IThe funeral of Patrick J. Moran will take
place from Ills late residence, 244 Danfortli St.,
this morning at 9.3t) o’clock.
prosperity
I
Requiem high mass at St. Dominic’s church at
confidence of the business world would be 10 o’clock.

We

Shoes.

In Standish, August 17. Mary J. Smith, aged
IS. Eleazer 11. Barker,
months, 15 days.
aged 74 years.
In Gorham. August 21, Annie Skillings, aged
50 years, 11 months.
In Lockport. N. Y., August 21, at the home of
his brother, Rev. 11. Bernard Smith, formerly of
Troy. N. Y.
[funeral services at Congress Square church,
Portland, Friday, August24,at 2 p. in. Relatives
and friends Invited.
I Boston pa tiers please copy.
In Herndon, Va„ August 18, Rev. Dr. Iavau
K. Mason, formerly of Thomaston and 1 ryeburg. Me and trustee of Bowdoin college.
In Lewiston, August 22, Mrs. Haunali J. Conaur, wife of A. P. Conant.
In South Surry, August 16, Mrs. Lucy J. Treworgy. aged 83 years.
In Denmark, August 16, Mrs. Lydia F. Berry.

selecting shoes,

In

Extreme styles in shoes are never like the shape of your
feet, and are most always uncomfortable. Buy Ralston

OtATHs.

^

PRIGE.
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me-

cantaln ot the South Car-

oiina college team,they hope to sweep everything In the State before them Lieut.
West Point
Lawson, just arrived from
where he played on last year s team, will
active
coach and takean
part seeing that
every one knows his business In up 13
John Batz, who has mandate fashion
aged the baseball team with great satis
faction throughout the season, will also
act in this capacity for the football team.
He Is now ready to
accept challenges
from any respectahiejclub in Maine.

A
FAIR

GOOD

We car)
You can

weights.

AT~

THE Sm
OF A

suit at

in a pure worsted

experience gained last year and the
active aid of Dr. Pond (an old timer also
at football) and Electrician Sergeant HaoT>od. fnrmerlv

OWEN. MOORE & CO.

few August
faocies. Do you fancy a
blue wale, serge suit, of
color
for
guaranteed
Do
$10.63 ?
you fancy a
worsted suit, in a stripe
for $12 ? Do you faocy an
Oxford cheviot for $12 ?
Do you fancy a steel gray

gan few Democrats were to be found on
deck. If Bryan would rather worship the
silver moon by night than the golden
sun by day let him play the owl of politics and play away,” was the manner in
concluded amidst
which Mr. Fairchild

in

$

|
{GRAPE-NUTS Si

we

been derived from the Philippines
no man had foreseen.

,(>ngatime. Under

No tired
Brains

soldiers

As it was we were able
for thirty years.
to land American troops in China withAmerican 1 Hag
in a short time and the
was the first to wave over the walls of
This was one benefit which had
Pekin.

colored

disenfranchises
see that the Democratic sympathy for the condition of the dark man
extends no further than North Carolina
and that they have no sympathy for his
it

the

didn’t
Senator Lodge said that If we
have the Philippines when this trouble
Asiatic watarose all we would have In
American
ers to protect
property and
American lives wotild be the old Monocaoy, which has been on the China station

crushing out of the pojiular will as there
has been In the Philippines, Whare no
popului will ever existed. Anyone who
constitution of North
will1* study the
Carolina and the proposed amendment to

threatening
that administration dark skin.
with Blaine in the chair of the Secretary
Bryan himself has proved this para°f Htate, we made it
He lays it
oleqr to the people mount Issue to be a fraud.
°f the
IsSouth American countries that our down as his policy to retain these
sailors and our tlag must be protected lands. He says that If ho Is elected he
everywhere.
took up the will call an extra session of Congress. If
Blaine also
question which had been engaging the he gets In with a Democratic Congress
attention of statesmen and the Hecrotary the^dellghf. the country will take in the
of Htate for
generations. Ho recognized proceedings which will follow is better
He says he
Imagined than described.
will give the Philippines a stable government. That's just what the Kepublioan
how are you
♦
party Is trying to do, but
going to give them a stable government
unless you hold these islands and give
*
it to them? Bryan says he will promise
He is
P when
^ these people their independence.
promising them something which he may
be able to give them in ten, In twenty,
us

and
States
Luzon.

Anyone who has followed
the history-of Kentucky in the last ten
see
there just as much
months will
are

we

Linens

department makes a specialty of
supplying everything needed in a Linen way
for Hotels, Restaurants, Summer
Boarding
Houses and Cottages and we make special prices on

J

Pins—handsome Sleeve Links,
Chains and Lockets—and many
other desirable things which

iThe

the

pines,
issue

J

Geo. H.Griffen

Philip-

Caesar at the White House.

Already this paramount
Democracy Is beginning to

display of dainty arti- %
cles in Jewelry for Ladies’ use 4
is very attractive.
Pretty de- 0
in
Belt
Blouse
Buckles,
signs
Sets—new effects in
Waist
Brooch Pins, Stiek Pms,“ Hat ?

iOur

|pdf

gusea

AND GOLD.

the Independence were not naked at any
rate. The Democrats so love the yellowmen that they have forgotten the black
men in the South whom they are disfranchising. Bryan talks of free silver in

cratic agitation had tended to prolong
war and to encourage the Filipinos
on tbs beach
where the speakers were
to tight the United States.
Had it not
There might be some danger of an embeen ror his agitation this war which is
qgartm-u, to the catnoground, headed by
that
into
we
were
to
if
bring
power
Col John L. Prindable, and the l>and. pire
now smouldering away, would have died fore the campaign is over, and Congressof men who oppose law and order,
huh man
carried a flag
and
only wait- man McCall of Massachusetts, both made
they body
long ago. The Filipinos
who attack the Supreme Court of the
Aeemi at
the slightest
stirring speeches, confining themselves
ing for the election of Mr. Bryan.
provocatio n
United States, who are anti-everything.
»
Senator Bodge told again
It added just
how Mr. almost
imperialistic
wholly to the
«wyone and everything.
The empire will not oome because we
to
what wns needed to this gathering
Bryan had gone to Washington post haste charges of the Democrats and free sliver
the
| hold the Philippine islands. Why
associates to ratify the utterances of Bryan. The speaking lastto urge his party
dart the enthusiasm.
state of New York,where they have
*
He said he was ready ed from 2 3 0 until after live o'clock and
Paris treaty.
hundreds of great
But this big crowd of
In form and a
a government republican
pg'U- did notj lack for other things to > constitution and a governor elected by to com pare the record of the party of the big crowd remained until the very
Let us end.
with the Democratic
Lincoln
fcb resti them. They heard a combination
| the people, who will be promoted before
about
imperialism,
reject this talk
speakers which It would be dltlicult to
a legislature elected
1
by
FOOT BALL AT PREBLE.
there is no such thing and deal with the
rim prove upon. There was Senator bodge long (Applause),
1 the people, a popular government in the momentous
questions which confronts,
I from Massachusetts, whose address was !
city of New York, in the contiol of the the people. We have a great trust to ex- A Flue Team Will Be Put lu Field Tills
k
scholarly, brimming over with crisp utwhich is ruled by
party,
Year.
in those islands, but I have no
ecute
terances and eloquent paragraphs. There Democratic,
one autocrat, all these things the marks
Lee Fairchild of California, whom
was
doubt, said Senator Lodge, that t nose
on at
; of a
republic and yet it is called the problems
Active preparations are going
wi^l ail be settled well and
every man and woman in Western Maine
But It is not an emState.”
the coming football seafor
“Empire
Fort
Preble
in
American
whose
the
a
the
people
chance
to
heur
In
by
has been given
rightly
pire. Neither is any party In this coun- judgment I have the greatest confidence. son and the formation at that place of a
bat four yea a. Mis method of combinits policy.
In
imperialistic
try
just acSenator Lodge went on to say that the football club. The men have
ing facts with fun, word pictures wdth |
suits
however, we are to elect an em- real question of questions Is the Eastern quired a whole new set of football
If,
cold statistics and witty metaphors with
1
want a better emperor than
and other necessary outfits In addition to
peror,
of
the
the
attention
There
him
makes
question.
campaign arguments,
If we aro going to
afternoon as
United States has lately been llxed while last year’s, and yesterday
Then there Bryan. (Applause.)
worth bearing any time.
we
constitutional
elect a
President,
regulation suits
the trouble In China has been in prog- many as thirty men in
was Uen. Adam K. King of Maryland,
want a man who In his youth has fought ress. All have
rejoiced to see the promi- could be seen commencing the first day’s
as (rotor of the old
school, who makes
and
who
American
for
principles
has
the United States
which
nent
practice on the parade ground. The
a speech as he would lead a
part
cavalry
through his life has been working for taken in this question. Not a mistake team played five different clubs last year
charge, who starts in like a lamb and
American interests We want a man like has been made
by the administration in and only one was capable of making a
won becomes a lion,
whose eloquence
William McKinley/ (Applause.)
not even the score against them, which must be conto
this
China
time,
up
himself
at
enthuses the audience and
issue.
is a bogus
The
sidered a good record in view of the short
imperialism
are makistration
admin
of
the
enemies
the same time, and wise patriotic utterThe Democrats
and the fact
No one believes in it.
ing a charge of this kind. Why is it that time taken for preparations
aut'g never fail to bring out cheers. Last,
themselves don't believe in it. There this country has been in such a position that they haa only 66 men to select from—
and by no means least, is Congressman
lies
isn’t a sensible man
living who
that it has been able to do its part in and that mostly green men at the game.
MeCall of Massachusetts, whe talks with
awake nlgnts because he fears that if he
the light of experience and knowledge,
protecting its ministers and its mission- This year they have the full battery
a
find
falls asleep be may awake to
pick from and, with
aries? It is because we have the
strength of 110 to
haki the islands in the
and have 40,000 men out there.

cause we

Thu USD* Y, August 23, 1800,

they thing of what we are doing in a gold horse pulling business along day
China, a number really so small that and night and has been at work ever
it is not worth considering.
since. In the ship of state the Democrats
Senator
said Mr.
Lodge went on to show that are the steerage passengers,
the Philijjplnes are not united as a na- Fairchild,referring to the outbreak of the
tion; that they have a different lan- Spanish war and the scenes In Congress
“Commodore McKinley
guage and several different kinds of relig- at that time.
ion
That some of them
are
civilized, was onjthe bridge of that ship and Speak-

peculiarly appropriate as an
to apply to that issue which

wwuu

us

ship from the Philippines. There is no danger of an empire
exoejiting In the minds of a few hundred
who start when
aged men and some

They have tender
commission
who
was sent out by Cleveland to haul down
the American Hag, and they regard this
of

after

the war with Spain
and the treaty
we
otained
by which
these Islands was ratilied after Mr. Bryan
had given his aid.
If Mr. Bryan
was
elected President he would not withdraw

ever since.

recollections

to

came

They have been attached to that
word ever since Cleveland used it a nd
like the old lady who loved to hear thy
word
Mesopotamia,
they have been
using it

-Speak.

paigning through the

It was

each new bit of territory was added to the
Union. The republic
never has been In
danger from the polloy of
expansion,
but it was in imminent danger for four
s
interesting to note how much their years. This was when the Democra tic
< (pinions
regarding what constitutes a party was trying to make this country
■epublio have changed since then,
Any- smaller by just one half, when it was
>hing which is now called a republic their tried to break this Union up. There
iberty loving hearts are quick to smell never has been any danger of this repubmd they are ready to call pretty much
lic falling
while the country has been
united
(verytiling a republic ino udlng the govand while it keejis its allotted
Tiiment of Agulnaldo in the Philippines way of destiny.
md the so-called republics
in
This Philippine question Is an AmeriNorth
Carolina and Kentucky.
can question and one which should never
At that time President Cleveland sent have been tossed into the arena of
party
1 >ut to
the Hawaiian
islands what he politics.
It Is a question for the whole
sailed a paramount commissioner.
The people to deal with.
The

paign.

Also

purchased.

|;

m-

Imperialism

out

a state which claimed to be a re
pubic was not necessarily a republlo.
They
hen
sot out to re estabish the fallen
nonareby in the Hawaiian Islands. It

Much Enthusiasm.

junior

They pointeu

J hat

and

Speeches

Good

party

shaken the moment Bryan came
Into
power and. the result would be the worst
Not
panic tli e country has ever known.
this alone but the panic would be felt all
over the world and the re-aofclon
on us
would take years for this country to reif there was a panic in the
cover from,
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PUSC'ELLAJVEOUS.

AT NORTH YARMOUTH.
Enthusiastic

Republican Rally Held at
That Place.

[SPECIAL TO THE PRESS.]
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North Yarmouth, August 22.—Hon, H.
G. Evans ancl Mr. Frank I, Moore addressed a large audience here this evening, discussing the issues of the campaign from a Republican standpoint.
Mr. Moore spoke, in part, as follows:
We meet tonight to once more pledge
our allegiance to the
grand old Republican party, its past record and we look
with courage and hope into the future,
marching forward toward that future
with minds ever open to the sunlight of
the morning, ever open to new truths and
new duties, as the new years bring their
lessons, And what does the election of
McKinley and Roosevelt mean? It means
the supremacy of the constitution of the
United States, It means the independence and integrity of the supreme court
of the United States. It means the protection of every American citizen in his
rignt to live, to labor, and to vote. It
means a
vigorous foreign policy. It
means the maintenance of law and order.
It means the enforcement of the
a
Monroe Doctrine. It means
great,
splendid navy, not of the massive proportions of Great Britain, out suilioient for
all of our requirements, and for the construction of lortifications for the protection of every American citizen cn every
sea and in every port. It means sufficient
revenue to carry on all governmental departments, and the gradual extinguishment of tne publio debt, It means a ourrenoy as sound as government and as
untarnished as its honoi’, every dollar of
which, whether gold, silver, or paper
shall equal the best debt paying dollars
to the civilized world, and every dollar
of which shall be as good as bright, shining gold. It means protection that protects, reciprocity that reciprocates, thereby insuring the best markets for our
products, and insuring the employment
of the American laborer. It means a pension policy, just and generous to our living heroes, and to the widows and orphans of their dead comrades. It means
the protection of American citizens, from
unlawful combinations of
aggregated
wealth, and the unjust exaction of oorporated power, it means an American
welcome to every God-fearing, liberty
labor
loving, constitution respecting,
j seeking, decent man, It means the exwhose
clusiorTof all those wli03e blood,

_
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You won’t have to stop

often to
“
rest up
if you rub yourself all over
■with Omega Oil before you start out
on your wheel.
And when you get
home, rub on some more of the Oil.
It is a wonderful liniment—a freshener,
an invigorator, a builder of muscles and
sinews, a food that goes in from the
outside and makes men, women, boys
and girls strong.
Rub on plenty of it,
and rub hard.
“In training for bicycle races I have
used a great many kinds of ‘rubs,’ but
I never used anything that could begin
to equal Omega Oil. It takes all that
tired feeling out and makes the muscles
fresh, strong and pliable. I heartily recommend it to all riders.”
so

lives,

—
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!

|
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well worth

!

seeing,
collection of beautifully jeweled j
j
Rings. Some in simple settings,
in

rich

this

combinations

of

|

stones
Diamonds, jj
precious
Pearls, Emeralds,Sapphires, Opals, I1
—

Turquoises, and other gems. Spec!
mountings to order.
j

ial

|

Geo. T.

Springer,

513 Congress Street
TuTh&S

Bread

Winning.
Whether the bread winner’s
income is a dollar a day, a dollar an hour, or a dollar a minute,
the

same

craving exists

for three
Good food

meals

good

a
day.
usually, good digestion,
good health, and greater enjoy-

means,
ment.
1 ne

best wheat contains all

the elements necessary to nourish mankind.
The best white
flour contains all the nutriment
of the wheat.
GOLD MEDAL
FLOUR is the best. It makes
perfect bread. ’Twill nourish
all who eat it.
Costs no moro
than poor flour;—makes moro
bread.

W. L. WILSON & GO.,
651

Congress

St.

112

Exchange

St.

~FREL

Cure Your Piles.

nothing to sell but will gladly direct
sufferers from Tiles. Fistula, etc., to a perfect
cure. .1 was cured without pam, and without
the use of a knife, and without interruption of
my business duties. Send me jour address and
enclose stamp.
Triners please not apply as 1
wish only to lieip those who are suffering needas
I
once
did.
lessly,
Address, N. B. 8. Box.
226,Lewiston, Me.
I have

STEPHEN BERRY,

Bool, Job ail Carl Printer,
NO. 37

PLl1 iW

ST TIBET.

IVSISS A. L. SAWYER’S
Seim! of Sforthanl and
Centennial
writing

a

Typevrilig,

Block, 1)3 Exchange St.

Tern, will

begin Sept. 1.
specialty.

teachings,

the

gives to you an account of its stewardship. Now what has it done? What has
the administration of William McKinley
done? It has given to you a tariff law
dratted by that distinugished scholar and
statesman, the lamented Nelson Dingiey,
It has given you th3 gold standard. It
has fought the war iwith Spain, it has
made peace with Spain. It has given
a government to Porto iRco, it has given

government to Hawaii, it has given a
government to Alaska, We are restoring
order in the Philippines, We are guiding Cuba along the path to independence
it has given our
and self government
country prosperity that is unexampled in
its history. Our people are employed at
a

Rings.

others

w'hose

Touch

Type
aUgUeOQtf

U. S. army.
Able bodied
unmarried men between ages of 21 and
36, citizens of the United States, of good
character and temperate habits, who can
speak, read and write English. Recruits are
specially desired for service in Philippine*.
For information apply to RECRUITING OFFICER, 205Va Middle St., Portland, Me.

WANTED—For

jy3-XuTh&Sat-tosepl

ings at the beaches and other summer
There is, however, a political
activity which is beginning to show itself and by September both parties will
have lighted their fires on every hill and
in every valley of this section of the
county. The Republicans, as usual,
took the lead and organized a club which
And
has already done effective work.
following in their trail the Democrats
will soon get together and form a club
which is likely to cut a ligure in the
coming campaign.
Judge McManus, agent of the society
for prevention of cruelty to animals, has
just returned from a trip in the interest
of the society.
Mr. Hillery of Providence, K. I., very
ably conducted the services at the tent
meetings yesterday, botli afternoon and
evening, and will be heard again today.
Alfred Woodbury is attending the fair
at Cornish and watching the movements
of Geo. Studley's horse “Temple Hal.”
Emory Davis leaves today for Friendship for a short visit.
The marine railway has been put in
thorough repair with new pulleys, chains,
and other mechanical devices, so that everything is now in readiness for the Tremont which will be taken on shortly.
Work is now progressing satisfactorily
resorts.

.Forty words Inserted under tills head
o life xveek for 25 cents, cash in advance.

Items ot Interest Gathered by Our Loca 1

-■—

Correspondents,

BOARD—White Rock Farm. 14
Portland, high land, spring
sanitary plumbing, fresh vegetables,
l) jrries, eggs end milk; depot, P. O. and telelone 1-4 mile. Carriages to train and for
A N. l’URINTON,
d riving; city references.
20-1
V Oiite Rock, Me.

( COUNTRY
miles from
J

V

CUMBERLAND.
Cumberland Centre, Aug. 22.—Mr. E.
H. Hideout, accompanied by his daughter and grand-daughter from Maryland,
are visiting relatives at this place.
Miss Hattie Herrick of Malden, Mass.,

ater.

I CARDERS WANTED—At High Road Farm
* »
for September and October. Special rates
parties. MRS. ROSCOE G. SMITH, Cornish,
13-1

IP

Is

lame.____

SALK.

OR SALE—Less than 3 l-2c per footgain in a corner lo:, in Deerine Distri?»
ea sy terms of
payment, corner Concord
L< -land 8ts., get outofelectri: car at
Ct liter, corner lot, .0 It. front, cnly oucDeerloe
sw.
a\ fay from electrics aud scho .Is.
See w w
H OOl'liR. 60 l'leasant avenue, not far a wav
ac dress at Wood fords.
2J-i
X !°R SALE—:For $260.00, the first 84
of Maine Reports, in perfect
fconditionrmerly property of a Boston lawyer, now
d< ceased,
will complete set if desired inn
ALVIN C. DKEsser
se II for §290.00.
E icchange Street, roril.im, Maine,
2?i

J

—

voiom^

Vm

SALK—Beautiful country homo
lOARDERS WANTED—I can accommodate X
electrics, churches, de| ot‘ stores end
9
lu >u e is heated by steam and lias all imwo^
a limited number of students who desire
Address HATTIE in juts, about 3u acres of land, shade irces *>,ii
card in a private family.
For price and particulars
in rge harm
L FILES, Gorham, Me._15-1
api>|v
if EL’ERICK s. VAlhL, Real
Estate,
/ 10OD BOARD mid Pleasant Rooms for Sep- £
Bank
lUloual
Building, Portland, Me.
I J tember and October. Two minutes walk
23-ij
fi ora a lovely lake, boat fiee; piazzas, shide. , Milt SALE—At Beaks
Island, two furnish™
ti ees, grove', one mile from village. Portland
J
six aud eight room cottajes, modem »
TO LET.
GEORGE N. COLBY. Denmar/.
r Merenees.
„ rovements;
also water works and abrni.
--Ik
ie._.
___10J2_ i, io,ooo square leet. ot laud. This property i«
-i
ffiOR RENT—Desirable houses, with modern x JORTH WINDHAM, ME., "Lake house now o •ntraily located and lias a fine view' of ib»
o jean
J i- improvements, on the following streets: 1 a
and surrounding country ami would
open for the season of 1900, tpiiet localion,
n ake a
magnificent location lor a sumn,.;
2 17 Brackett. U rooms; 85 State. 10 rooms; 26 s spoiled with unexcelled mineral water, good
39
li
iitel.
Address N, tills office.
12
rooms;
ass and salmon fishing, very desirable rooms,
Lisenal, 12 rooms; 302 Brackett.
2-1
Eastern Promenade, 8 rooms; l Monroe IT tee, \- ites reasonable, correspondence solicited. L.
i sa l"E“~A'iiam('soniQ9iid(fo pony/w»i»ht
jiTTiabout
jeisdsw
Dry Mills, August 22,—George Goff, 1 rooms; and many others. FKKD’K S. VA ILL, ; >s FREEMAN. Prop.
too lbs., afraid of nothing,
1 teal Estute Agent.
who has been at work in Westbrook for
Aildre«
_181_ !
22-1
Parlies uiicudiiig 01*1 Home ^ O. BOX 413.
the summer, has returned to his home ,
LET—Furnished rooms with or without
in this place.
?OR SALE—A house in first class repair cor
(Veek celebration will mi*s it if
board, 200 feet from corner of Park aid
five
s
rooms;
minutes’
C. E. Libby’s mill started again Montaming
want from'
c 'ongress streets, pleasant open situation, with ,
t ity mill.
lies «lo not visit the
Owner leaving the stati mid »•
hade trees and grass. MRS. SKILLINGS, 6
day, after a short shut down.
ill on easy terms.
“S.” care Portland Ihn,
23-1
Mr. H, E. Dow of Cnieago, 111., is vis- f ’ou.ress Park.
2i-i
t toss.
iting his daughter, Dorothy, at Mr, Wm.
HOR RENT—House No. 323 Spring St., conM. Dow’s.
L
liouso
i OR SALK—Now modern
tabling 10 rooms aud bath, fireplace, launTake Yarmouth cars leaving 0.45, 8.15, 10.15,
rooms centrally located.
is < Iry, garden vklth fruit trees. Possession OctoPortland
Path, cemeuted
Eugene Gumming of
1.45, 2.15, 2.45, 3.16 c lar and all modern coinoult-uoes.
* ).45,11.15, 11.43 a. m., 1.15,
23-1
Alsotwo
spending his vacation with his grand- 1 ier. A; ply 262 M IODLEST._
f; mi ly house hi western part of city new ear
8.45 p. m.
5.15,
aug2dim
4.15,
.45,
parents, Mr. and Mrs, Isaac Libby of PtOR RENT —Building suitable for storage of
no.
\Y ill he soli', low. W. P. CARR, Room?
"
tliis place.
it> Middle st.
all kinds, including furniture; contains 2
2i-i'
J. S. Morse and wife, of Kansas, who t loors, about 30 x 45; price very reasonable to
built
if
have been visiting at Rumford Falls, ( iesirable party: might alter Into stable
iarm, i<;o acres cuts
j
■
»a
L
tons
70
acres
liuv,
and
wood
have rerurned to Airs. Lucy Morse's.
I < l sired. For t articular* apply to FEEDERpasture
nod orchard, house 13 rooms. In perfect re'
Charles Merrill and Carl Iiriggs cf OKS. VAILL, Real Estate, First National
air, ample on.hml lings, high elevation,full
23-1
fV5e.
Sank Building.
*
line on West Paris, were at Mr. fc5. W. Foster's two
on the new sewer and the
v lew of While Mountains, 3 miles from
Gorham
RENT—Corner ren', seven rooms, down
High street will follow the middle of the days this week. They came from Poland
lluge; no reasons!)!® offer will be declined
OPEN.
NOW
■. 11. WA LDRON & CO., J80 Mtddle SU
street
s'alrs. t62 Fianklin St., nice order, quite
camp ground on their wheels.
au
Mr. Wm. M. Dow has finished his * ninny, price reassuable for year rate, po ses- ] (’or terms and circulars apply to
Miss Isabel Hoyt of Merrimac, Mass., ]
7 OR SALK—House, bsrn and 30 acres of
lit A C. FOSS. Drop.,
is visiting her friend, Miss A, Gertrude work of putting new seats into the school 1 don given ar once. Enquire A. C. Ll.BBY,
land at Kryeburg, Me., finely situated for
12 t-2 Exchange St., or F. N. HOOPER. 482
Proiit’i Neck, Me.
jel4(13m
house. There now is a great contrast beDodge, Xnightville,
nmmer or all year residence; good lbhiugor
_'o lgress
streen_22-1
S, Dyer, Fred Brooks tween the seats and otner things about
Messrs Q P
uunmg; very pleasant; old tolks gone; o?n*r
* ays sell; pric
only $1500; call between Sand
RENT—Next to corner, 0 roofns. 1GO, upand W. E. Elliott passed Tuesday at the room.
_MISCELLANEOUS.
0 o'clock forenoons. DALTON, M
The Pennell Institute base ball team
stairs, nice order, quite sunny; price reaRichmond's island where they enjoyed
Exchaujj
T.
liotfc
for
.r
117 E want to buy your old rubbers, rags,
rat?; possession given Sept.
ye
will meet the West Pownal base ball nonable
the fishing.
*»
5tn.' inquire A. C, LIBBY, 4 2 1-2 Excliauge St.,
ties, metals, newssapers and junk of ail
The Cola family had a reunion at Un- team in a game at Gray Park, Saturday,
lull
SALK—One
7OR
sot
of
Maine
Dr F. N. HOOPER, 482 Congress Street.
22-1
We pay spot ca-hand senna | 1
Reports
Inscriptions.
derwood Spring Park, Tuesday. Among August 25, at 2 o’olock p. m.
with digests and one full -et of Acts |ana
lb. or loot) lbs. on receipt of postal. ^
TtWO furnished rooms, modern house. Doer! earn tor l orders
Address M. L. LIZQTTE, LewisMrs, lierthose present were Mr. and
telephone
(i04f>-5) promptly attended j 1 lesolve-.
1
12
from
Preble
minutes
St,
mg
Highlands,
o.
A. J. MURPHY, successor to Jas. Wlilte, ! 1 311. Maine.
bart Cole of Buffalo, N- Y Mr and Mrs.
ij„j
pleasant views, raniator lioat. electric lights
20-1
Portland Pier.
R. M. Cola, Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Cole
use of bath, two minutes from three different
|
SALIC—Two
new modern houses ou
(2)
and
of South Portland, Mrs. Douglass
car 1 nes, brick sidewalk on street, very healthNOTICE—You can tave 20 per ce t by having
Deeriug Highlands, never occupied,every.
ful and convenient location, no board, reasonmrs
arewur or .ueeriug.
your Fall Suit or Overcoat made to order t ; Ding new amt modern, el.etrlc
lights, hate
able price. Acdres* A. G.. Box 1557.
22-1
low. also h ive your old suit or Overcoat put In
The
funeral of the lat9 Martin W.
y eat. etc.
Price right and teiuns easy. C. li!
There will be a lawn party Thursday
;ood order for winter oy M. M. NANSEN,
Burke took place from his residence on
-3t WJodfords avenue.
>ALTON,
15-2
for
home
STRANGERS
looking
respectable
derchant Tailor, 43:;Va Congres st.18 t
Summer street, Pleasantdale, at 9 o'clock evening at the home of Mrs, Edward F.
comfort, can find nice rooms at t9 CON- i
DOR SALE—At South Portland, two t«ne.
1
mass
Mrs.
met
Peaks
whom
forenoon.
avenue
and
at
corner
of
GRESS
ST.
22-1
Forest
Perkins,
Requiem high
yesterday
Carlton,
j L meat, separate entrauce house, modern
Island last September,who was stifle, ing
Dominic's church Coyle
was celebrated at St.
extra con er lot
lex—At Highland. squa'e. Deermg, new
Will be sold
street, and a very pleasant social rivj
rom
bronchial astiimi, please send roe her 1 on ventences.
at 10 o’clock.
There was a very large
A
n easy monthly payments to reliable
tan rooms, hath, large attic. : idoress
house
single
patty
be
as I have cured myself of asthma and
event
is
will
Refreshments
expected.
were
and
the
floral
tributes
attendance
.'all 8 to 10 a. in. 0. li. DALTON 53 Exchange
corner lot, suuny and pleasant, on line of elec- j
E.
wish to give her my exp -Hence.
MRS.
s treet.
Mr Burke died at the Maine served and the proceeds used toward pay- tries, desirable for two families using one DAMEKON. No. 4
beautiful
on
CharlesBrigh
street,
Terms
Insane hospital at Augusta, where he ing for the new pews for Trinity chapel kitchen, or lodging or hoarding house.
17-1
town, Mass.
DOR SALE—The beautiful surburbau res!reas n able.
Apply 8 CEDAR ST. Ring right
had been undergoing treatment, He was
L
TO LOAN Oil first and second
which are soon to be installed.
21-1
nonce, No. 62 G leu wood avenue, Deeriug
bell.
a
mem
bar
the
of
i lighbmIs, every modern convenience, fineiv
formerly
Montgomery
on realestare, life insurance
mortgages
The linemen of the Westbrook Electric rro LET—Furnished rooms at No. 7 C. St.;
The interment was
1
Guards of Portland.
notes
or
and
Real
any good security.
ucaied, very sunny, price right if tikeu now
policies
A
I. P. < 1. 1>. DALTON. 231 Woodfords avanae. 1M
ring left hand bell.
at Calvery cemetery.
Apply at. house or estate bought, sold and exchanged.
Light and Power company are
putting
J.
A
C.
20-1
106
McDonald.
street.
Exchange
city.
48V2
St.,
BUTLER,
Exchange
Mr. and Mrs Sail and daughter, who up
auglt;-4
six-pin cross arms to replace four-pin
SALE—New two tenement house it
|7OR
have been visiting E. T. Benner, Knight1
wond krful new drink, GLORIA
LET— Furnished cottage of five rooms at
East Deer.ng. near schools, stores and
bearms on its line on Forest avenue,
Indigestion is the often unsuspected s treet cars, every modem conven euce, bath
viile, have returned to their home at
Pond Cove for remainder of tue season. T.
cause that robs men of manly vigor and won.eu J to.
tween Riverton and
Morrills, on the H. EATON. 181 Middle Si._18-1
Will be sold on * asy mouthlv payment!1
Somerville, Mass,
of ti e sliness and beauty, producing premature < lall on C. R.
DALTON, 231 Woodfords avenue.
| Angus Nicholson has returned to hie electr ic road poles.
LET—Lower rent of 8 rooms 63 Parris St. ot old age. Half a day of new h e in every
duties in the car shop3 of the Boston &
hot water, bath room, separate cellar, good drink. INGALLS BROS., Agents.
Mrs. Edward A. Newman,
augl0-4
Highland
Maine railroad at Pleasantdale,after hava nicely finished house
SALE—Pretty 0 room cozy cottageoa
S. DeLong.
contractor
and
dinner party yard, sunny exposure;
'VfOTICE—C.
ing two weeks’ vacation at his old home street, gave a charming
§16.
Irvin : street (was Thomas street), Wood,
Apply to EDWARD HASTY, 52 High li
buiider; jobbing promptly attended to; ;
18-1
in Nova Scotia
Tuesday evening at thi Riverton park ca- street.
estimates given; bouses for sa e wud to let; ; ords, bath, cemented cellar, etc. Puce only
?kxk>. Very easy payments, like-rent. Securs
sino to six ladies in honor of her guest.
TO LET—Pleasant rooms
with mortgages negotiated, also care of Droperty, : his for a home. C. R.
PLEASANTDALE,
DALTON, 231 floodCall or
Carpenter’s shr.p 204 Federal St.
steam heat and batli
room privileges.
Miss Lisle Leigh. The party attended the
bi ds avenue.
15-2
Miss Bessie Winifred Shorey is in BanPrices §1.00 to 2.00. Enquire at 217 CUMBER- write 8C EXCHANGE ST. Office hours 9-11 a.
from
l
m.
ami
n».
434-2.
theatre
in
Teiephoue
the
t
op.
evening.
LAND
SALE—Magnificent
bh.ff,
high
«,«»
gor as the guest of her cousin, Miss GilST.__17-1
mar21dtf_
square teet, at Ottawa Park (Cliff
man.
Miss Carrie Van Horn,
a former resi- rriO
LET—Very desirable upper rent 311
over 200 feet ocean frontage.
Finest
re&
Wilson,
auctioneers,
bufldic*
Miss Florence Leighton has returned dent of
A
Lincoln
street, Woodfords, one minute j
Woodfords, now living in Boston, from
ol on Cape Shore.
Price $0000. Calls tout*,
moved to 164 to 160 Middle St., corner of
to her home in West Cumberland after a
oar*, stable connected, $14; house 393
dtf
n.
Silver St._
C. R. DALTuN, r>3 Exchange St,
Is enjoying a short visit to Portland ana Cumberland street. 8
15-.
rooms. S15; rent on Madivisit with her aunt Mrs. J. O. Mountson street, §5.00.
F. L. J ERR IS, 396 Congress
and Hay Fever cau be cured by
SALE—A house lot on Pleasant avenw.
vicinity.
fort, on Brown street.
street.
17 l
'‘Hilton's
Sure
Cure
for Asthma.
using
j Call or
Miss Mae Gardner of Somerville, Mass
Deeriug District, <50x138 feet Iu<iu;r«<d
Thomas M. Johnson and
send address to T. HILTON, Drng- HIED
family of mo LET—A
V. MATTHEWS, 396 Congress street
sunny down stairs rent of eight
is a guest of her cousin, Miss Ethel Fulaug4-4
Ocean avenue are at Winthrop Center at- A rooms with bath, shed, electric lights, hot gist, 129 Congress St.
U-2
lerton, on Brown street for some weeks.
WILL BUY household goods or store
water heat, and all modern conveniences.
Apa
reunion
V\7IS
of
the
Johnson
OVEN FOR SALF.-One No, 3
1>
AKER'S
tending
family
The many friends of Mr, Charles B.
V T
fixtures of any description, or wlii re- I -**
17-1
ply at 182 EASTERN PROMENADE.
baker’s oven and cookto* imMidaleby
eelve the same at our auction
for
Richardson, the popular motorman of at the Bailey homestead, the residence of
rooms
One baker’s wagon and «* dnpiemen is.
f r laundry or barber 6hop.
Houses •ale on commission.
the Pleasantdale line of the electric cars, Mrs. Hannah J.
GOSS
<£ WILSON*;
Call 0'.r>t»ibiker's tooBailey.
w(th
uvery
puiig
furnished
o
unfurnished:
one
at
South
Silver
Auctioneers, 154 Middle street, corner
are pleased to welcome
him back after
Iress F. A. SMITH. WatervTJfe. Me,
Tr n
J. Harris Pierce of Boston,
fe£3-tf
Mass., has Portland. Four furnished for light housekeep- street.
a week’s lay olS on
account of severely
of the estate of J. W. Lemont, bankrupt.
\
Furnished house for board of two persons.
ing.
been
i at e d-pur chase rs
ag
es
n
his
former
loot
his
arm.
visiting
Wcodfords,
1
aur-6i
spraining
Cart, hay rack, rake, tedder and cypress wagon
o’, real estate who derive a loan to comMrs. Frank Libby and
Mrs
Melvin home, for a few days
for sale cheap. S. L. CARLFITON, 118 ConL'OU
SALE-musical
Elegant
goods, piano
plete their purchase or owners having n ou- A
R. Dyer were guests of Mrs Mel Trefeth10-2
music boxes, vio'iaa, mandolins, guitu
John H.Card and family have returned gress St.
tages past due or maturing, can obtain liberal
en at South Portland village on Tuesday.
low rate of interest bv applying at banjos, cornets, harmonicas, popular sheei
OR
rent
at
RENT—Lower
of
rooms and bath,
loans
a
7
if
to
their farm at Gorham for the summer
The Azalia club were delightfully enhot and cold wster, steam heat, excellent the real estate
offiea of FREDERICK S. music, iuatruction books, superior violin and
banjo strings; please call at HAWES’^ ill
after a few days’ visit at their home, Bin- location. Inquire morning or evening, NO. 120 YALLL, First National Bank Budding.
tertained at Horse island in Little Seba
au7-l
Congress street.
EMERY
jly 25dlmo
aug7-tf
go lake, on Sunday, by Mr. and Mrs. J. coin street.
ST._
L. Robinson. The ride from the train to
flto LET—Large, furnished front room with
of
1VATCH
and
all
fine
SALE—Faim
of
35
acres;
kinds
large
the
REPAIRING,
week
the
workmen
at
past
Baring
A
alcove. Steam neat, cas. bath room nrivithe lake was pleasantly token in a buckjewelry work is my specialty, and niv 20
story house, situated on the Brldgtou raai,
leges. Inquire torenoons at 19 ELLSWORTH
several
board, and the day was passed in a de- Evergreen cemetery exhumed
years’ experience with W. 1 Todd Is a guaran- a miles our, near Duck Pond; large elm tree
STREET.
Iff
tee of best work at reasonable prices.
If your around the house; has been run as a sumac:
lightful manner, a? Mr. and Mrs Robin- bodies which were moved to another part
LET—House No 10 Gray street, Io rooms watch or crock uo“ds cleaning or repairing, j boarding house.
Pleasant location formason are capital
entertainers.
At a late of the
A
One of them was in a rpO
cemetery.
auA» 1 ftth.
newly papered and painted bring them to me arm I will put them in first- m -r guests. Inquire of C. Ii PlllDE, Dud
hour the young people returned, tired
also house No. 3 Dana Block. class condition. GEORGE W. BARBOU If, 388 Pou.:.
througWwt;
condition
that
is
unusual
for
this
j
and happy, with many wishes for a
____jwm
part Pearl street. Enquire of C. H.
Xfrtf
RANDALL, 219 Congres* St., opposite City HalL
;
of the country,
It was petrified almost Commercial St., or 112 State St.auglotf
SALE—T he only available lot of last
speedy return of their meeting.
on the Western Promenade, located t«.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Perry of Chest as hard as stone, and was in
perfect con
tween the residence* of Messers. Cartlamlu-1
and apartments—Frederick
WANTED—MALE
HELP.
Springs, Pa are guests of Mr. and Mrs. dition. It had been buried
t
S. Vaill has the largest list of desirable
Conley. Also a Qrst-clas* furnished cotuga
about fifteen
Walter Skillings,
Evans street.
Miss
Willard Beaeh. Applj
houses and ap iriments for sals and to let of
IVANTED-An
and stable and land at
industrious, honest
Maude Perry will come on Saturday for years. It was buried in it3 new lot.
**
any real estate olllce In Portland.
His specreliable your* man, 15 to 18 years of aire, to f RUE BROS No. 80t Fore street. Jl-’J
a visit of a few weeks.
Mr, Albro Burnell of Woodfords leaves ialty is negotiating mortgages, collecting rents, to iearn the furnishing goods and lia- l udness,
"I > E A L ESTATE FOR SAl E AT SOUTH
Mrs. John William Evans of
the economical managerne: t of property. references required.
Pearl
Apply at one STAND- X%> PORTLAND—There never was a Am
Saturday for Put-In-Bay, Ohio, to attend and
First ARD CLOTHING CO., 544 Congress street.
OFFICE.
Apply REAL ESTATE
street, is in Detroit, Mich for a visit, as the
when
such trades could be bought in SocQ
national convention
National Bank Building.
of
the Beta
ily25dlmo
23 1
the guest of her cousin, Miss Fannie
Win *3
Porliau 1 re;.l estate as at present.
LET—First class rent of eight rooms at
houses
with good lots in good neighborhood
Hasty, who has been her guest for some, Theta PI society. He will be gone several rpo
ANTED—Energetic business man. with with most
A
223 High St.
Price §25. Inquire of GEO.
modem Improvements at iprices Ur
time.
extensive acquaintance
weeks.
and moderate
C. HOPKINS. 88 1-2 Exchange St.
below anything ever offered before. )fouM,lii|l
jeldtf
Quite a large number of people from
capital or state representative; good Income
The residence
street. $1200; bouse. Shawm ut street, ti«
built
for Mr.
being
22-1
h'ere will leave for the West on Saturdav
RENT—House No. 63 Gray street. Nine certain. Address "H,” tire Press.
house. Front street. giooO: house, Parker Ijuh
for visits with relatives.
rooms beside hails, batli and store rooms ;
Mrs. Will Bur- Llewellyn Leighton, corner of Forest avg oO; lot of land, Broadway, *100; lot at Cash's
man wanted
active
to
act
youn•
hot and cold water, set tubs, furnace heat; with
gess will go out for a stay with her son, enue and Coyle street, is being
loox-pv) tt.. $150.
Corner.
1 also hats someef
as
painted.
Appy CHISHOLM BROS.,
good yard room. All in first class order. En- 283 St .rohn agent.
UU1U1
the most desirable building lots at Boulh PortXIUl^OBS, 1UJU1
St.
21-1
Br. Harry S. Emery of Morrills
Cor- quire at44 DEER1NG ST., morning, noon or
laud, the prices ia'igbf|: from $100 to $.M0. iPh
Mrs Linwood G Libby, with Aliss Lunight22 tf
11'ANTED—A capable hoy over 16 years of best uart of village where property is Imawcille and Master Cliff ord, are in Boston ner has purchased a carriage.
Anv person vnstnafM
age.
Apply THE JAMES BAILEY CO.. lag lii value cadi year.
as guests of Airs. Robinson.
A party of about thirty children had a
b lv a building lot c*u pay one dollar per *«i
264 Middle street.
211
FKMALK HELP WANTED.
Mrs. Nathan Cleveland, who has been
If desired.
This Is a rare opportunity fat«w
party at the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
IjNKRGETIc map to manage branch; s lary w ishlng to secure a lot that will lucres* 3
the guest of Mr. and Airs. John Alinot for
•J
Charles O, Smith, 89 Glenwood
to wash dishes, clean,
Obi es- v due each year. Tile undersigned will, If «•
$125 month; extra commissions.
some weeks, has returned to her home in
avenue,
etc.
at li. It. Y. M. C. A., 481 Com- tablished huue.
Apply
Must be w ell re mmended sired, give ihe uatnes of parties wbobartsiUBoston.
yesterday afternoon.
mercial St., after 9 o'clock.
2L-1
and furnish $so0 cash.
MANAGER, Drawer in the last dozen years made from one to tw
...
A number of the young men of Elm
20-3
28, New Haven, Conn.
hundred dollars In one year on lots that costsul
AVANTED—A good cook, kitchen girl and
and Summer street are camping out for a
The gfljf
little above one hundred do'lari
table girls: none but first-class help wantweek at Falmouth Foreside
must
remember tint in buying lots at Boute
SPECIALTY
salesman wattled to place «1eed. Apply 232 FEDERAL ST.
20-1
Portland It is not. like going out of town when
Airs. Will McCracken, nee Aliss Amelia
nartments of perluntss and toilet articles
*“
Two girls, two In all classes of stores. Very attractive t»o\er- some speeuta'or has bought up a term
Ape, of Boston, Is at her girlhood’s home
\VANTED—Immediately.
Hon. William J. Corthell has
same into building lots at a pool
leased
hoys, about 17. for light manufamur ng. tlslng features.
on Summer street, for a visit with her
High cash commission an.I divided the
otif>
Irotn
church,
removed
office,
stores,
Must
be
careful
and
post
Satliberal
contract to the right man.
The ELYSthe large hous9 on Main street
painstaking. Apply
parents. Air. and Airs. Daniel Apt.
recently urday morning.
burs, sidewalk, sewers and many other ennIAMAN 11. NELSON to., 1 AN MEG. CO.. Detroit, Mich20-1
leges that are enjoyed l»y a resident at Sow
occupied by Mr. W. W. Woodman and Mr. Cor. May and Danforth Sts.
181
For tdaus, etc., call on F. IL HDat Westbrook Semt- Portland.
Paine and will occupy It In a few weeks
\\T ANTED—5carpenters
IVaNTED—A meat cook, also gli l to wash
EMU™.
FORD. 31V* Exchange street
also
live
women
to
nary gymnasium;
*”
dishes.
at
CLIFE
COTApply
once,
Lewis
of South
clean house.
George
See MR. FROST or Del oug ht
Berwiok is the TAGE, on Cape Electric Line.
-liUUir W.tU
17-1
201
seminary.
guest of his brother,
Dr. Philip Lewis,
two acres of land fil'ed with fruit twi
Last evening on the lawn about the resonce, an experienced soda
Also house lots adjoining,tn East iJeenup.K
Main street
salesman of ability for bargain by GKO. W. A HA MS, 108
fountain girl.
Apply to I). B. SMITH, ~\\rANTED—Traveling
idence of Air. and Airs. E. B. Newcomb,
KitteJ
*»
Mrs. Elmer Black, Main
high grade line appropriate to neartv Kt. Executor of tlio estate of the lateBealw*17-1
street, enter- Riverton Park.
which was kindly loaned for the purpose,
every department of trade.
References, bond Adams.
tained her guests, Mr. Granville
few experienced waitresses an i entire tirno required.
Commissions $18 to
Sturgis
Aliss Alarlon, daughter of Air. and Airs.
SALK—A fine cash business lnDwiBB
at the SEA SHORE HOUSE, Old Orchard $36 on each sale.
of New York and Miss
P. O, BOX THREE. Detroit,
15011
UX
McUorey of AlaH. G. Starr, gave a lawn party in honor
town, ali fresh Roods sm
l.tf
Mich._I8-1 : k ih1 mactuiing
bama,
mat don’t go out of style, no compero®of her classmate at the Friends’
slarchers
ami
AVANTED—Fancy Ironers,
AI> 1
A nrst class cylinder pressman
school,
This is aline opportunity for one ,or„,f0 ®
William Edwards, clerk at
"■
Gyrus Ab- »' mangle girls. App'y at GLOBE STEAM \\ familiar with half tone
1’rioe twenty-five hundred dollars
and color work’ men.
Providence, R. I., Aliss Etta Brownell bott’s, is at Martin’s Point
26 10 36 Temple street.
jyl4-tf
Give references and experience.
M. STAPLES, End-ton. Mo.__ill
for an
out- LAUNDRY.
Address
of New Bedford, Alass. There were about
Box
Mass.
1018,
17-1
Holyoke,
ing for two or three days and.
will pass
Two other rice residences in Few*;
thirty young friends present and all had the balance of his
WANTED SITUATIONS.
lit)Y WANTED— Xo learn wholesa e dry<ien Park, on Deerlng avenue, eaeo »_
vacation at other regoods business. Address Box 411. 2ui
a delightful time.
Refreshments were sort s.
ing eight finished rooms, with ail wodOT *>
veniences.
Apply to GEO. W. BBOW-Si
Foriy wnrila Inserted under tills head
served and there was dancing
on the
Ex-Governor Robie and wifa will
at- one week for 25 cents, cask 111 advance. /GOVERNMENT POSITIONS-Don'c prepare Exchange St.
lawn.
A pretty feature was the electriVI
for
civil
seivice
tend the national G. A. R,
any
examination without
SALE—Tail Per Cent InvesUiwoB^
oncampment
cal illumination of the Hag
seeing our illustrated catalogue of information,
scarce now <liys, but her* is an °PP®^“;;.
pole which at Chicago in
September.
COLUMBIAN
CORRESPON
AVANTED—Experienced
lady book-Ke»per ; Sent free.
ity to secure a double house that wlllpsW;
was arranged by Air.
Newcomb. Red,
*'
and
Col, H, Cousens and family have
stenographer, desires
cent and is in such a location that» *11 »n™'
position, DENCE COLLEGE, Washington. 11. C. 11 2
rewhite and blue colored lights were so armoderate salary. Andress N. B. H., 12 Forest
have a tenant. .Nothing is so safe WltF®
turned from a sojourn at Poland
St.,
for
22-1
WANTED—Rerriilts
the
U.
S.
Marini
real estate well ren ed.
Spring
Apply to
City._
^
ranged that they had the appearance of and Waterford
Corps, able-bodied, sober men. betweei
and report
ilKOiVN, :>3 Exchange St__
a most enjoyI
I
AVANTED—A young Jman of good habits, 21 ami 35 years old, line chance for service
a flag.
;
oi
•T
able time.
lota,
would like a position as coachman in a shore, in
house
SALE—Eighteen
China, Philippines. Gunn. Alaska am
The reports that Air. Starr intends to
balance of 4s lots in Fessenden
private family, too WALTON ST., Woodforos, I uerto Rico and on board
Proi. Lucien Hunt, Main
ship in everv part o
street, passed Maine.
move his family to Connecticut where he
2'2-\
the world. Apply 203 Middle St., Portland ant : which have been sold within theUP#"’
at
Old
Wednesday
Orchard.
Will exchange for anything Utt »,•
weeks.
He was the
70 Harlow St.. Bangor. Maine.
is to engage in the real
e state
jiylodtaug3 judgment, is as
IIBUG CLERK wants position (native o1
business
good or better than cs^
guest of his friend, I^rof. Corser, a
;
W1,
3
Maine),
also
promyears’
a
are incorrect. They will remain
experience,
college
in
j sure Investment they
this inent citizen of
mar,, [reliab e, will work for $9 for 3 months
New Hampshire.
to
G
1.0.
W.
BROWN. 53
Apply
WANTED.
trial or make satisfactory contract.
city for the present.
®
Harding and wife ara passing a C. MARSDEN, Malden P. Office, Ma*# Addresj
2V2
Conductor Benjamin Woodman of the
few days with friends in Cornish.
TAOR SALE—Fine house on Cliftoni St..
girl wants a position for gen- -»0UMAp« nj t|SOT ‘»»«m CJK 301 qaiAV cnt
Westbrook electrics has returned from a
w ANTED—A
I.
Park, overlooking the waters of
eral housework in a first class
pwa*I
.upon
:
sp.,oAi ,{).ioji
in
famiVy
vacation at Higgins Beach.
bay; ten rooms with bath, hot and COM
Another
building trades
strike
is the western part of the city. Call on or address
nod all modem Improvements.
:l
141 NEAL 8T.
The lawn party to have been given last threatened in Chicago on or
DOOM
17.1
an elderty woni n o f
W.
WANTKC^By
a
|
low
cost.
OKU
to
before Labor
Apply
| i* refinement. Must be convenient to elec
Exchange St
Colored
evening by the Baptist society on the day.
WANTED
man, experienced on I tr.C3,
Describe room, how heated and give a
TT
stock and cattle farms, goo l milker
lawn In front of the residence of Air. and
idea of price w ith or without hoard, furnish
wants place In stable or on farm.
Address A
or unfurnished.
Address, A. R. M.. Box 155;
Airs. A. II Porter was postponed on acSuburban Weekly Office, Pori land.
BROWS--EOIt SALK ANP TO
Astounded the Editor.
21-1
211
__
count of the weather.
Editor S. A. Brown, or
H ELI* WANTED.
TfOUSE WANTED A largo house suitab! : r|AO LET-In a most beantlfnl
Bennettsville,
I
w’13 once
Prospect Ultl, overlooking th®
>
| v* for Fai.lartum in Portland or suburbimmensely surprised. *
INCENDIARY FIRE AT NORWAY.
Ihrough long suffering from Dyspsep- W ANTED—Soda fountain man and 2 tabh i; rent not to ex eed $5 > month. Addr«ns wit ; r<>om tenement; hot and cold water.^aiMRjj;
modern
Apph' 1° L
”, Ki'ls. Apply to I). B. SMITH, RIvevtoi full parttcuars. C. J. BAILEY, Rooklam '• TON or conveniences.
Norway, August 22.—A tenement house "
‘‘my wife was
Park Ca
LEO. W. BROWN, 53
22 l
e._
lun down,
21-1
She had no strength or vitror
_
owned by J, H Win slow and the
resiand suffered great distress from
her stom| WANTED—Assistantant
dence of A.
H. Whitman
book-keeper,doubl e MjTo LET A
LOST AND POUND.
here, were ach, but she tried Electric
"
entry, with some previous experienei
|
1 tlful location In Coyle Park,
Bitters which
i.
1
burned this morning. The tiro started in helped her <it once,
OBEN HOOFER’S
30 1
the hay; io rooms with bath, anji
and, tiffier nslnor tour
book
IjtOUND—Bank
containing a sum o
Air. Winslow’s stable and soon spread to botties, sho Is entirely well, can eat anyconveniences.
Apply to L. M. Jyjlu
"*■
money, owner can have same by proving I 'll AN and wife without children wanted on a <; e<). vv. BROWN, r>3 Exolntine
It’s a grand tonic, and
its gentle properly.
iHrm in Gorham; no llm,or or tobacce
ROSS EVANS, hackmai), Unloi
near-by buildings. The Winslow JLvmily thing.
laxative qualities are splendid
station.
for
I better wagos to a man used to carpenter
2l-i
were visiting In Buokfleld,
Most cW.heir
* or Indigestion, Loss of torpid
tools; must understand stock well. J. Hi*;Nit
Appefurniture was consumed.
BINES, Portland, Me.
It Is thought tifce, Stomach and Liver troubles it’s a T OST A black Eton jacket between Custon
..01
■***
wharf
the fire was of incendiary origin.
WANTED
A building sellable for
square, hi
The positive, guaranteed cure.
Only 50o at way of Middle and and Monument
Oarrlfcl :»
The best American
6,7
streets.
and
Exchange
Suitable
>1
general repair work, or to hire a sh<
UooIa’
V
ConSroBs street, reward offered. TERESA
loss is $3,001): Insured,
I> the Elgin ami Waltham companies;
drug store.
MAXWELL, Gen 1 i
WHEE L>- for o 9 ye:ir. McKENNEY, tlie..
Theatre.
?l. '’OiBiess.
i
WIUG11 f, care s,ic.’2
|
Ig.j
of Portland Press.
18-1
Monument Square.

visiting relatives here.
Mr. W. A. Thurston and family are at
Pond Island, visiting Airs. T nurston's
parents,
The local tribe of Red Men with fami
ly and friends to the number of about
200, held an enjoyable picnic at Falmouth
Foreside, Wednesday of last week.
of
Simon
M. Hamlin, a graduate
Howdoln, and Annie W. Hitchings,
have been engaged by the trustees of
Greely Institute as teachers of that institution,
GHAY.
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Gem of the Bay.
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oTtUeht
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■

SCHECKLEY
Prout’s

Neck,

(iK)R

j

;

^

FOR

__

_

___

WOODFORDS,

FOR

WILL

___

Jeweled

They’re

practices,

honor, and the glory of every
commonwealth, and all its people. It
means an undying love for everything
American, and patriotism as eternal as
! the stars. The Kepublican party has been
| in power during the past three years and
for

W. C. STERY.
Ex Capt. Press Cycling Club,
Mass.
716
Boston,
J'“‘“--rt"IIIIIIWIWMiailH3atl

whose

them for American citizenship, or
lessen opportunities of American labor.
It means the abolition of sectionalism,
unlit

A social calm seem to have settled over
the city doubtless from the fact that so
many of our people are taking their out-

FOR

SUMMER BOARD.

MAINE TOWNS.

SOUTH PORTLAND.

|

milis aud factories and
workshops are busy, and when the sun
rises in the morning, it sheds its rays
upon a happy and contented people.
Now wiiat has the Democratic
party
done? When the adminisration of President Harrison handed over to the Deinooratic pafty the reins of government, it
left the treasury filled with a surplus,
and during the four years preceling that
event reduced our National debt by two
hundx-ed and sixty-two millions of dollars
Hut the Democratic party in times
of perfect peace added to that debt, by issuing bonds to the amount of one hundred and thirty million dollars, and sold
to a syndicate at tar iess than their market value. They premised in 1862 that
they wo aid give you anew tariff iaw,
and they did it. They gave yon the Wilson tariff law, the greatest political blunder in the history of. this country, or of
any other.
Speaking of our expansion and its results, Mr. Moore said: Who in this land
today believes that with the union of
states, bound together by bonds of love
and honor, for onr institutions, that we
would as a nation be so unmindful of the
blessings that have come to us as a result of the Declaration of Independence,
during, our life as a nation, as to refuse
to any people, of the
earth that has become a;parc of this country, the blessings, that we enjoyed and to be so unmindful of the right to enjoy life,liberty,
and the pursuits of happiness as is guaranteed to this people under the benign lnfluences of the immortal Declaration of
independence, and to deny the self evident fact that all men are created equal.
The Philippine Islands coming to this
country as a result of the Spanish war,
were honoralby acquired, by twro indisputable titles, that is oy purchase, and by
conquest, that gives to this country a
right to govern them as may seem best
and proper, after t.ho rebellion has been
put down, which is now about to come
to an end.
And when the insurgents
have laid down their arms, will receive
such a government as will be for the good
of the people, and as they progress along
the pathway of liberty and of
self government, they will receive all the assistance that
can be rendered by a nation
that is not unmindful of the difficulties
of a people that are moving along the
pathway of the future, that was also trod
by this people whose happiness is founded
on liberty and self govern ment, that will
guide the Filipinos until they may enjoy,
all that we enjoy, and with the people of
this country as teachers
The government of the United States Is
founded on the consent of the governed
enjoying the highest type of liberty, and
freedom, but the only difference between
the form of government that we enjoy
and the form of government that will
be given to the people of those islands, is
in the opportunity to take
part in the
election of the President, for
with the
territorial form
of government
which
will undoubtedly be given to them,
the
governor is appointed by the President
and the laws so far as they relate to the
country in general are mado by the Confar as
internal
gress, but the laws so
affairs are concerned are made by-the legislature, or by the people themselves,Jwho
are allowed a member
in
the National
House of Representatives,to caro for their
people's Interests.
Now does it not seem as though
with
the coming of peace in the islands and
with a government drafted upon similar
lln9S to the government given to Porto
Rico, that the people of the Philippine
islands should be a happy, contented and
liberty loving people, taking part in the
affairs of the land and that in
the end
they will receive the fullest measure of
self government.
And will
not tneir
condition be as good as the people that
have become a part of this land
by the
several periods of expansion and will not
they, as well as the people of the several
territories, enjoy all the benefits that we
have enjoyed under the Declaration of
good wages,

our

Independence.

PHIDA, has over,

one

MILLION,

The populaWashington, August 22
tion of Philadelphia, according
to the
count just completed, at the census office,
Is 1,398,€97.
The population in lS'JO was
The increase during the past
1,046,964.
ten years was 246,788 or 28.57 per cent.
—
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Tuesday’s quotations.
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Stork,
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WHEAT.

Uraln

«ud

Money

*> Damn or.

Alliy

Market Itevlew

Clostnsr.

iiv,
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COKN.

A«5.

40

r 11.^
°ct. BOV*

level of
Kew York, August 22 —The
an
a
pfiot s was not materially changed
The
ragiltof today s trailing In stocks.
gaotuations In the most prominent rail-

*«i/a
38%

OATS.
...

2144

22

.

82
12%

°ct..

half
per cent, ami
roads did not exceed
was tha range
)0 ojly a few specialties,
Some effort was made at the be» point
of the day’s business to contin-

POKE.

as*.
UCl...

1093
11 oo

LAKD.

ghining

6

lab' reaction, but supportIn Brooklyn Transit
lag orders appeared
sed I’eople’e Uas which strengthened the
entire list. Consolidated. Uas was in deue

yesterday’s

area.

?*.?1

Wednesday’s

almost two points on buyuisniland
Its early restoration to an
ing inspired by
A
annual dividend basts,
cent
per
eig&t
Btarquent attack was made with more

standstill

during

quoa ions

w^uiAT

ODeninr.

Au*r

Clefdne
73%
73%
74%

..... ..

.

°u.

72%
73%

COKE

sacoiss on People’s Uas, the price going
down 11-8. No definite news has develthe
reeme
prooped to acoouut for
neunard pressuie against this stock, Busa

0 95

.

rose

iness was at

72%

Auii.

39%
39%
3b %

**«»*.39%
°ct.

30 Va

the

but toward 1>ct .27%
plater part of the afternoon
POKE
spurt and j
diedose there was a slight
8ePt.
ro»e to the best llgures of the day GCt.
prior*
aborts.
Conspicuous
os cowing of
LAUD.
strength was displayed by St. Louts, j Sept.

22V*
10 90

10 97%
ts 70

unis.
and Northwest
*
souiiiwestern preform!
7 00
Uener a 1 hlec- Sept.
which advanced a point
lnltu* ;
trto declined two points on sales
Holton Si or It Liit,
Kales ol stock at the Boston Stock Exchange;
e88oi by the lack of corroboration of re
1>M.
Canadian Pacific .. u.
era! fiworabie rumors
ridded a point on apprehension or 1 »!>or
Boston & Maine.j*.g
American Bell... ..
dUBtnltiet, and Western Union almost Central
Massachusetts. 15
to Each on unusually heavy transactions.
do pM,
tig
M line Central...10O
both
sides
of
traded
on
nothe
Leaden
;
Unh>n Pacific ... 59
count but aggregate of trait*cotton- Werj
Union Pacific uBl. 76%
email. The bond market was irregular Me >..<■ an Central 4s... 79%
American Su-rar
.122%
Total sales, par
os moderate dealings
American Su;,ar (l td.116
United
Htut.es
mite tTdh.t'tx)
refunding
ffithen ttfuad advanced one-quarter in Now torlc <}«olatiaai ol .Sloe** »mt liotula

Illy Telegraph.)
The following ire the cloiiu^
Boco-

th# hid price.
isr-v*

i<u;r\.

Aug.

ra.

j

quotation*

Aug. 22.
[ New ss. no......183
rent, ! New is. ituut.
133
New ...

of

Aug. 21.

1

t^s.

MAEINK

i
f
|

fiehr II. G. Morse. Phil tdeiphla to Saco, coal
82v»c and towage.
Sebr Douglas liayues. Perth Amboy to Gauliner, coal 70e.
8ehr George B. Ft rguson. Port Beading to
Bangor, coal tlfic.
8ehr Charles L. Jeffrey, Edgewater to Moncton, eo 1 f 1 25.
SfhrMary E. Olys, New Y ork tJ Weymouth.
nitrite |l 05.
PurtlSnJ W’ko>»*l«

Slnrket.

PORTL AND. Aug. 22.
Wheat today
Floor steady and unchanged.
MChicago advancer! 9*^ ** for Sept under the
Lflneuce of unfavorable h rv s’ing and foreign
buying. Bern and Oats ciosed firmer. Potatoes
nutter scarce and nrm.
Provisions steady.
Tatiollownig quoiauousrepi'e.eut

smote-

l.io

wie price- lor the market:
FI oat
tupermn- ana
Bping Wheat

low

jrnmos.2

M(?a

Makers.3 7524
Sluing Wheat patents.4 50 u 4
Mien, and BbLouisst. roiler.4 15 a*
•Mich. ami 8t, Louts clear.4;oo « 4
Winter Wheal pa toms.4 4Uii4

i.»
00
75
25
15
50

Michigan central.
Minn. & St. Couis. 55
coins old. 93
Mmn. <S
Missouri pacific..... 61

New

aersev

do

do

25*02 50
5o»2 75
7Vfcyj9

3 crown....2
4 crown.2

1 ooeeMuscate.
Bork. Mesf, Barit and J'oi..trr.
pory.-HPavv.id 003)10 50
Fork—Medium.13 oOfelo 50
"eei-heav*.
;.10 75fe.ll 26
Brefs-iljUt.to OOallO 75
boneless, utur bids.
iw 9 60
Mara—ten ana nan tbl. mire....;
8fe8Vi
Mrd—and halt bbl.com....
feiotfc
hard—Pan* pure.
87's 'rfOVa
Urn—Bails. com pound.
7 Va *68
9 M, fe 10
hard-pure, leaf
fit lain.t

thickens.

if)
I6(*u
12» 14
i:i.<cl5
11 Vs a* 12

i0*'-..

^nrkevs.....

?ama;.
Produce.

pcans, Pea.

®8

2 85 6 2 40
a 60 « 2 05

beans, ReiHvldney...
6ailveop.ions.ba..

2 40,* 2 50
2 40 ** 2 30
1 00** 1 15
0*200

(.‘a Ifornta Pea.
beans, Vo,low Eyes.

Botat< es, bbl.
Onions Egyptian.
Meet l otatoes, Norfolk
sweet. Vinland.
£&Z», Eastern fredi.
£*£?• Wentern Lesli.
fancy Creamer.
butter, \erment
rn^30’ N• Yl)lk and Vorint...

@1 75

@3 25
@—
19@ 20
@ 13
24@ 25

Va

Lltee.e.sage.

oranges, Seedlings.

00®0

00
t 5 J

Sll0re.4 00@4 50
Moll’ largeshore
fl?h. 3 00;« 3 50

B,?irnU.m

2

50**12

75

box> seale'6“ “i%io
Macfc»S’iper
1
8ll0re IS..
18 O''@2 1 00
0J’ 3hore

Manl

“•.
Lm«e^
“**•**■.

14

76%
6%
18
188
204
122
155
45

95*4
31%
185

122%
80%

uo

rnnami.

....

ptct.....

...128

Metropolitan Street U?R.163%
Temi. coal « iron. 69%
30%
U. s. lumber..
Conuixmtai.XoDaccu. 26
(

li c&go

1,it«

15

Of>

«

115

1100@$14

Office of the

»

tun

Moon .VI»r

Memoranda.

B.s'on, Aug 20—The Standard Oil Co decided
last week to make more complete repairs to
their oil tank steamer Maverick, now attho Batli
Iron Woiks, than was at first planned, and she
will be placed on the railway again, probably

do low trades 2 40;a2 70.

A

07Va ; recompound

Fork steady jmess at 12 75i®13 50; famiy at
14 50 a. 15 60: slio^t clear 13 00 a 18 00.
Butter strong: creameries at »8®21%c; do
factory < uncut packed at 16® 10c: im erm is®
18c: siato dairy 16 420Vi ;do erm 17<819%.
Krrs linn; State and Fenu 17®l8c; Western
10(814% {Western,loss off 16@17c.
Freights ttrin.

at mark

Ilcr

-ARID-

AMUSEMENT CO.
TIME

TABLE.—July 8, 1900,
WEEK DAYS.

Steamer ALICE HOWARD
will leave Portland Pier, at 6. 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 a. m.
I, 2. 3. 4, 5. 6.15, 7.30 p. m.
Returning, Leave Bay View Landing, at 6.25,
7.25, 8.30, 9.30, 10.30 and 11.30. a. in., 1.30, 2.30,
3.30, 4,30, 5.30, 6.45, 7.50 p. m.

a.

SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland Pier. 8,10. 9.00 10.00, lt.00
m, 12, 1.00, 2,00, 3.00, 4.00, 5.00, 6.0.*, 7.00, 8.00,

o. t'0 p.

RETURNS.
Leave Bay View Landing, 8.30. 9.30, 10.30,
II. 30 a. in.. 12.20. 1.30, 2.30, 3.30, 4.3J, 5.30, 6,30,

7.50 8.30 9.30 p. HI

Only line running its boats to Peaks Island
direct.
I are 6 cents each way. All persons going by
this line will bo admitted to Greenwood Garden free.
]u2dtf

DOMINION
Montreal

to

LINE.
Liverpool.

Montreal.
Dominion,
Aug. 75, daylight.
Cambroinau, Sepr. i, daylight.
*Koman,
Sept. 8, daylight,
Vancouver, Sept. 15. daylight.
•This ■ framer does not carry
Steamer.

From

Boston lo

From

Quebec.
Aug. 25, 2p. in.
Sept 1,2 p.m.
direct.
Sept. 15, 2 p. m
passengers.

Liverpool via. Queenstow.i.

Steamer.
New England,

From Boston.
Wed., Aug. 15, l

pTm

li'lr.t Cabin—$60.03 and up.
Return—
$114.00 and
to steamer and
up, according
accommodation.
Second Cabin—$37.50 to $42.59.
Return,
$71.25 to $80.75.

NEW YORK—Cld 2 st, sells Cameo, Coffin,
Croix; John Stroup. Whelpley, St John. NB.
Sid, sclis Henry WeRer, Charlottetown, PEI;
Seth W Smith, Calais; Odell and Mattie McG
Buck, Bangor: Thomas liix. Rockland; Ella F
Crowell ami Telegraph, Thomaston; Julia &
Martha, Hoboken for Eaxtport; Winneganco,
Perth Amboy for Hallowed; Lavinia Campbell.
Philadelphia for Allyn’s Point; Melissa Trask,
Port Reading for Bangor: David S Shier, do lor
Frankfort; Jessie Barlow, South River, NJ, lor
Portland.
Ar 22d. sclis Nightingale. South Amboy for
Bangor; Lanie Cobb, Hillsboro, NB; Emma
McAdam, Calais via Bridgeport.
Hid. sobs Cameo. St Croix; Sebago, St John.
BOSTON —Cld 21st, sells lisielle Phinney,
Phinney, Damariscotta River and Portsmouth,
Ya; Nat Ayer, Hopkins, Bangor.
Sid. sens Wm II Davenport and Estelle Pliinnov. and anchored In President Roads.
Sid 22d, sens Onward, Moncton, NB; Henrietta A Whitney, Ellsworth.
BALTIMORE —Ar 21st, sclis C S Glidden,
Fales. Washington; F & T Lupton, Longstreet,

,

New York.
Cld, soli Ber1 ha F Walker, Ward, New York.
Sid. schs llattle P Simpson, Boston; Bertha F
Walker, New York.
BANGOR—Sid 22d, steamer Williamsport,
Philadelphia; soil Mark Pendleton, Providence.
BRUNSWICK, Ga—Cld 21st, sch Goodwin
Stoddard, Miller. New York.
Sid, sclis Hattie C Luce, Neal, Darien; Robert

McFarland. Sweeiland, Portland.
CAPE IIENRY— Passed in 22d, sch Governor
Ames, Bangor for Baltimore.
FI RE ISLAND—Passed 2lst, sch Nathaniel
T Palmer, Norfolk for Boston.

Steamship

From

Miss Scharn had a watch stolen from her
which it has been learned young Scharn

Direct Between Brunswick and Portland.
BEGINNING JUNE Ist.

pawned.

STEAMERS.

Steamer will leave Simpson’s Point, Brunswick, at 7 a. m. daily. Ilarpswell Ceuter at 7.25,
Birch Island at 7.40, Mere Point at 7.45, Bustin’s
Island at 8.05, Littlejohn’s at 8.25, and Cousin’s
lsbnd at 8.35, arriving in Portland at 9.30 a. m.
Returning, leave Long Wharf, Portland, for the
above landings, at 3.30 p. m.

E. A.
Je2dtf

BAKER, Manager.

<

BOSTON and PHILADELPHIA.
TKH-WUKKLV

SAIL!AGS.

From Boston Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday,
From Philadelphia Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
From Central Wharf, Boston, sp. ra
From
Fine streot Wharf. Philadelphia, at 3 p. in.
Insurance effected at office.
Freights for the West by the Pena. li. It. aud
Eouth forwarded by connecting Unas.
Bourn. Trip $18.94
Passage $10.CW,
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING
Afiant, Central Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and
General
Manager, tt State St* Fake Building, Boston,
Mass.
oct22dtf

Fortlanii & Eoothbay Stiamoost Co.
STEAMER ENTERPRISE leaves East
Boothbay at 7 a. m, Monday, Wednesday and
Friday for Portland, touching at So. Bristol,
Heron island, Boothbav Harbor and Squirrel
Island-

Returning. leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
a. m. Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday for
Squirrel island. Boothbay Harbor. Heron island. So. Bristol aud East Boothbay.
ALFRED RACE. Manager.
aug2dtf

ALLAN
St.

LINE

Lawrence

SJ ON TREAT,

TO

Service-

Calling at Moviile.
From

Liverpool.

SHU'S.
Numiuian

"
**

Montreal

2b

July

2
9
16
23
30
6
73
20
27

Aug Corinthian

li
is
25
31
7
15
22
29
5
12

Parisian
Sicilian
Tunisian
Nufnidian
Sept) Corinthian
Parisian
••
Sicilian
•’

I

Tunisian

No cattle

carried

RATES

on

iTAiljp

Aug.
••

is
25
31
8
15
22
29
5
13

Sept.
*•
'■

Oct,
•*

Sept,

Oct.

For Cliff Island, 5.50, 10.40

a.

m.;

1.45, 5.00 p.

m.

For Little Cheboaguo. Jenks, Gt. Chebeague,
Ilarpswell, Bailey’s and On’s Islands,
9.00, 10.40 a. m., 1.45. 6.u0p. m.
Littlefield’s, Gt. Chebeague, 9 00, 10.40 a. m,,
l. 45, 5.00 p. III.
RETURN FOR PORTLAND.
Leave Orr’s Island, 5.30, 8.00,11.10 a. m., 2.00

So.
5.50.

and
staunch
The I
elegant
steamers
DINGi.EY” and
“GOV'.
“BAY STATE'1
alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,
and India Wharf. Boston, at 7.00 ». m. dally,
including Sunday.
meet every
of
dornand
These steamers
modern steamship service in safety, speed,
of
traveling.
and
luxury
comfort
lor
Providence, Lowell
Through tickets
Worcester, New York, etc., etc.
J. If. LISOOMB. Gen. Manager
THOMAS M, BARTLETT, Agent.

NEW ¥01514 DIRECT CINE,

3.55 p. m.
heave Long Island, 7.10,
9.30. 12.20 a, m.
Arrive Portland, 8.00, 10.00 a3.40, 5.15 p. m.
m. l.to.4.20, c.O). p. m.
Daily excursions 22 miles down the Bay.
Fare round trip only 50c.

SUNDAYS.
Leave Portland for So. Ilarpswell and intermediate landings, 10.00, 10.40 a. in., 2.00 d. m.
Sunday sailing trip down the Bay, Dave
Portland 2.15 p. m.
Return from So. Harpswell via above landings, arrive Portland 8.15

in., 1.15, 6.3 ) p. ))).
Fare to So. Ilarpswell and return Sundays
35c, other biddings and sailing trip 25c.
a.

ISAIAH DANIELS,
Gen’l Mgr.

jn30dtf

Steamship Co. Pofllan, Ml. Desert & Mackias Stij, Co
Island Sound By l>aylt„'l:t..

fiflaine
S.ouji

3 TRIPS PER WEEK.
The steamships Horatio
hattan
alternatively leave

Hall and

Man-

J steamer
CIOMMENCING

These steamers are superbly fitted
nished for passenger travel and afford
convenient and comfortable route
Portland and New York.
J. F. LISCOMB, General
THOSE M. BARTLETT, Agt

and fur-

the most
between
Agent.
ocudtf

the

FRANK JONES

Franklin Wharf,

Portland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays
New York direct. Returning, leave
Pier 38, E, R., Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 5 p. m.
at 6 p. m» for

Friday,

April 20th.

will, weather
permitting, leave Portland
and
at
11.00
Tuosdays
Fridays
p. nr
Harbor and MachlasBar
Rockland.
landings.
Report and intermedia-e
leave
and
turning
Macliiasport Mondays
Thursdays at 4 a. m. for all landings, arriving
Portland 11.00 p. m.
F.K. BOOTHBY
GKO. F. EVANS.
Gen’t Mgr.
G. P. & T. A.

for

apiT8dti

County,

Jue3ldtf

In

& SACO RIVER I

RAILROAD CO.
JUNE

8.30 A. M. and 12.53 noou. From Union Station
for Poland. Mechanic Falls. Buclcfleld. Canton, Dixhelu, Bumfoi'd Fa ls and Bemis.
8.30 a. m. 32.50 noon and 5.15 p. m. From Union
Station for Mech&nio Fails and intermediate
stations.
On Saturdays only, 5.15 p. m. train
runs to Kumtord Fails.

Through

North Bridy••

Stride-

South

ton, Waterford and Sweden.
A. M. r. M. P. M
Leave Porilanu mcbk.s.5»
1.05
5.60
Leave Bridgton Junction, 10.08 2.28
7.15
3.23
8.10
Arrive Bridirton,
11,00
3.40
Arrive Harrison,
11.37
8,37
J. A. Bennett, Supt.
Je22dtl

Trains Leave Portland
Lewiston, 7.C0, 8.10,

a.

m,

1.30, 5.15

From Island
p. m.

Pond,

11.30

*0.40,

From Chicago, Montreal,
a. rn., 5.45 p. m.

a.

111.,

11.30

3.16, 5.45

a.

m.,

Quebec,

0.45
*0.40

•Daily. Otliei trains week days:
Sunday cheap excursion train loaves Portland every Sunday for Lewiston, Gorham and
Berlin at 8.30 a. in. Returning leave Berlin at
4.00 p. iu.t every Sunday afternoon for Lewiston and Portland.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars are run on
night trains and Parlor Cars on day trains.
Ticket Office, Depot at foot of India
Street.

Portland &

Yarmonth Electric

By. Co

For Underwood Spring, and Yarmouth at 0.15
a. n., half hourly till 10.46 p. m.
Leave Yarmouth 5.40 a. in. half hourly till D.4.) p. m.
Leave Underwood Spruig for Portland 30 min
Additional cars between Portland
utes later.
and Underwood Spring every 15 minutes from
l .00 p. m. Last car from Underwood Spring at
10.10 p. in.

SUNDAYS.
Spring and Yarmouth half
from
8.15
a.
m. to 9.45 p. rn., with addihourly
tional 15 minutes service to Underwood Spring
from 1.00 p. in.
Last car from Underwood
Spring at 10.10 p. m.
fnolStf
For

Underwood

and Bemis.

iu Efl'ect Juaie 25,

1900.

WJESTEIIN DIVISION.
Trains leave Union Station for Sourltoro
Crossing, 7.10. 9.05, 10.09 a. 111., 12.00 noon,
l. 15, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, 6.60 p. m.; Scarijoro
Bwcii. Pine Point, 7.60, 7.10, 8.20, 9.>'’5, 10.00
а. m., 12.00 noon. 1.15. 3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 5.45, 6.20,
б. 50. 8.00, 11.22 p. lit.; Old Orchard, 7.00, 7.10,
8.20, 8.45, 9.05, It’.00 a. ill., 12.00 noou, 1.15, 1.40,
3.30, 3.55, 5.25, 5.15, 6.05. 0.20, 6 50. 8.00, il.23 p.
m. ; Saco and Bitldefard, 6.00, 8 20, 8.45. 9.05,
10.00 a. m., 12.00 noon, 12.30, 3.1 \ 3.30, 3.55. 5.25,
6.36.6.20,6 50,8 00,11.22 p. m.; Kttuuebuuk.
7.00 8.45, 10.00 a. in.. 12.30, 3.3.1, 5.25, 6.05, 6.20 p.
m.; Ktnuisbuukport, 7.00. 8.45, tO.OO a, m..
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Wells llvacli, 7.00, 8.4.5
Somenwortli, 7.00, 8.45 a. ill.,
12.30, 3.80, 5.25 p. in.; Rochester. Furmington, Alton Bay, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. 1)1 12.30,
1 akeport,
3.80 p. in.;
Lacuula, Weirs,
Plymouth, 8,45 a. 111.. 12.3C p. 111.; Manchester, Concord and Nor.hern counctions,
7.00 a. in., 3.30 p. ni.; Dover, Kxeler, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, 7.00, 8.45 a. 111.,
12.30, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.; Boston +4.30, 7.00, 8.43 a.
Leave Boston
I))., 13.80, 1,40, 8.30, 0.05 p. m.;
for Portland, 6.00, 8.00, 7.31, 8.30 H. )))., 1.15,
4.16, 6 00 p. 111.; arrive Portland, 10.07, 10.50.
11.50 a. 111., 12.10, 5.00. 7.50, 9.30 p. 111.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
Leave Union Station for Searboro Crossing, 7.10, 0.86. 10 15 a. 111., 2 00, 3.40, 4.15, 5.10,
0.15, 7.15 p. in.; boar novo Beach, Pine
Point, 7.10, 8.35. 9.35. 10.15 a. ill., 12.55, 2.00,
3.40, 4.15, 5.10, 6.15, 7.15 P. m.; Old Orchard,
7.10. 8.36, 9.35, 10.15 a. ill., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40, 4.15,
6.00, 5.10, 5.30, 6.15, 7.15 p. PI.; Saco, Blddeford, 8.85. 9.35, 10.15 a. in., 12.55, 2.00, 3.40. 4.15,
5.00, 3.10, 5,30, 0.15, 7.15 p. m.; Kcundmiik,
North Berwick, Dover, Kxeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.65,
5.00, 0 30 p. in.; arrive Boston, 6.18. 8.30, 9.42

*8.30

Trains Arrive Portland.
*0.40,

between Portland

BOSTON & MAINE II. II.

E A STKIIN

in.

For Island Pond, 8.15 a. m., 1.30. *8.3) p. m
For Montreal, Quebec, Chicago, 8.15 a. m.
and *8 30 p. m„ reaching Montreal at o.5u
p. m., and 7.20 a. m.

Frcin Lewiston,
and 8.00 p. m.

cars

BRADFORD, Tiafflo Manager,
Portland, Maine;

linsford,

1900

25,

FOR

Bii<)i?fon, Harrison,
ton, We<( Sebayo,

Effect Jmte 25, 11*00.
DEPARTURES

E. L. LOVEJOY, Superintendent,
Rnmford Falls. Main*.
je!8 dtf

RAILROADS.

For
p.

Divislou,

from Bartlett and local, 8.25 a. in.; Lewiston
and Mechanic Falls. 8.35 a. m; Waterville and
Augusta, 8.43 a. m.; Bangeley, Farmington,
Bemis. Bangoi, Augusta and Bockland, 12.02 p.
m.; Skew began, Farmington and Lewiston,
12.15 p. m,; Beeclter Falls,St. Johnsbury.Bridgton, 12.15 tv. m.; Express, Mattawamkeag, Bar
Harbor, Bangor, 1.20 n. m.; Waterville and
Lewiston, 3.23 p. m.; Skowhegan, Waterville.
Augusta and Bockland, 5.20 p. m., from Watervilie daily; Sr. John, Bar Harbor, Aroostook
Moosebead Lake and Bangor. 5.30 p.
m.; Bangeley. Farmington, Buntford
Falls,
Lewiston. 5.46 P- m.; White Mountain points
and Maples, 5.55 p. m.; Chicago, Montreal,
Fabyans, 7.25; Bar Harbor, Bangor and Rockland, 1.25 a. in, daily; Halifax, sr. Joliu, Bar
Harbor. Bangor, 4. 0a. m. daily.
Mindays—Lewiston, 9.25 a. in., 5.38 p. m.:Bar
Harbor, 12.25 p. m.; waterville,5.20 p. m. ;White
M untains. 5.35 n. m.
GEO. F. EVANS, V. P. & G. M.
W. E. BOOTH BY. G. P. fit T. A.

tliese steamers.

Tho 365 ISLAND ROUTE.

5.00 p. in.

For Lewiston.
For White Mountain

6.00 p. m.
8.50 p.m.

Montreal, Toronto ami Chicago.
11.00 p. m. Nigut Express for all points.
12.55 a. m. Mt. Desert special for Bockland
Bangor and Bar Harbor.
ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.
From Montreal and Fabyans daily 0.50 a. m.j

R. C.

ai-27dtf

EFFECT,

ii a.

'•

Cabin—$52.50 and upwards. A reduction of 5
per ceut is alloweu ou return tickets.
Second Cabin—To Liverpool, London or
Londonderry—$35.00 to $45.00.
Stkkragk—Liverpool, London,
Glasgow,
Belfast, Londonderry or Queenstown, $23.50.
Prepaid certillcates $24.
Children under 12 years, half fare.
Rates to
or from other points
on application to
T. P. McGOWAN,
420 Congress St.,
Portland, Me.
Foreign Steamihlp Agency, Room 4,
First National Bank Building, Portland, Maine

IN

it ii

Augusta. Waterville, Bangor and Bar Harbor.

Quebec

OF PASSAGE.

BRIOGTON

u a mu

Portland & Rumtord Falls By.

STEAM-

TITu

o

7.20 a. m. Paper train for Bangor, Bath, ami
for Bockland except Perry Transfer at Bath
and for Bar Harbor on and after July 8tli.
7.25 p. m. Paper train for I owls ton.
9.30 a. m. Commencing July loth for Fabyans and intermediate stations.
12.'5 p. m.
For Brunswick, Lewiston, Bath,

LIVERPOOL.

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Beginning July l. 1900, steamers will leave
Portland Pier, Portland, week days, as follows:
For Long island, 5.50, 9.00,10.40 a. m., 1.45,

''r1St°n-

Return—Leave Evergreen, 0.10, 7.03,8-00, Bueksport Saturdays.
5.10
m.
For Brunswick, Bath, Augu3ia.
9.00, ) 0.00 11.30 a. rn., l.Oi), 3.C0, 3.55,5.2’, .25, ;
! and Watervllie and to Skowhegau Saturdays
8.25, 10.25 p. til.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 6.15. : only.
5.x5 p. m. For Danville Junct on. Mechanic
8.00. 9.60, 10.30 a. III., 12.00 m.. 2.00, 3.00. 4.20,
Falls, i.ewiston, ana on Saturda s to liuinford
5.30, 6.1 5, 7.3P, 9.30 p. in.
Return—L' a’-’e Ponce’s Landing, Long Fall". Belgraue, Waterville and Skowhegau.
11.00 p. m. Night Express for muuswlck,
Island, 6.00, 6.55, 7.50, 8.60, 9.50,11.20 a. m.,
Batn, Lewiston, Augusta, Waterville. Bangor,
12.50, 2.50, 3.45, 6.10, 6.15, 6.55, 8.15, 10.15 p. in.
Moosehea i Lake, Aroos ook County via OldSUNDAY TIME TABLE.
town, Bar Harbor, Bueksport, Vaneeboro, St.
St. Andrews, St. John and all AroosFor Forest City Landing, Peaks
Is- Stephen,
took
Coutity via Vaneeboro, Halifax and the
9
land, 7.00, 8.00,
00, 10.00, 11.00 a. 111. 12,20 Frovinees.
The Saturday night train does not
2.15, 3.15, 3.45. 4.45, 6.15, 7.30 p. in.
For Cushing’s Island, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00 a. connect to Belfast, Dexter, Dover an l Foxor
erof,
beyond Bangor, excepting to Washing
m.. 12.20, 2.15, 3.45, 4.45, 6.15, 7.30 p. 111.
ton County R. R. and Bar Harbor.
For Lt! tie and Great Diamond Islands,
12.55 a. m midnight.
Mt. Desert special for
Trefethens
and Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 7.00. 8.00. 9.30, 10.30 a in., 12.15, Brunswick, (connecting for Rockland), Augusta.
Waterville, Bangor, Greenville and Bar
2.00. 3.15, 4.20, 5.15, 6 15, 7.30 p. ni.
Harbor.
For Ponce’s Lauding, Long Island,
WHITE MOUNTAIN
DIVISION.
7.00. 8.00, 9.30, 10.30 a. m., 12.15, 2.00, 3.15, 4.20
5. 5, 7.30 p. in.
8.50 a. m. For Bridgtou, Faybans. Burling
11.00 p. in., for Forest City Landin';, Peaks ton, Lancaster, St.
Johnsbury. Sherbrooke
Island, Saturday niahts only.
Quebec, Montreal. Chicago, St. Paul and Min
Tickets sold over this line to the Gem
licapolis.
Theatre.
1,05 p.m. For Sobago Lake, Br dgton, HarUnavoidable delays excepted, and subject to rison, via rail aud Songo River, Norm
Conway,
change without notice.
F'abyaus. Lancaster, Coiebrook, Lunenburg,
C. VV. T. GOD1XG, General Manager.
St. Johnsbury, Newoort.
5.50 p.m. ForSeoago Lake. Cornish, ISridgdtf
ju30
ton. North Conway and Bartlett.
8.50 p. m. For Sehago Lake, FTyeburg, North
Conway, Fabyaus, Lunenuurg, St. Johnsbury,
Montreal, and to Toronto and Chicago dally
except Saturdays.

July 3rd to October 1st.

STEAMER CORENNA.

7 oo a. m. For Brunswick, Lewiston
(Lower)
Rath. Hoothbav, Fophain Beach. Rock laud. Augusta. Waterville, Saowhegau and Belfast.
| 8.30 a. in. For Danville Jc., liuinford Falls,
^'arn‘^1)®'ton, Rangeley and
1
Water’v
I 10.to a. in. For Brunswick, Bath, Lewiston,
Augusta and Waterville.
j Gardiner,
j ll.oo a. m. Express for Danville Jc.. Lewisj ton, Waterville, Moose head Lake via Koxcroft,
I Bangor, Washington (Jountv R. R,, Bar Harbor,
Aroostook County and for
Moulton,Woodstock,
Bt. Stephen, St. Andrews, st. John and Hallfax via Vaneeboro.
! ,1'L35 0- m- Express f r Brunswick, Lisbon
Falls, Augusta, Watervllie, Newport, Bangor,
BuokspoZt, Bar Harbor, Oldtovvn and Green-

j

—

■

Co.

DAY STEAMER FOR BOSTON.

1000.

■

at 7

PASSAGE.

111 Effect June 25Hi,

TRAINS LEAVE UNION STATION. KAIL*
WAY SQUARE AS FOLLOWS:

p. in.
For Little ami Great Diamond Islands,
Trefethen anil
Evergreen Landings,
Peaks Island, 6.15, 8.00, 9.00, 10.30 a. II). 12.00
111.. 2.00, 3.00 4.25, 5.30. 6.15, 7.30, 9.30 p. 111.
Keturn—Leave Little
Diamond, 6.25,
7.80, 8.15, 9.15, 10.15, 11.45 a. »l., 1.15, 3.15, 4.10. villa.
5.35. 6.40. 8.40, 10.40 p. m.
For Danville, Jc.,Kumford Falls,
12.50 p in.
Return—Leave Great Diamond, 6.2), 7 15, I Lemis. Lewiston, Farmington, Carrabasset,
R.10,9.10, io.io, 11.40 a. m., l.io, 3.10.4.05,5.30, Rangeley, Biughnn, Waterville, Skowb -gan.
l oop.m
G.3.5. 8.35. 10.35 p. in.
For Freepor:,Brunswick,Rockland,
l&eturn
Leave Trcictlieu’s, 6.15, 7.10,8 05 ; E. A. 1,.points, Augusta. Waterville. Blcowhs9.05, 10.05, 11.35 a. m,, i.06, 3.05, 4.00, 6.25, P.3u' ; gau, Belfast, Dover and Foxcrott, Greenville,
• .Bangor,
8.30.10.30 p. m.
o.dtown and Mattawamkeag, and to

m.

Steamers will leave t’allroad Wharf, Portland,
for B >ston, on Tuesday and Saturday.
their
Notwithstanding
suspicions July the hour of leaving will be 7 a. m. During
During
against Scharn, the police are trying to August and September will leave at 8.3) a. m.
J. F. LISCOMB. Supt.
find other clues and are searching lor the
H ERSEY, A gent.
H. P.
may tf
man with whom the murdered girl went
shopping on the day of her death.
A girl who occupied the same ilat as

St

NF.W YORK—The Flour market—receipts
15 '*13 bids : exports 10,873 Phis : sales 8,WOO
pongs; better inquiry for Spring Wheat grades
at a shade advance over yesterday.
Flour—Winter nts 3 7(%:4 10: win ter straights
3 6u®3 00; Minnesota patents 3 90(84 25; win2 85 8
ter extras 2 70(83 00: Minnesota Lakers

■

Pfffi ISLAND STEAMBOAT

m.

Return, 7.05. 8.00, 9.15. 10.30, 11.20. a. in..
12.45. 2.00, 2.45, 8.30, -P45, 6.40, 7.15, 8.30. 9.45

wun wmofl Liie crime was cuiumimeu.

Breakwater, Aug 21—Sell Mary S
Bradshaw. Capt Stille. from Philadelphia for
arrived
today with her spanker hurst.
Gardiner,
Sell R I) Spear, Capt .Richardson, became
while
discharging coal at Yaroadly hogged
mouth. NS, recently. She was thrown up amidnine
inches. The vessel was apparships about
ently tight after the cargo was put out. but the
American Records surveyor was not willing for
her to proceed, consequently the schooner was
placed on tiro blocks for repairs..

Aug. 22. 1P00,

9 50.
Culm ats steady.
Lard steadv; Western steamed /
fined firm; continent 7 40; 8 A 8 00;

Upon

Domestic Ports.

Wheat—receipts 97.125, hush: exports 40,119
bush; saiosj 3.875,000 hush futures. 400.0U0
busli exports; spot linn; No2Recl78 in olev;
No 1 Northern Duluth 82% c f o o afloat; No 2
Red at 79% e f o b afloat.
Corn—receipts 213,000 husn; exports 307,000
•bus; sales 17 5‘OUO bush futures: 240.000 bush
export; spot steady; I4o 2 at 4o%c fob alloat
and 5 eiev.
Oam—receipts 163,800 bush: exports 24,240
bush; sales 2",000 busli spot; spot steady?
No 2 at 2rc; No 3 at 25% : No 2 white at 2a®
28%c:No 3 white at 27%c: tracx mixed Western at 25%(827c; track white Western at 26ya

augl3dtf

which she refused to do.
“We know that the boy was the only
one that knew where to find the hammer

sible.
Delaware

Domestic Utariiotsc.

;

Rests

navigation

iHarbet..

thy Telegraph.)

Suspicion

Emanuel Friend, counsel for Frederick
obtained a writ of habeas corpus
Soharn,
tomorrow. Several more plates and frames wi 1
be put on to at engthen her, so that when these from Justioe Fitzgerald today for the aprepairs are completed she will ho strouger than
pearance of Scharn in the Supreme court
when first built.
Jonesport. Aug 21—Sell Egg Rock, which was tomorrow morning with a view to obtainin the government, employ last year, but which
Counsel claim that the
his release.
lias been moored in the harbor during the pres- ing
without sufficient
ent season, sprang a leak and sank at her moor- boy is unjustly and
ings yesterday. The Egg Rock is a menace to
cause, kept In prison.
and will be removed as soon as pos-

*
oo -Tne following were
BOSTON A tig.22
U da •%quotations of Flour and Corn:
l'LO UK.
it 4 05 » 6 O'V
Spring •>
« 4 60.
3
95
Winter patents
Ulna: u.-i s.Wai*ni 3 65,« 4 25.
48Vac.
yell.nv
Uorn—steamer

51 26

1900.

Isles of Sho.ils Harbor, NH.
White Island whistling buoy, paiuted with
black ana white perpendicular stripes, marked
“VV. i.” in white letters <>n two sides, is reported
128
163% as not sounding. It will be put into working
<9% | order as soon as practicable.
Bv order the Light House Board.
J. K. COGSWELL,
2oVa
Commander U. S. Navy.
Inspector 1st L. H. Dist.

By Telegram.'
CHICAGO. Aug. 22. lOfiO.—Cattle—receipts
25,000: generally tO;tt 16c lower natives, best
on sale to-day 8 cars 6(0; goon to prime steers
at 6 40,a 6 00; poor to medium 4 70,85 45; se’et't"d feeders steady at 4 00,a?4 75: bulls 2 60
.<4 50 jealves 4 60«;6 60; Texas fed steers 4 15
u6 00; Texas grass steers 3 16(84 00.
nogs—receipts 35.000: tot) at o 57%; fmixed
ami ateliers 4 9 :>(«.’5 40; goo to choice heavy
5 oo a 5 4 0; rough and heavy at 4 85 « 4 95 distil
I ; Im k of sales 5 16 </ •> 35.
Sheep—receipts 25.UOO; sheep and lambs—
choice about, steady; otnors lOe 16c lower :good
to choice wethers —; fair to cnoice mixed—;
West irn sheep at 3 30 83 70; n-live lambs at
Texas
4 26 u 5 50; Western lambs 4 75^5 30;
sheep 2 50,0,3,50.
|;

Lighthouse inspector,

First District,
Portland. Me.. Aug 22,

5G‘/8
34%
60%

Reef steadv; family at $9@$12; mess at $9®

__

0
4

Oo@
Dry Kish and Mackerel.

K0ek.

*14

\0L 3

Fruit.

Lemons, Messina.

22
@ 12 Va
10

2i«’
11

106%
113%
171V*

343/s
06%

Port
l.ittle

land Pier at 2.oo p. ni.
John's, iireat Cliebeague, (Hamilton’s Land
itig) Orr’s Island, East Harpswell, Sebaseo
Small Point Harb»r and Cundy’s Harbor.
Return leave Cundy’s Harbor at 6.00 a. m.
Senasco 6.20 a. in.. Small Point Harbor 6.50 a
ra.. Orr’s Island 8.10 a.m., Chebeague 9.15a
18., Littlejohn's 9.3f)a. m Cousin’s 9.35 a. m.
•T. H. MCDONALD, Man iger.

International

16%

57

steamers leave
for
Cousin’s,

For Cushing’s Island, 6,45, 7.45; 9.00. l‘),00,
12.3v, 1.45, 2.15, 3.00, 4.30, 6.15, 7.00,

11.00 a. m.,
8,00, 9.30 p.

—

21%

Sugar, eoinmon..123%
Western union. 7S3/s

mavi.s'in

leas—Japan.....
85@40
85(265
leas—Eortnosa.
3vi <c4o
Mciassea—potto Rico.
3 2, a,35
Molasses—Barlmdoos..
20 * 2 >
Molasses—common.
•Bow Katslus, 2 crown.2 00#£2 26

61

sc Pant A uroana cia.
Texas pacmc.....14%
Union Pacific diu. 76%
6%
watfiMB.......
Wabasn ptG.I 18%
188
Boston A Maine.
New vorn ana .now tine, of..
Okl Golonv.203
Aaam» ..123
American Express.155
U. s. r xpress. s5
People lias.. 9'%
pacific Mail. 31
186
Pullman Palace..

Strong

ment
1

MCDONALD STEAMBOAT GO,
Beginning Aug. 12th

1, 1000.

City Landing,Peaks Island,
5.45, 6.45, 7.45, P.00, 10.00 11.00 a. XT.., 12.00,
12.30, 1.45, 2.15, 3,00, 3.45, 4.30, 5.30, 6.15, 7.00, 7.30,
8.00. 9.30 p. ill.
Return, 8.20. 7.20. 8.15. 9.30, 10.20, 11,30 a. in.,
12.20. 1.00.2.15, 2,35, 3.20. 4.05, 5.00, 5.45, 6.30. 7.30,
8.20, 9,oo, 10.15 i>. in., or at close ol entertain-

Manager

Stceratce—To Liverpool, Derry,
London,
Queenstown. Belfast and Glasgow. $23.60 10
iSrutlt er.
Steamer Horatio Hall. Bragg, New York—
$25.50. Biear age ou’fit furnished free.
passenger* and mdse to J F l.iscomb.
Anply to T. P. McGOWaN, 420 Congress
Steamer Hurricane. wall 50 bbls mackerel.I
street, J. B. KEATING, room 4, First NationSch Edward L Warren, Closson, Kingston,NY.
New York, August 32.—The police con- al Bank Building, CHARLES ASHTON. 947A
Sell Kldora, Wallace. Boston.
and Congress Squ ire Hotel, or
tinue actively at work trying to clear up Congress street
Sch Catalina, Piper, Kockport for Manchester.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO., Montreal.
the mystery of
murder
of Kate
the
Jly26dtf
Cleared.
Scharn In her apartments last Saturday
J S
Sell Helen W Martin, Ross, Baltimore
The detective s declared today
night.
Winslow & Co.
Scli Alice M Colburn, McLeod, coal port—J S that there is half an
hour unaccounted
Wlnlsow & C<>.
--for ——
Sch Alicia B Crosby, Wormell, Philadelohia— for in the alibi set up by the girl’s brothJ S Winslow & Co.
er, Fred erlck, to clear himself.
Young
Labei,
Calais, Si. lohn,N.
Eastport,
Sell W C Pendleton, Webber, Damarlscotta—
Scharn is now in the Tombs, where he is and all parts of New Brunswick, N'ov.i Scotia,
J 11 Blaiie.
Prince Edward Island and Cape Breton.
The
held without bail.
lavorlte route to Campo'oello and St Andrews,
FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
who has charge of the N. B.
Harley,
Inspector
sebs
21—Ar.
S
J
.JONESFORT. Aug
Watts,
fammtr Arrangement.
Richardson, Boston;
Pavilion, Guptlll, Bar case, said today, speaking of young
On amt alter Monday, May 14. steamers will
Bar Harbor.
work for two leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, on
Scharn: “He was out of
Monday,
SACO, Aug 22—Ar, sch A P Emerson, New months. He was
dependent upon his sis- Wednesday and Friday at 6 30 p. in. ReturnYork.
ing leave SL John, Eastport and Lubec MonHe
was
ter for support,
continually ask- days andl-riday.
EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
llirough tickets Issued and baggage checked
ing her for money.
to destination.
Sid fm Lleata Aug 12, steamer North Anglia,
CEF’-Frelght received up to 4.00
“We know that a suit of clothes he had
Portland.
p. m.
For tickets and staterooms apply at the Pine
Passed Highland Light 22d, steamer Charles ordered for $12 had only $5 paid on
it.
Ttree Ticket Office, 270 Mid i.e street, or for
F Mayer, with barge a, Baltimore for Portland.
We know that the tailor went to the sis- other information at Company’s Office, Railroad
notice to Mariners.
the balance, Wharf foot of State street.
ter and asked her to
pay
A rrivoil.

71%

Northwestern.102%

Southern Hv pfd.
Brooklyn Kamd Transit.
peaera) Steel common.
ao ...

WEDNESDAY, August 22.

103

do
pfd.
Onr. A West. 21
10%
Keacnnar.
Hock isianu..i06%
St. paus.-.113%
St. Paul nta..-.i72
St. ram « omana.110

Corn null Kee l.

Com, cnr lots......
49a49Vs
a 62
Com, bag lots.
@50
Meal, bag iota......
Oats, car lots...
SlVidSU
Oats, bag lots... 34 ai
35
Cottun seed, car lots.09 00,225 50
Cotton Seed, bag lots.... .00 OCWi 27 00
Backed Bran, car iota.. ..18 00&19 00
backed Bran, bag, lots.00 oofel 9 00
Middling, car lots.18 00 a 20 00
Middling, bag, lots.,19 0<'fe2<) 50
Mixed ieeu.13 Soft 19 50
Sugar, Coffee, Te t. Maln^sn.ltalilm.
6 20
Busar-siandarn granulated.
o 29
Meat-Extra tine granulated....
5 90
Sugar—Extra C.
Codec—Bio. roasted. 13 fell)
and Mocha.
27® 30
gjfw—Java
1cm— tmoyn...
25fe35
27«,5o
teas—Congous.......

Central........ 13H%

jne28dtf

Arrangements, July

For Forest

Harrison,

RATES OF

KATE SCHARN’S MURDERER

PORT OF PORTLAND.

65%
93 %
60%
135%
129%

New lark Central.129%
61%
Northern Pacmc com..
Northern Pacific ntd. 71

NEWS

Summer

35th, IOOO,

will connect daily with 8.45 a. in. and l.oa p. m
tram over Maine Ce»iral Railroad
(White Me
l>iv.) touching at Naples, Bridgton, Nortt
Rridgton and
connecting at Hatrisoi
with stage for Waterford, and at Naples witl
J. W. Cook’s coach line for hues Kalis. Casco
Otis/leld. etc.
Returning steamers leave Harrison even
day (except Sunday) at 7.45 a. m. and 1.30 p
in.; North Bridgton at 8 a. n>. and lv’.dS p. ni.
Bridgton at 8 30 and 2 p. m., and Naples nt'J.lf
a. m. and
2.15 p. in., connecting at Sebagc
Lake Station with 11.45 a. in. and 5.25 p. m
Steamboat Express Train for
Portland anc
Boston, making ilie most delightful imand trlj
in New England.
Round trip excursion tickets, pood for day o
date only, §2.00.
Ask for our tourist’s guide
at Union Station.
C. L. GOO DR l DUE,

..

....

^pllaud

Charters.

Rivei CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.
S. Co, Custom House Wharf* Portland, Me.
WEEK DAY TIME TABLE.

On and Alter June

8?e*

....

RAILROADS

STEAM Kits.

...

gouey mi cail steady at 1 Vi a 1 V*.
ihh
Fruwi *«wriuu>le paper at 4<t5 ter
183
im
issrlme B*ehstn-r- was firm, with actual Hi>l_
New 4.i. coup.115
115
s«ts ill bankers Luis 4 »73»^ 4 »73<»
tor «.e*
Denver ©i it.«». 1st ..103
102%
«9
w4)M!t8414§4 84'4 u>r *i\tv < ays posted : isne cen. 4».. 69
66%
rd«« at 4 #8* 4 85 Vi and 4 ? 8 Vi s 4 80.
Uuir- Uo. i-.itii. v Tex. 2d*. 66%
i u ;i!i*as « Pacific consols.., ..
kMtCtsl bill- at 4 82 Vs <4 4 ;-4
! Ureuon Nav.lst...109
109
Texas pacific, u v. lsta....Jll%
SC»i»r csruc ter CIV* <$63*4.
112
5a
aotneac, xus. 56
Bsr SUrrt Cl Vi
Union Pacific lsta... 105%
105%
Heiiem dollar- ■>RV*
ot
stocks—
QuoSutions
toverunienH strong.
■Aug. 22. Aug. 21.
Atchison.
a7%
27%
BlrtSk
Atcutson mo.
70%
vo%
Pacmc.
Gemrai
ffc* iGhovtn? quotations represent fu»- imv
Cbe*. « Ohio.. 27%
25%
mfjrk** in this markets
'hienva. but. « uuincv*... .125%
Cs* and steers... 6 Vi tr ,t
125%
Dei. & nua. Ganai Go........112
112
«ufti and sues....41*
Del, lawk. & West.177%
CsS Iktus— .No l quality. 8
177%
"
uenver « it. 0. 18%
19
Bob
....6 «
line. new.10%
10%
•*. 25c e ch
Bo 3
33
Bn© is ota.
3.3 vs
Mflutl lirocrr*' Rngsr fiivrhct.
Illinois ueinrai.J16%
116%
28
Baae r.rie dr Weal. 28
rnarKCt—cut loaf 8:i confectioners
l.ake .-nore.2<»9
209
L life •, powdered 6V* •: granulated 7oi coJae Boms a nasn. 71%
71%
fe visited 5V*c syellow 5Vs j.
92
....
Msttinattau Ktavateu.
91%
Mex-.c.au ventral.11%
11%

|

STEAMERS.

Sobngo Lake, Songo
; and Ray of ffaples S.

aoutatlcio.

C2rrnTIl0?
QfLl C.:,V?t8T,^°
Li

«

ftituao° coa1' retail...

GLOUCESTER—Ar 20th, sell Jolm M Flake
New York.
HYANNIS—Ar 21st. sehs Ira Bliss, New
York, and Maggie Todd, Calais, to discharge.
Hid mi Bass River 21 at, sehs Fomina,Boston ,
F H Od tome, for an eastern port.
PASCAGOULA—1Cld 21st, sell Mary E Morse

8prt“« -c:No 3do-: No2 Ret
!,t 40°i No2 yellow a
2 a* H2ViC; No 2 white
Newberry. New York.
24Vice
white 24«126 V4cs No 2 Rve
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 21st. sch Jos G Dean
gooi
.iiL°.?
d6<5: fnir to oLoice limiting at 4:
Fall ltiver.
( « W!'
vl
1 F,axBeeil
at l 40; No l N W Flax
>ld, sell Lena White. Fall River.
7
P*'one Timothy seed ai 3 85 63 95
NEW HAVEN -Hid 2lst, sell Warren B Rot
8pfa
96ter
HOf^J0
Lard
a
Georgetown.
90(86 92%
«n?.rr
n° e 90a7
ENW
LONDON-Ar 21st, sell Agnos 15 Man
salted
|
25Pity
snoulderi
«* rliV’s
clear sides at « 45(86 55.
son. Norfolk.
»
/*,i
a„horl
Latter Is lirm—crmery
NEWPORT NKWS-Sld21st,bargeSoverelgi
l«cai22%oiaaines
14(5
j
of the Seas. Portland.
Cheese steadv 10®1 l%e.
Sid 22d, sells David P Davis, Bang«r; R 1 i>
Rags firm—fresh 12%.
Pettigrew, Portland.
Fiour—recointa 3J.f>ou hblss wheat 577,000
NORFOLK—Ar 21st, sells Geo I* Davenport
2oB.ooo bush: oats
Boston; John M Brow, Philadelphia; S C Try
i i,000 bush !
rye 15.000 bush; barlev 17.000 Rust;.I
on. New York.
ahipmenw—Flour 1 2.000 nbl*; win at 142.00*
Cld, sell Helen H Benedict. New Haven.
hush; corn 90.000 hush; oats
HI ', sell Fred Gower, Boston.
SO.OOO bus)
rve 000 busu; barley 24.000 bush.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 21st, sell Serena H Ken
Now York.
dall.
DKTROIT-Wheat Quoted 74Vie cash White
PH ILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, sehs Marguerite
Red 70c; Sept 70%c; Oct 77%o.
Boston; Karl P Mason, Blake, Fall River ;
Tiipn,
Wheat quiet—cash and Aug
Win F Campbell. Osmore, Ht Andrews ami Cori ;
0%C; Sept 76c; Oct 76!<4e; Dec 78%e.
Island; Eliza J Pendleton, Hutchinson, Reed:
Island: barge Bear ltidgo, Port and. In tow o
C'cittoa Miirkn^,
tug International.
Cld, steamer Harrisburg, Portland; sehs Ja;
(Ky Teieccraph.i
Rothweil. Por smooth; Horace G Morse, Saco
A u t?. 22
John D Paige. Gardiner; Joseph Luther. Saco
NEW YORK—The Cotton market
to-nav~waf barge Alburtis. Portland, m tow of tngSwatara
aulet; middling uplands iOc;do
gulf 10% males
Ar 2.(1, sebs Wm K Shubert, MatildaD Bord;
32 bales.
and Nettie Champion, Kennebec; Alice E Clark
(1AI. V LSTON—Tlio Cotton market
closed
Portland; Josephine, hauesville; barges Maha
firm; middlings 9%<\
noy and Kalmia, from Portland, in tow of tu;
CHARLESTON—The Cotton market to-day Valley Forge,
steady; middlings 8%c.
Reedy Ioland—Passed down 21st, steamei
M KM PH IS—The < Vton market
Harrisburg, Phi adelolna for Portland; sch La
to-day closed vima
M Snow, do for Han Juan.
steady; middlings 9Vac.
Marcus llook-Passed down 21st, sells Ann J
NEW ORLEANS—The Cotton market
closed Trainer and Horace G Morse, Philadelphia foi
steady: middlings 10c.
Snco.
Marcus Hook—Passeddown 2Cd. sells John
MOmLK-C°Uon market nominal; middlings
o
D Paige, Philadelphia lor Gardiner; Josepl
do lor Saco.
Luther,
SAVANNAH—The Cotton
market
closed
Delaware Breakwater—Ar 21 sb sells Mary {■
steady; middlings 9%c.
Bradshaw, Philadelphia lor Gardiner: Ella I
Davenport, Jacksonville for New York.
European Market..
Passed ut> 22d, sch Nimbus, Bangor for Phil
adelphla.
(By Telegraph.)
PORT READING-Ar 21st, ,-cii J A Gray
LIVERPOOL. Aug. 21. 1900.—The Cotton
market closed higher; spot 5 21-32(1; sales 2,- Garland. New York (and cleared lor Exeter).
PORTSMOUTH, NH—Ar 22d, tug Hokenda.
OOO bales.
I oua. Kennebec, with barges Blackbird for New
LONDON, Aug. 22. 1900— Consols at 98% York. Buckler, Portland, and Bernardo, Saco
for money mid 98 Va for aceounr.
for Perth Ambov.
Sid. sch Harriet, Calais.
SAILING DAYS OK OCEAN STEAA1EKS
ROCKLAND -Ar 22u, sehs Gage II Phillips
New
Yoik; Vandalla, Port Gilbert. NS.
THOM
'IV
sehs Annie (Br), Salmon River. NS: Ga
Sid,
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow ..Aug 25
zelle (Br), Port Gilbert. NS; C’epda (Br), Digby,
Minnehaha
Now York. London.Aur 25
Goidlinder (Br), Beaver Ilarbor. N8.
NS;
Parisian.Montreal
Liverpool. ..Aug 25
US battleship InJiana sailed for Boston late
Trojan Prince..New Yorg. Naples.Aug 25 this afternoon.
Dominion.Montreal ..Liverpool ...Aug 26
SALEM—Ar 220. schsOM Marrett, Rockland
Pennsylvania..New York. Hamburg.. Aug 25 for New York Delaware. Boston
for Bangor.
;
Sardinian.. ..New York. .Glasgow.. .Aug 25
Hid, sch Peerless, Rock land.
Lucauta.New fork. .Liverpool ...Aug 25
SAN JU AN, PR—Ar 7ill, sch Hannah Coomer,
Hpaarndam—New York. .Rotterdam ..Aug26 Door.
Bucksport.
Belgravia.New York. Hamburg...Aug 28
Hid 4th. sch Jennie Lippet, Lynch, New York.
Majestic.New York..Liverpool....Aug 2t)
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 22d, sell Maggie
New York.New York.. Souihampt'nAug 20
Friesland
NewiYork. .Antwerp
Aug 2ii
schs John Bracewell,South RIver.NJ,
Aoultulne.New York. Havre.Aug so forPassed,
K Krleuiich-New York. Hamburg....Aug 3o hill Portland; Olive Branch. Edirewaler for Blue; Celia K, Philadelphia for Bangor; lug PiedF derGrosse ..New York. .Bremen.Aug30
mont. towing barite C for Portland.
Sicilian.— Montreal.
Liverpool...Aug 31
WASHINGTON—Ar 21st, sch George A McCambroman.... Montreal... Liverpool. ..Sept l
Kennebec.
Manitou.New York. London. ..Sept 1 Fadden,
sch Edwm It Hunt, Portsmouth.
Cld,
Aller.New York..SouthamtonSept l
Ems.NewiYork. .Genoa.Sept 1
Forelun Porta.
Pretoria.New York. Hamburg. Sept 1
Furnessla.New York. .Glasgow... Sept l
Ar at Liverpool Aug 22, steamer Ultonia,
Umbria.Now York. Liverpool. ..Sept 1 Boston.
Rotterdam.... NeutVork.. Rotterdam. Sept l
Ar at Queenstown Aug 22. sleamer New EngDeutschland.. NewYork.. Hamburg.. .Sept 4 land, for Liverpool, and proceeded.
Kaiser VV do G New York. .Bremen ....Sept 4
Ar at Las Palmas Aug iO, sch Andrew Adams,
Tunisian.Montreal.. .Liverpool...Sept 7 Adams, Fernandina.
Ar
Roman.Montreal.
8
at Santa Cruz, Cuba, Aug 21, brig motley.
Liverpool...Sept
Southwark.New York. .Antwerp
Sept 5 Doll, Barbados.
Oceanic.New York. Liverpool...Sept 5
Ar at Trinidad July 21, barque AuburBdale,
St Paul...New York .So’ameton. Scot 5 Barbados twill load tor north of Hatteras).
Touralne.New York. .Havre.Sept C
Cld at Annapolis, NS, Aug 13, sch Etta A
Columbia.New York. Hamburg ..Sept 6 Stiniusou, Sagua.
Palatia.New York. Hamburg...Sept 8
Cld at Parrsboro, NS, Aug 15, sch Alice. BosNew York.. Liverpool.. .s* pt 8 ton.
Campania
Ar at Port Morant, Ja, Aug 18, sch It W HopState Nebraska New York. .Glasgow... Sept 8
kins, Norfolk.
Passed south at Port Mulgrave, NS, Ang 20,
sch Morattcy.
MIA.Nl l UliK Aid' 4 N \<.ACG. 23.
Suurlses. 4 59 m„h w-~r I AM.. 0 45
Spoken.
Bun sets. 6 34! u,Kn
j PM...10 00
3 32
Length of days.. 13 45i Moon
Aug 18. lat 29,lon 68, ship Tillie Starbuck
from Honolulu for Philadelphia.
Aug 20. of! Charleston Bar, seh Olivor S Barrett, Bath for Darien.

/a

Cumberland, coal.

KrauklVu'1

CH IOAtlO—Cash
if lour steady.

1

«
Pratt's Astral.
Pafbbts. le exira

Leadin'! Markets.

York

Muarar—-raw steady; fair refining at 4V4c; Cen
Molasses 8U«ar at 4c; re

flaedTsteaclv6** 4/8 5

WS.'dsr'0'!::.“?«H
Fc.1?Jf,;;1ntSl102,ibb!v

DitUtionsof Staple Products

Coal.

«mj

Unseedon.

1)1 V SION.

Leave Union St ition for Boston and Way
Stations, 9.00 a. in.; Biddeford, lottery,
Salem,
Portsmouth,
Newtouryport,
Li no, Boston, 2.0l>, 9.00 a. 111.. 12.45, C.00 p. in.;
arrive Boston 5.57 !l. m 18.30, 4.00, 9.00 p. 111.;
Boston Express stopping at Old Orchard,
Kittery and Portsmouth only, 1.40 p. ni.,
arrive Boston 4.20 p, rn. Leave Boston for
Portland, 7.30, 9.00 a.. Ill 12.30, 73 0, 9.45 p. 111.,
anive Portland 11.43 a. ill., 12.05, 4.30,10.16 p,
in., 12.40

midnight.

SUNDAY TRAINS.

Leave Union Station for Biddeford, IOttery, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem,
Lynn, Boston, 2.00 a. m., 12.45 p. 111., arrive
Leave Boston
Boston 5.57 a. m., 4.00 p. m.
for Portland, 9.00 a. 11)., 7.00, 9.45 p. BO., arrive
12.10, 10.15 p.m., 12.40 midnight,
l—Daily.
w

&

d!V.

Station foot of Preble street.
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer. Nashua,
Windham, Kipping, Manchester, Concord and Points North 7.34 a. m., 12.33 p. in.;
Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro. Saca River, 7.34 a. m., 12.33, 5.33 p. ill.;
Gorham, Westbrook, Cumberland Mills
Westbrook Jet., Woodfovds, 7.33. 9.-15 a.
m., 12.33. 3.05, 5.33. 6.20 p. n\; Searboro
Beach, Pine Point, 6.45, 9.50, 11.46 a. ni.,
1.08. 3.10, 3.45. 6.40, 11.15 P. 111.; Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford, 6.45, 8.35, 9.00, 11.40 a. in.,
12.25, 1.08, 3.10. 3.'5. 5.48, 6.40, 11.15 p. m.
Trains arrive from Worcester, 1.05 p. m.;
GorRochester, 8.26 a. ni., 1.05, 5.48 p. 111.
ham and Way Stations, 0.40. 8.25, 10.47 a, ir,.,
1.05, 4.15, 5.48 P. in.
For

SUNDAY TRAINS.

For Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddefovd, 0.45, 9.28, 10.05 a. 111,. 1.50, 3.30, 4.03. 5.00,
6.05, 7.08 p. m. Rochester ana Way Stations,
0.20 p. in.
D. J.

je27dtf

FLANDI-ORS, G. V. &- T. A.

THE

HOW TO VOTE.

PRESS.

SEW ADVERTISEMENTS

TODAY.

For

Rules

Handling

the

THE SEVENTH MAINE.

Australian
c

Ballot.
Owen, Moore & Col
Walter Corey Co.
Ira F. Clark & Co.
Sunday Sail.
El well.
Standard Clothing Co.
Frank M. Low.
Boland Glove Co.
O. M. Lord-2.

To vote a straight ticket make a

cross

in the square above the political designation of the ticket you desire to vote.

(X)
If

New Wants, For Sale, To Lor,
and similar advertisements will
page u under appropriate heads.

Lost, Found
he found on

you want to vote the straight

lican ticket make a
above the

word

Republican;

square

if the Dem-

ocratic make the cross in the square above

REPUBLICAN RALLY

the word Democrat, and

the

GEN, GHAS. H. GROSVENOR

Prohib-

square

above

EVANS

follows:

First

make a

you

Will address the citizens of Portland
the political issues of the day

on

CITY MALL
-ON

come

to th9 name of

that name.

At 8 O’clock.

proceed
in

cross

of

the

son

you want to vote for, or
a

will materialize 2,500 horse

power.
Gribben
seizures at Nos, 29
and Osborne made
York, 46'J Commercial, 59 Centre and 1ST

Yesterday Biquor Deputies

York street.
A rescript has been handed down from
Somerset case of
the law court In the
of Canaan vs, the InhabiInhabitants
The
tants of Calais, a pauper action
rescript sustains verdict for plaintiff and
overrules motion for a new tcial.
A fancy drill and ball will be given
by the Knights of Pythias at the Eighth
Maine Kegiment building, Peaks island,
tomorrow evening.
A
petition in bankruptcy was filed
yesterday by Walter II. Gilman of Bangor.
__

PERSONALS.
and Mrs. Henry Watson of Lawrence, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs. John
Watson and daughter Irene of Sanford
Fred Tar bos,
ere visiting Mr. and Mrs.
M?.

Forest avenue.
Mr. George Sargent of New York, and
at
Prof, lioy S. Sargent of Boston, are
Mrs. Sarthe Columbia for a few days.
gent and the professor are on t heir way
$o the eastern part of the state,where they
Will spend a month.
Miss Forence E. Woodbury of Deering
is home from a visit to Miss
street,
one of the Fetcher method
Metcalf,
who is summering at Bailey s
teachers,
island.
Miss Annie Miller of South Hadley,
Mass., who has been vistlng Miss Evls
°"u°l
Berry at Delano park, has returned.
of
New
is
visMr. Fred G. uow,
York,
iting his sister, Miss Sophie A Dow.
Miss Douglass of Boston, is the guest
of Mies Kate Hay of Congress street.
1, Mr. George S. Jtiowe has returned from
Mrs.
a ten days’ visit to Presque Isle.
Kowe wiil remain there a week or two

longer.
a

Mrs. George Hoyt of Augusta is paying
visit to her nephew, Mr. George C.

Frye.
Mr. H. W. Shaylor,who has been under
treatment at the Maine Eye and Ear Infirmary for the past two months, for
mastoid abscess, has sufficiently recovered to return to his home.
SUIT FOR ALLEGED SLANDER.
Councilman

James A. Connellan has

Cumberland Superior
brought in the
court a $1,000 suit against Israel Davis,
pawn broker,for alleged, slander, growingout of a case in the Municipal court some
weeks ago.
Mr. Connellan was counsel
for a man charged with larceny of mileage hooks from the old-P. andpt, station,
and Isiael Davis, who purchased one of
the books from the respondent, was somewhat sharply cross-examined by him,and
the witness stand.
finally fainted on
Later, it is said, Davis met Connellan on
the street,and uttered slanderous remarks
concerning him.
“GIANT” CONROY
Patrick J

BACK

better known

as

HOME
“Giant”

Conroy, arrived home Monday from Derby, Conn , where he has been playing
the disbandment of the Atlantic
Association. While with Derby he played
about all of the positions, even going be“The
hind the bat for a few games.
Connecticut league is not as fast as the
New England league was
last season,”
said “Giant" yesterday. “The attendance
I was
has been light all the season and
glad to leave the club and come home.
I don’t think that I will play any more
baseball hereafter but will try to get a
steady place where I can have work the
year round." Conroy is in fine condition.
since

What Shall We Have for Dessert P
This question arises in thefamily every
day. Let us answer it today. Try Jell-o.
a
delicous and healthful dessert. Prepared in two minutes. No boiling! no
baking! simply add boiling water and
set to cool,
flavors:—Lemon, Orange,
Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a paok»ge at your grocers today*, 10 cts.

item in

an

of

our store

preparation

our

establishing

for the

a

Were Present-

MATTINGS

RUGS,

DEPARTMENT OF

Those Who

jB:

of this person,

NOT PASTE
THE NAME

THE
YOU

BE

Resolutions

on

BURE

the

Death

of
We have

Hyde.
“The

AND

INTEND

TO

CUT
defect-

ive and it will be thrown out.

Study these rules and you will make

OF

Gen. T. W.

stick on in

STICKER OVER

no

REGISTRATION.

closes at 5 p. m.
GRANGERS’ MEETING.

Grange field day

LINOLEUMS.

amp

sticker bearing the

President,
Portland; treasurer, Benjamin G. Ward 9, except the last day, when the session

the corner of Portland and Alder streets,
The horse had to be
and broke his leg.
shot.
The big dam of the Portland Eleotric
Bight company at Great Falls, Is practioally completed and work will at once
begin so that by October 1 the company

of

through

Then in the vacant space be-

this vacant space

HOARD

Yesterday morning a horse belonging
to H. P. Houston, the milkman, fell on

in

candidate

Draw a line

The
National Tire Inflator company
The Board of Registration will be in
has been organized at Portland for the
purpose of manufacturing inflators and session nine days to take on voters, beother mechanical devices, with $1,000,003
ginning Aug. 27. Hours from 9 a. m. to
capital stock, of which $5 is paid in. The
Josiah C. Ward, 1 p. m., 3 to 5 p. m. Evenings from 7 to
officers are:
of Portland.

A List

propose

mistakes,

BRIEF JOTTINGS.

As

elected President.

as

the

designation

because that will make the ballot

AH are invited.
Wilford G. Chapman, Esq., will preside. Music by American Cadet Band,

of Portland Re-

low either write in the name of the per-

name

Thursday Evening,Aug. 23,1900

Fogg

Then follow down the list until

to vote.

you desire to cut.

of Tennessee

Mr. John II.

word Prohibition.

the ticket the most of which you

H. CLAY

AT

the

If you want to split a ticket
square above the political

of Ohio and

HON.

make a cross in the

ition

if

SEASONABLE RUG NEWS.

tage at Long Island.

Repub-

in the

cross

Annual Reunion at Cot-

of the 7th Main8
Begiment association was held yesterday
at Camp Connor, the regimental cottage
The business meeting
at Long island.
was held at eleven o’clock and was presided over by President John H. Fogg.
as folThe election of officers resulted.

and from

now oil we

Mr. Whitcomb will have charge
A little

rive,

later,

we’ll make
Note

lows:
President—John H. Fogg, Portland.
Vice. Presidents—Henry 1. Lord, Biddeford; James W. Libby, Turner.
Secretary and Treasurer—Woodbury D.
Hatch, Portland.
Quartermaster and Commissary —George
J. Hunt, Cumberland Mills.
Chaplain—Willis G. McGlauflin, Portland.
Surgeon—Dr. W. D, Norcros3, Lewiston.
Officer of the Day—John Mullen, Portland.
Poet and Historian—W. D. Hatch,Port-

shall

Co.,

bo able

their entire stock of

supply

to

our

goods contained

patrons

from

a

when

our

formal introduction of

specially, however,

importations and late Domestic Hug productions
the new department to the public.

Oriental Hug

that

we are

EVEN NOW ready

to till your

named above.

ssb

ffilHiri man

MmwaKswEsawarn

5

land.

aug23lh&s

!

AND

L i g

-

Whether

baked

rorae

They
right

j

Treasurer—C H. Waterhouse, Portland
Managing Dlreotor—W.
jj.
Hatch
Portland.
Directors—George F. Hunt. Cumberland Mills; W. D.
Hatch,Portland; John

JrlamMOft^f

Hart, Portland; William
Mills; Eben True. Portland

Cumberland

|

{

a SO

V-EIIalMG^S
Both these lines

are

perfect

for

19C.

in every way.

THE BOLAND CLOVE CO.

f

satisfactory
selling,

1

chance to get watery. We
bought them low enough
for you to have any quantity you wish at the price
of the poorer kind.

?

|
(

i

;

:

\

1

J

I

jj

SON,

Middle St.

OOMIjM [

[

CLEANSING
promptly done

for

TOURISTS
ns

well

for home people.
of Silk Waists

as

Dry cleansing

keeper will lay in a supply
now before they’re gone.

A

SPECIALTY,
e

O. C. Elwell,

have tailor’s pressmen.
’

FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE and
steam Qarp9 Q|aansjng Hurls
13 Treble St., Opp. Treble House.
Dir’Kid Gloves Cleansed Every Day.

FlUO1LU
PR T C Q Q0

791-790

Congress Street.

>

j
£

buying anil

paint

H. H. HAY &

SWEET POTATOES.
We’ve been fortunate
in securing a lot of splendid Sweet Potatoes, delicious in flavor, the best you
The wise houseever ate,

It

THE CHAMPION OIL BUB1
ADMISSION to HIGH SCHOOLS
]

Candidates for admission to the High Schools'
vho do not already hold the regular promotion
:aras, will b? examined for admission at the
>flic<: of the Superintendent of Schools,
City
mildlng, September 7th, 1900. at 9 o'clock a. m.
Per order of the School Committee.

aug23itd

O. M.

will soon bo here.
It is what you vrant
for your cook stove or range, or househeating plant. It turns the oil to a pare
dry gas, and burns with a strong heat It
is

cheap, it is economical it is ail right
Will bo on exhibition and sale about

Aug.

Store, Preble St.

LOltD, Superintendent.

\

J. Frye’s Implement
Tolcphono 1046 5.

J.

22nd at

FlEESE,

H.

F.

Pc. ring Outer, Sole Agent.
augl7dl*ip

!
! SOUVENIR
SPOONS. I
I
{ A Thousini of Them, All Sterling |
Siver, 53c to

|
X
4

$4.50-

Out- stock is far superior to
Most any subject
you want—Observatory, Portland Head Light, Bug
Light?
all others.

I
Ition,

i
4
4

£
£

£

ver

X

engraved

£

£

Novelties,

with

ou same.

of pretty articles to
to

Portland
Hundreds
take home

your friends.

I

McKENNEY’S

f

LEADING JEWELRY STORE,

X
4

Monument Square.
augGdtf

Greater Portland’s
1900-1901

<►

Harbor, Bird’s Eye <►
Portland, Union StaLongfellow House. Long- £
fellow’s Birthplace, Longfel- £
low Monument, Soldiers’ Mon£

ument, Coat of Arms State of
Maine, with any subject in the
bowl.
Thousands of Sterling Sil-

Every Day
I
Helps.

o

Portland
View of

|£

ers were ebosen:

In the
matter of painting i
house, simply to protect tht building from weather, there is little
sentiment.
Ail it requires is a little seiut
and some cents. Common sense te
know where to buy durable paint,
at economy of cents.
But there is sentiment in getting
artistic decorative resultj as well,
and we have the best facilitator

or

these new tubers
out white and mealy.
in the
were grown
had no
soil and

STANDARD CLOTHING CD.

SOO GLOVES FOR 880.

(Sentiment.

j

w*v/*w

I

^

boiled

mis

TODAY ONLY.

l

Potatoes

OQ

1

f Sense
Cents and

h_^

Flaky

LESS

4160__

\
~

Fine Suits
HALF PRICE

■%

■-'%

MKE

Jkf

Vaccination,

President—Eben True, Portland.
Secretary—Hiram Ellis, Portland.

ar-

orders for goods

PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

The Woodfords Y. is the first to be orThe first regular
ganized in Portland.
meeting will be held on Monday evening,
Ssptemher 3, at 7.30 with Miss Louise
Fernald, Stevens avenue, next door to
All Souls’ ohurch.

assortment

an

ot tins new ueparuiieut.

for Cumberland county
W, D.
Comrades A. A.
Nickerson,
will be held at Underwood Spring tomorHatch and John H. Fogg were appointed
The meeting will open
ten
row.
at
a committee on resolutions.
o'clock, National Master Jones of IndiThe deaths of the following comrades
ana and State Master Gardner, who is aloccurred since
were reported as having
so national overseer, will be present and
Thomas W.
General
the last reunion:
deliver addresses. Several members of the
Hyde, Bath; Lieut. W. H, Motley, Portthe
committee
of
State
executive
Grange land; Lawrence P. Hooper,
Chelsea,
are also expected to be present and other
Mass.; Capt. Thomas P. Beals, Portland ;
prominent members of the order will be Frank Lang, Worcester, Mass ; Thomas
heard from. The spacious grounds of
Brooks, Poland; Dewitt Clinton Morrill,
accomUnderwood park furnish ample
Scarboro.
modation for a basket picnic and with
The committee on resolutions presented
ideal
the many attractions make it an
the following resolves which were adoptplace for the meeting, Every farmer in ed:
the vicinity should avail himself of the
more to
Whereas, we ax*e called once
opportunity to listen to the eloquence of part with comrades in our march of life—
the head of and miss the touch of elbow of those who
a practical farmer who is at
have answered the final ‘roll’'- call.
an immense body of farmers,
Resolved—That in th9 death of General
The public schools will begin Monday, SeptThomas W„ Hyde we feel that we
nave
RED MEN'S FIELD DAY.
who
lost a heroic leader, a true
friend, a ember 10th. No pupils will be admitted
Parents are rePreparations for the first annual field dearly loved and honoi’ed comrade, and have not been vaccinated.
day of the Red Men of Portland and vio- that ever in our memory will live his quested to attend to this matter before the
as a soldier,
as well
as
his opening ot the term.
and a good gallantry
inity are nearly completed,
noble and gentlemanly conduct in the
Per order of the School Committee.
As the affairs of civil life.
time is assured all who attend.
Resolved—That as we close the
O. M. LORD, Superintendent.
time draws near, more and more interest
aug23dtd
page
the history of
is being manifested in the event and the upon which is written
H.
P.
YV.
Motlsy, Thomas
Beals, DeYVitt
indications are that about 400 Indians
Clinton Morrill, Frank Lang,
Lawrence
STATE REFORM SCHOOL.
will be in line. The American Cadet band Hooper and Thomas Brooks,
we point
with pride to that history, and in our
has been engaged and will play Indian
recall their heroic sacrifice, their Annual Field Day Exercises of Institumusic on parade.The members will meet memory
faithfulness in
patient endurance, their
tion.
at the wigwam of Machigonne tribe at the hour of their
trial, and with the feelof Labor ing that their history will be treasured by
nine o’clock on the morning
friends of the
number of
A goodly
Day, when line will be formed and. after a greatful country, be proud to say they
were our comrades.
a short parade, the boat will be taken for
State Reform School visited the instituThe dinner was served at
one o’clock
That wc are Closing Out at
be intion yesterday afterno n, in response to
Long island, where sports will
and was much enjoyed by all.
The folof
attend
the
exercises
to
and
one
of
in
s
shore
invitation
an
dulged
Cushing
lowing were seated at the tables: George Field
A meeting of the com
The buildings and school
dinners served.
Day.
F. Hunt, William H. Hammond, Westdecorated and the
mittee having the affair in charge will be
rooms were prettily
j Lie the^ind that you can wear nearly
John
H.
D.
Mullen,
Woodbury
held this evening and a full attendance brook;
boys presented their usual line appear11 the year around if you wish to.
Ansel
C.
Portland:
WhitClark,
of importance Hatch,
is requested, as matters
ance.
Are the
Mass ; William L,
OR
prices.
man,
OR 0
Lynn,
Poole,
in
will be discussed.
From 1.30 to 3 00 was spent
looking
OJ 01
Mass ; Charles
A.
The iow? kidicuHang, Harrison; over the main
mechanical
building,
TO CRAWFORD NOTCH AND TO George R. Boyar, Somerville, Mass.; Hari ■ously low piiiCES, are the indications
school ,new power house, Farrington cotNAPLES.
old YV. Poole, Lynn, Mass.; Hiram Ellis,
and
Wentworth
cottage, inspecting t hat we want to sell to clear our countage,
On Sunday next the
Maine Central Charles H Waterhouse, Albert A. Nick- the various
t ers.
and the boys:
departmants
Eban True, John H,
Railroad will make a special round trip erson, John Hart,
work. The boys were all assembled in f
Fogg, Portland; Hanry I. Lord, Bidd9rate of 11.60 lo the White Mountains,
entertheir respective school rooms and
N. Field,
Portland; Oren tained the company by singing. At three 1 Ye are offering lots of neat, pretty destopping nearly two hours at Fabyans ford; Ruel
J.
M.
Libby, North o'clock the battalion, consisting of com- E irablo
before returning. The foliage is now Prescott, Turner;
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A. A. Nickerson followed with an
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Hon. M. F. King of Portland, trustees of
on
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“Bast
battle of
Simon B. Guthrie, chairman, and T. H.
has been ruined. She lost this garment interesting paper
the school; Hon. George P. Wrescott, Mr.
the 7th Maine regiment,” before its conThe meeting was
in a fire and later it was
recovered. A
and Mrs. Nunns and Miss
Mr. [lately, Jr., secretary.
Nunns,
solidation with the 5th and
6th Maine
in discussing the plans
large spot of oil was on the dress and the
ani Mrs, W. S. Denny, Mrs. Frederick occupied entirely
for the campaign, laying out the work
fire commissioners took the gown agree- regiments.
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Barker, Mr. and
Comrade Charles Bang of the 2nd New Robie,
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and Mrs.
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from the battle of Anti eta in.
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passed. Then it was completely ruined.
Frank E, Allen, Mrs, M F. King, Edgar
l)r. W. D. Norcross, Hiram Ellis, Henry
Miss Maxwell says the dress was worth
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final rehearsals for the Music FesP. Payson of Portland, Hon. George M,
1. Lord and J. W. Libby each mads inof Rangeley, J. R.
of tival, to take place in the first days of
Esty
Dougherty
teresting remarks.
A FINE OCCASION.
Calais, Mrs. C. H. Clark of Haverhill, October, will begin next Monday evening
Maior A A. Nickerson gave
a very
Mass
Hon.Elijah’K.Hodgkins of Harps- at 7 45 o’clock at Y„ M. C. A. hall.
Mrs. Charles C. Wells gave a handsome- graphic description of the ca pture of the
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Monday evening. Among those present
all who have had the pleasure of
singing
President Fogg read a very interesting others.
were Mr, and Mrs Charles F. Libby, Mr.
under him in the prst will be glad to beand Mrs. E. C. Jordan,
Mrs. Clarence tribute to the memory of Major James P. DEMOCRATIC COUNTY COMMITTEE
Jones of old Quaker stock, the son of Eli
gin work again for the festival of l'JOO.
Corning and Mr. and Mrs. Bion Brad- and Sibyl Jones, Major
Jons* was major
The Democratic County committee met A full attendance is earnestly desired on
the
of
honor
EdMr.
Maine
of the 7th
bury,
guest
being
regiment and was killed in this city
yesterday morning, about Monday evening.
while at the head of his troops in a
mund S. Wheeler of Buffalo, N. Y.
charge
upon the enemy, on the field in view of
President Linooln.
The sketch was a
Y. W. C. T. U.
glowing tribute and was sent by
ComAs a result of the talk by Misses Freeso rade A. S. Perham of Washington.D, C,
and Richardson of Bangor
at the Wood- member of the 7th Maine regiment
During the day Messrs. John T. Fagan
fords Congregational
church Tuesday
and John H. Power entertained the vetevening, a Y. branch of the W. C. 'J>. U. erans with fife and drum
selections re
was organized with the following officers:
veille, etc.
At a meeting of the 7th Maine
President—Louise Fernald.
CorporaMilanese Suede. * All colors.
tion held on Tuesday the
Vice President—Minnie A, Soule.
following oilio-

Secretary—Margaret Montgomery.
Treasurer—Henrjr Glendenning.
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